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APPENDIX A
NOTICE OF PREPARATION AND INITIAL STUDY

UCI Medical Center
Long Range Development Plan Initial Study

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST FORM
1.

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Title: University of California, Irvine Medical Center Long Range Development Plan
Project Location: UCI Medical Center, 101 City Drive South, Orange, CA 92868
Lead Agency Name and Address: The University of California; 1111 Franklin Street, 12th floor,
Oakland, CA 94607
Project Sponsor’s Name and Address: University of California, Irvine Medical Center; 101 City
Drive South, Orange, CA 92868
Contact Person and Phone Number: Ned Reynolds, Associate Director of Planning, UCI Medical
Center Planning and Development Services; (714) 456-6904
Custodian of the Administrative Record for This Project: Ned Reynolds (see above)
Notice of Preparation Review Period: A 30-day public review period has been established for
the Notice of Preparation in accordance with the State CEQA Guidelines. Your response must be
sent at the earliest possible date, but not later than 30 days after receipt of this notice. Comments
on the analysis contained herein may be sent to Ned Reynolds (see above).
2.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The University of California at Irvine (UCI) Medical Center is depicted in its regional and local
context in Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively. The UCI Medical Center is located at 101 City Drive
South, in the City of Orange, Orange County, California. The Medical Center site is bounded by
Chapman Avenue to the north, Dawn Way to the south, the Santa Ana Freeway (I-5) to the east,
City Drive South to the west. Regional access to the Medical Center is provided via I-5, the Garden
Grove Freeway (SR-22), and the Orange Freeway (SR-57).
The proposed project would be implemented at the existing UCI Medical Center site. Land uses
in the immediate area include the Orangewood Children’s Home, County Fire Station, the County
of Orange Betty Lou Lamoreaux Juvenile Justice Center, and the Theo Lacy Facility (County jail)
to the south; I-5 to the north and east; City Drive, The Block shopping center, office buildings, and
the DoubleTree hotel to the west.
The UCI Medical Center is approximately 32 acres and is situated in an urbanized setting. The
project site is relatively flat with minimum topographical relief. The maximum onsite elevations
range from 129 to 135 feet above mean sea level (msl).
The Medical Center site is developed and contains approximately 55 structures and facilities, as
depicted in Exhibit 3.
2.2

UCI MEDICAL CENTER BACKGROUND
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The Medical Center began operation on the site of the present UCI Medical Center on September
1, 1914 as the Orange County General Hospital, a County facility. The present, main acute
hospital unit was dedicated on July 1, 1963. In 1966, the facility became a community hospital and
its name was changed to the Orange County Medical Center.
The California College of Medicine became affiliated with UCI in 1965 after operating for 60 years
as a private medical institution in Los Angeles.
In fall 1968, the California College of Medicine moved into Medical Surge I facilities located on the
UCI campus in the City of Irvine. In December 1967, at the request of the University President,
UCI had authorized a study of the community need for a University Hospital. The study
recommended that a 350-bed teaching hospital be constructed on the UCI campus in the City of
Irvine. Ongoing changes in State of California funding priorities resulted in the cancellation of plans
for a new hospital facility on the UCI campus and acquisition of the Orange County Medical Center.
In 1969, the University constructed Medical Surge II on the main UCI campus to provide
instructional resources and academic units for first- and second-year medical students, as well as
offices, faculty research laboratories, and a medical library. In July 1968, UCI and the County of
Orange entered into an agreement to establish the Orange County Medical Center (now the UCI
Medical Center) as a key clinical teaching resource for the UCI College of Medicine. On July 1,
1976, the Orange County Medical Center was acquired by the University of California.
As a part of the University’s assessment of facility needs, the University performed a seismic
evaluation of its acute care health facilities and related buildings at the Medical Center, and
classified each building into seismic performance categories, in accordance with the Alquist
Hospital Seismic Safety Act, Senate Bill (SB) 1953 and UC Seismic Policy. SB 1953 was enacted
as a result of the 1994 Northridge Earthquake to require that acute care health facilities are
structurally retrofitted, replaced, or decommissioned to meet current seismic regulations. All acute
care facilities must be capable of remaining fully functional and operational for at least 72 hours
after a major earthquake in order to provide required emergency medical services to those in need.
Acute care facilities are required to develop and submit a compliance plan to the OSHPD indicating
the intent and actions to be taken to ensure compliance. For hospitals constructed before 1973,
such as the UCI Medical Center, structural retrofits are required by the year 2008 for life safety, by
2030 for fully operational acute care services, and by 2002 for non-structural retrofits.
2.3

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The UCI Medical Center’s mission and strategic goals are the guiding principles for the physical
planning of the Medical Center. The Medical Center’s mission is “To provide high quality patient
care in a manner that supports the education and research programs of the UCI College of
Medicine.”
These principles are based on the vision that the UCI Medical Center is a dynamic organization that
is:
C

“Dedicated to continuously improving quality of care and organizational performance;

C

A financially sound clinical enterprise that provides for the continuum of care necessary to
fulfill the mission of the College of Medicine;

C

Committed to providing the continuance of care necessary to further the mission of the UCI
College of Medicine.
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C

A recognized leader in providing for the advancement of medical care through teaching and
research activities.”

In support of these strategic goals, the objectives of the UCI Medical Center Long Range
Development Plan Project include:

2.4

C

Updating the UCI Medical Center Long Range Development Plan to best meet the UCI
Medical Center’s planning goals and current regulatory requirements.

C

Serving as a framework for the physical development of the UCI Medical Center to provide
adequate facilities in support of the strategic mission of the Medical Center.

C

Establishing a physical design which represents the best possible relationship between the
UCI Medical Center’s teaching and research goals, patient care needs, site character, and
allowing for the proper integration with the surrounding community.

C

Providing a high-quality physical environment for patients and their families, faculty,
students, staff, and visitors.

C

Meeting the seismic retrofit and replacement needs of the UCI Medical Center consistent
with the requirements of State law (SB 1953) and the Office of Statewide Health Planning
and Development (OSHPD) through the orderly phasing out of older structures at the UCI
Medical Center.

C

Providing for the efficient staging of seismic retrofit projects and the economic utilization of
existing facilities.

C

Providing a critical mass of activities necessary to support the future operational and
research space needs of the UCI Medical Center.

C

Utilizing new construction in order to provide the most flexible space for the highest priority
functions.

C

Accommodating the increasing need for medical services to the growing population in
Orange County.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

UCI Medical Center Long Range Development Plan
Each campus and off-campus medical center in the University of California (UC) system is required
to periodically reexamine its academic goals and formulate physical plans to support these goals.
This reexamination takes the form of a Long Range Development Plan (LRDP), which guides the
physical development of the campus to achieve the academic, research, patient care, and
community service missions of the institution. The LRDP identifies goals to be achieved during the
buildout period of the LRDP, and estimates the types and amounts of new building space required
the achieve these goals.
The proposed UCI Medical Center LRDP will serve as the “general plan” to guide the physical
development of the UCI Medical Center. It does not constitute a commitment to any specific
projects, construction schedules, or funding priorities. As such, the University has determined that
a Program EIR will be required to assess the potential environmental effects associated with
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implementation of the UCI Medical Center LRDP project. The Program EIR is intended to also
provide project-level environmental analysis for near-term individual construction projects
associated with the LRDP. Subsequent, individual construction projects will require project-specific
review and approval by The University of California Regents, in accordance with CEQA.
Project Characteristics
A key element in implementing strategic initiatives is to have facilities that are able to accommodate
them to the fullest extent possible. The UCI Medical Center’s existing facilities have been
evaluated as a part of an ongoing master planning process. The evaluation determined that there
is a shortage of space at the Medical Center. As the Medical Center’s functions continue to grow,
space rationing will be required if no expansion of the Medical Center occurs. Future space needs
will be prioritized so that the limited resources available will be assigned in a manner which best
supports the Medical Center’s mission.
The project applicant, the University of California at Irvine (UCI) is proposing to prepare the UCI
Medical Center LRDP to allow for the phased reuse of the existing UCI Medical Center site with an
intensification of medical center facilities. No expansion of the project site boundaries is assumed.
The proposed project is intended to provide building space, circulation, parking, and infrastructure
sufficient to support the patient care, teaching, and research missions of the UCI Medical Center
and College of Medicine. Sufficient is defined as enough to meet the needs of a given use and,
in the context of the Medical Center’s basic mission, is intended to indicate no more and no less
space, resources permitting, than is required.
The existing UCI Medical Center contains approximately 910,365 gross square feet of
development, distributed between the following categories of facilities. Table 1 quantifies existing
uses.
C

Inpatient Facilities include the hospital and neuropsychiatric facilities.

C

Ambulatory Care Facilities provide out-patient services, including cancer care,
occupational therapy, dialysis, and diagnostic services.

C

Academic and Research Facilities include academic, department, and research offices,
research and psychiatry labs, classrooms, and medical library.

C

Administration Facilities are located throughout the Medical Center to support medical
and research uses at the facility.

C

Service Facilities include storage facilities, the steam plant, and electrical facility.

C

Parking is provided at the Medical Center and a remote lots in the project vicinity. Parking
is provided in two parking structures and surface parking at the Medical Center; surface
parking is also provided off the site.

The proposed UCI Medical Center LRDP project would allow for the intensification of development
at the facility resulting in the provision of approximately 1,902,049 total square feet of onsite
facilities, excluding parking. The proposed project assumes the provision of all Medical Center
parking on the site. This intensification assumes the demolition of some of the existing structures,
as well as the rehabilitation/alteration of other structures to increase their efficiency and allow for
compliance with the Alquist Hospital Seismic Safety Act, Senate Bill 1953 and UC Seismic Policy.
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TABLE 1
UCI MEDICAL CENTER EXISTING LAND USES
Facility Category

Existing Area (GSF)

Number of Beds/Spaces in Use

Inpatient

374,695

382 beds

Ambulatory Care

167,633

n/a

Academic and Research

264,203

n/a

Administrative

56,440

n/a

Service

47,394

n/a

910,365 GSF

382 hospital beds

Total:
GSF:
Note:
Source:

gross square feet
The UCI Medical Center is licensed for 462 beds.
Lee, Burkhart, Liu, Inc., July 1999.

The UCI Long Range Development Plan is proposed to identify the general development and
redevelopment areas within the existing Medical Center campus where the following three
categories of land uses will be accommodated:
C
C
C

Clinical/Academic
Service/Support
Parking

With the exception of the near-term projects identified in the subsequent discussion, no sitespecific structures would be identified in the LRDP. Development areas within the overall project
boundaries for these three categories will be identified.
The proposed project assumes the provision of 524 hospital beds, an increase of 62 beds above
the number of licensed beds at the UCI Medical Center (462 beds). Beds would be distributed to
respond to target specific programs and services, and to increase operational efficiency and cost
effectiveness. It is anticipated that beds would be distributed based on the following service
categories:
Hospital Bed Distribution

Current Beds In Use

Proposed Beds

Adult Critical Care

40

100

Medical/Surgical

175

199

Women’s and Children’s

85

136

Neuropsychiatry

82

89

382 beds

524 beds

Total

Multi-bed wards are not assumed. Patient care units are planned as a mix of private and semiprivate rooms.
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Bed Type

Current

Proposed

Private Beds

38%

82%

Semi-Private Beds

22%

18%

Multi-Bed Wards (3+ beds)

40%

0%

Total

100%

100%

Note:

Does not include Neuropsychiatric and Infant Special Care.

Phasing
The Long Range Development Plan would be phased to minimize disruptions to services. The
Long Range Development Plan will identify the physical needs of the UCI Medical Center to the
planning horizon of year 2015. Anticipated near-term projects expected to be constructed by year
2008 are as follows:
C
C

Replacement hospital
Parking and transportation improvements

Actions
Anticipated approval authority by the University of California and other public agencies whose
action is required (e.g., permits, financing approval, or participation agreement) are identified
below:
The Regents of the University of California
C

Certification of the UCI Medical Center Long Range Development Plan Final Environmental
Impact Report

C

Approval of the UCI Medical Center Long Range Development Plan Project

Cities of Orange and Garden Grove and County of Orange
C
3.

Coordination of potential circulation improvements
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED

The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving
at least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” as indicated by the checklist on the
following pages.
/

/

/

Aesthetics

Agriculture Resources

/

Air Q uality

Biological Resources

/

Cultural Resources

/

Geology/So ils

Hazards & Hazardous
Mate rials

/

Hydrology/W ater Q uality

/

Land Use/Planning

Mineral Resources

/

Noise

/

Population/Housing

Recreation

/

Transportation /Traffic

Public Services
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/

4.

Utilities/Service Systems

/

Mandatory Findings of Significance

DETERMINATION

On the basis of the initial evaluation that follows:
I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the
environment, and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the
project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
/

I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and
an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has
been adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards,
and 2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as
described on attached sheets. A TIERED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is
required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed
adequately in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable
standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or
NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed
upon the proposed project, no further environmental document is required. FINDINGS
consistent with this determination will be prepared.

A Program EIR will be prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts associated with
the construction and implementation of the UCI Medical Center Long Range Development Plan
project. The UCI Medical Center Long Range Development Plan Program EIR is a Program EIR
in accordance with state California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines §15168. The
Program EIR provides a comprehensive evaluation of the reasonable anticipated scope of the
project. It is intended to serve as an informational document for public agency decisionmakers and
the general public regarding the objectives and components of the proposed project, and any
potentially significant environmental impacts that may be associated with the planning,
construction, and operation of the project, as well as to identify appropriate feasible mitigation
measures and alternatives that may be adopted to reduce or eliminate these significant impacts.
This Program EIR is also intended to provide project-level environmental analysis for near-term
building projects within the Medical Center. This Program EIR is further intended to serve as the
primary environmental document for all future entitlements associated with the proposed project,
including all discretionary approvals requested or required to implement the project. A lead agency
can approve subsequent actions without additional environmental documentation unless as
otherwise required by Public Resources Code §21166, state CEQA Guidelines §15162. The
University of California Regents, which has the principal responsibility for processing and approving
the project, and other public agencies (i.e., responsible and trustee agencies) that may use this
Program EIR in their decision making or permitting processes, will consider the information in this
Program EIR along with other information that may be presented during the CEQA process.
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Richard Demerjian, Director
UCI Office of Campus & Environmental Planning
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5.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The following evaluation is based on a preliminary assessment of the potential effects of the
proposed project. Detailed analyses to be conducted as a part of the EIR may determine that
impacts are less than significant, either before or after mitigation.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?

~

~

~

/

b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but
not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic
buildings within a state scenic highway?

~

~

~

/

c) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or
quality of the site and its surroundings?

/

~

~

~

d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare which
would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the
area?

/

~

~

~

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland
of Statewide Importance (Farmland), as shown on the
maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency,
to non-agricultural use?

~

~

~

/

b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a
Williamson Act contract?

~

~

~

/

c) Involve other changes in the existing environment which,
due to their location or nature, could result in conversion
of Farmland, to non-agricultural use?

~

~

~

/

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable
air quality plan?

/

~

~

~

b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation?

/

~

~

~

c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant for which the project region is nonattainment under an applicable federal or state ambient
air quality standard (including releasing emissions which
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?

/

~

~

~

d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

/

~

~

~

e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people?

~

~

/

~

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
1. AESTHETICS–Would the project:

2. AGRICULTURE RESOURCES–Would the project:

3. AIR QUALITY–Would the project:
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or
through habitat modifications, on any species identified
as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)?

~

~

~

/

b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat
or other sensitive natural community identified in local or
regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the CDFG or
USFWS?

~

~

~

/

c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected
wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool,
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means?

~

~

~

/

d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors,
or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?

~

~

~

/

e) Conflict with any local applicable policies protecting
biological resources?

~

~

~

/

f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other applicable habitat conservation plan?

~

~

~

/

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
4. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES–Would the project:

5. CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES–Would the project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a historical resource as defined in §15064.5?

/

~

~

~

b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of an archaeological resource pursuant to §15064.5?

~

/

~

~

c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or unique geologic feature?

~

/

~

~

d) Disturb any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries?

~

/

~

~

i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated
on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of a
known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology
Special Publication 42.

~

~

~

/

ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?

/

~

~

~

iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?

/

~

~

~

6. GEOLOGY AND SOILS–Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death
involving:
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

~

~

~

/

b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?

~

~

/

~

c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or
that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in onsite/offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?

/

~

~

~

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B
of the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial
risks to life or property?

/

~

~

~

e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of
septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste
water?

~

~

~

/

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
iv) Landslides?

7. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS–Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials?

/

~

~

~

b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?

/

~

~

~

c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within
1/4-mile of an existing or proposed school?

/

~

~

~

d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment?

~

~

~

/

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area?

~

~

~

/

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would
the project result in a safety hazard for people residing
or working in the project area?

/

~

~

~

g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan?

~

~

/

~

h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury or death involving wildland fires, including where
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands?

~

~

~

/

~

~

/

~

8. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY–Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements?
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of
the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production
rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing land uses or planned
uses for which permits have been granted)?

~

~

~

/

c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation onsite or offsite?

~

~

/

~

d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the
rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would
result in flooding onsite or offsite?

~

~

/

~

e) Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the
capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage
systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?

~

~

/

~

f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?

~

~

/

~

g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as
mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood
Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation
map?

~

~

~

/

h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures
which would impede or redirect flood flows?

/

~

~

~

i) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as a
result of the failure of a levee or dam?

/

~

~

~

j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?

~

~

~

/

a) Physically divide an established community?

~

~

~

/

b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project
(including, but not limited to the LRDP, general plan,
specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

/

~

~

~

c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or
natural community conservation plan?

~

~

~

/

~

~

~

/

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

9. LAND USE AND PLANNING–Would the project:

10.

MINERAL RESOURCES– Would the project:

a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral
resource that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state?
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

~

~

~

/

a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in any applicable plan
or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?

/

~

~

~

b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?

/

~

~

~

c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels
in the project vicinity above levels existing without the
project?

/

~

~

~

d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

/

~

~

~

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project expose people residing or working in the project
area to excessive noise levels?

~

~

~

/

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would
the project expose people residing or working in the
project area to excessive noise levels?

/

~

~

~

a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either
directly (for example, by proposing new homes and
businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)?

/

~

~

~

b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere?

~

~

~

/

c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating
the construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

~

~

~

/

Fire protection?

/

~

~

~

Police protection?

/

~

~

~

Schools?

/

~

~

~

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important
mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?
11. NOISE–Would the project result in:

12.

POPULATION AND HOUSING–Would the project:

13. PUBLIC SERVICES
a) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical
impacts associated with the provision of new or
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new
or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Parks?

/

~

~

~

Other public facilities?

/

~

~

~

a) Would the project increase the use of existing
neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of
the facility would occur or be accelerated?

~

~

/

~

b) Does the project include recreational facilities or require
the construction or expansion of recreational facilities
which might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?

~

~

/

~

a) Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the
street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity
ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections)?

/

~

~

~

b) Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of
service standard established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways?

/

~

~

~

c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either
an increase in traffic levels or a change in location that
results in substantial safety risks?

/

~

~

~

d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature
(e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or
incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

~

~

/

~

e) Result in inadequate emergency access?

~

~

/

~

f) Result in inadequate parking capacity?

~

/

~

~

g) Conflict with applicable policies, plans, or programs
supporting alternative transportation (e.g., bus turnouts,
bicycle racks)?

~

~

~

/

a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the
applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board?

/

~

~

~

b) Require or result in the construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

/

~

~

~

c) Require or result in the construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?

/

~

~

~

d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the
project from existing entitlements and resources, or are
new or expanded entitlements needed?

/

~

~

~

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

14. RECREATION

15. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC–Would the project:

16. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS–Would the project:
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment
provider which serves or may serve the project that it has
adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s existing
commitments?

/

~

~

~

f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity
to accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal
needs?

/

~

~

~

g) Comply with applicable federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste?

/

~

~

~

a) Does the project have the potential to degrade the
quality of the environment, substantially reduce the
habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten
to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?

/

~

~

~

b) Does the project have impacts that are individually
limited, but cumulatively considerable? (“Cumulatively
considerable” means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in connection with
the effects of past projects, the effects of other current
projects, and the effects of probable future projects)?

/

~

~

~

c) Does the project have environmental effects which will
cause substantial adverse effects on human beings,
either directly or indirectly?

/

~

~

~

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

17. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE

Fish and Game Determination
Based on the information above, there is no evidence that the project has a potential for a change that would
adversely affect wildlife resources or the habitat upon which the wildlife depends. The presumption of adverse effect
set forth in 14 CCR 753.5 (d) has been rebutted by substantial evidence.
___ Yes (Certificate of Fee Exemption)
/

No (Pay fee)
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6.

NARRATIVE DISCUSSION OF CHECKLIST EVALUATION

1. AESTHETICS–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista? or
b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
No Impact. The UCI Medical Center site and surrounding area is flat; the site is located
within an urbanized setting and the existing Medical Center site is developed. The Medical
Center is bounded by a freeway (I-5), shopping center, roadways, and office and
institutional uses. This portion of I-5 is not a scenic highway, nor are there any scenic
vistas in the project vicinity. These issues will not be addressed in the EIR.
c) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings? or
d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day
or nighttime views in the area?
Potentially Significant Impact. Intensification of the existing site will result in changes to
the visual character of the site. The EIR analysis will address the potential for significant
impacts associated with the implementation of the project. The compatibility of the
proposed project with surrounding land uses and policies and guidelines regarding
aesthetics, light, and glare will be evaluated.
Aesthetics Study Methodology
The aesthetics evaluation in the EIR is expected to identify development areas for the
Medical Center site’s three land use categories: Clinical/Academic, Service/Support, and
Parking. The character of the existing aesthetic environment and visual resources,
including a discussion of views within the site and views from surrounding areas to the site
would be identified. The visual assessment would be based on the anticipated levels of
intensity, including maximum building heights, within the development areas of the site.
The compatibility of the project's height, intensity, signage, and building materials with the
surrounding area will be assessed. Potential shade and shadow impacts will be determined
where known. Potential light and glare impacts, particularly with respect to building
materials and exterior lighting, associated with the development of the project will be
evaluated. Mitigation measures will be recommended to reduce potential aesthetic and
light and glare impacts to the extent feasible.
2. AGRICULTURE RESOURCES–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use? or
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract? or
c) Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use?
R:\Projects\UCI\J008\J008 Checklist-022800.wpd
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No Impact. The project site and surrounding area are not designated “Farmland” and are
not in agricultural production. Project implementation will not result in the conversion of
Farmland to non-agricultural uses. The property is not subject to an agricultural contract
under the Williamson Act and is not designated Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance. Therefore, the topic of Agricultural Resources will not
be addressed in the EIR.
3. AIR QUALITY–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan? or
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected
air quality violation? or
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)? or
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Potentially Significant Impact. The Medical Center is within the South Coast Air Basin
and is monitored by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) and the
California Air Resources Board. The South Coast Air Basin is a non-attainment area for
ozone (O3 ), carbon monoxide (CO), and fine particulate matter (PM10 ). The project’s shortterm and long-term air quality emission levels, and consistency with applicable air quality
management regulations and guidelines will be addressed in the EIR.
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Less Than Significant Impact. Medical Center uses do not generate significant odors.
No significant impacts would be anticipated; this issue will not be addressed in the EIR.
Air Quality Study Methodology
As a part of the EIR, an air quality analysis will be prepared describing existing conditions,
including regional and local air quality and meteorology, and the state, federal, and regional
air quality regulatory framework. The air quality analysis would address construction and
operational impacts associated with the proposed project. Construction impacts are
associated with the following activities: grading/excavation, debris removal, exhaust
emissions from construction equipment, and employee vehicles. Operational impacts are
associated with increased vehicular traffic and activities on the project site. The analysis
would compare regional and local traffic impacts from the project with existing conditions
and future conditions without the project, using current approved emission factors, traffic
estimates, and approved SCAQMD and Caltrans methodologies. The potential for carbon
monoxide concentrations that could adversely affect sensitive receptors in the project area
will be determined. Project-specific and cumulative impacts will be identified using
SCAQMD recommended thresholds of significance for air quality impacts.
The intensification of the UCI Medical Center assumes that certain existing structures will
be demolished and others rehabilitated/altered. Because many of the Medical Center’s
structures were constructed prior to the mid-1970s when asbestos-containing building
R:\Projects\UCI\J008\J008 Checklist-022800.wpd
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materials were being manufactured and used in construction projects, demolition and
rehabilitation/alteration efforts may require mitigation to prevent the release of asbestoscontaining building materials into the air. The disposition of hazardous materials is subject
to regulations set forth at a federal and state level. The potential for significant impacts will
be addressed in the EIR.
4. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish
and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service? or
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service? or
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool,
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means? or
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors,
or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites? or
e) Conflict with any local applicable policies protecting biological resources? or
f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other applicable habitat conservation plan?
No Impact. The UCI Medical Center is a developed site and supports minimal decorative
landscaping. As a result, the project site supports habitat that is of low value for wildlife.
There are no plant or wildlife species expected to occur on the project site that are
considered sensitive at either the federal, state, or local level. The project site is not part
of any wildlife movement corridor. There are no riparian or wetland habitats, or any other
environmentally sensitive habitat areas within the Medical Center. Implementation of the
project would not result in a decrease in the diversity of species or number of plants or
animals, or a reduction in the number of unique, rare, or endangered plant or animal
species, or conflict with provisions of Orange County Natural Community Conservation Plan
Program, or any other habitat conservation plan. Further, the project will result in the
removal of only non-native landscaping, which would be replaced by project landscaping.
Because of the limited vegetation impacts, no significant impacts to animal life are
expected. As the project will have no impacts on wildlife as defined in the Fish and Game
Code §711.2, the project will not contribute to potential cumulative development impacts
to such wildlife. Therefore, the topic of Biological Resources will not be addressed in the
EIR.
5. CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES–Would the UCI Medical Center
Project:
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a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in §15064.5?
Potentially Significant Impact. The UCI Medical Center contains structures dating back
to 1914. Implementation of the LRDP project is expected to result in the demolition of some
existing structures and rehabilitation/alteration of others. These actions could result in
significant impacts to historic resources should it be determined that affected structures are
considered historically significant. The CEQA Guidelines state that “a project with an effect
that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource
is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment.” Substantial adverse
changes to the significance of an historical resources (e.g., demolition, destruction,
relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings is considered a
significant impact. Potential impacts to historic resources will be addressed in the EIR.
Historic Resources Study Methodology
As a part of the EIR, an historic resources inventory will be prepared to characterize
existing structures on the site, as well as identify their potential significance. This
information will be used to evaluate the potential effects of LRDP implementation on onsite
resources. Measures will be recommended to mitigate impacts to the degree feasible.
Potential measures can include but are not limited to retention of structures onsite,
relocation of structures, and documentation of structures.
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to §15064.5? or
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature? or
d) Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries?
Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated. The UCI Medical Center site is
developed and has been subject to ongoing demolition and construction activities.
Associated with these activities, no prehistoric archaeological or paleontological resources
have been noted. However, archaeological and paleontological resources can be
uncovered and consequently impacted by excavation and construction activities. Any
potential impacts to prehistoric archaeological and paleontological resources are expected
to mitigated to a less than significant level through implementation of the following
measures. No further assessment of prehistoric archaeological and paleontological
resources in the EIR is assumed.
Implementation of the following mitigation measures as conditions of project approval are
assumed as a part of the UCI Medical Center project.
Prehistoric Archaeological Resources Mitigation Measures
C

A SOPA-certified archaeologist shall be retained to perform periodic project-specific
inspections of ground disturbing activities. The archaeologist shall be allowed to divert
or direct grading in the areas of resources in order to facilitate evaluation and, if
necessary, salvage any buried artifacts that may be uncovered.
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–

A final monitoring report, including an itemized inventory and pertinent field data,
shall be sent to the University of California and to the South Central Coastal
Information Center at the University of California, Los Angeles following the
completion of each construction project.

–

Any recovered prehistoric and historic artifacts shall be offered, on a first
right-of-refusal basis, to a repository with a retrievable collection system and an
educational and research interest in the materials such as the Fowler Museum of
Cultural History (UCLA) or California State University, Fullerton, or alternatively to
the Pacific Coast Archaeological Society where collections are held locally.

Paleontological Resources Mitigation Measures
C

A qualified paleontologist shall be retained to perform periodic project-specific
inspections of excavations and to salvage exposed fossils. The paleontologist shall be
allowed to divert or direct grading in the areas of an exposed fossil in order to facilitate
evaluation and, if necessary, salvage the exposed fossil.
–

During monitoring, any scientifically significant specimens shall be properly
salvaged after evaluation by, and under the supervision of, the paleontologist.
During fossil salvage, contextual stratigraphic data shall also be collected. This will
include lithologic descriptions, localities plotted on a USGS 7.5' Series topographic
quadrangle, photographs, and field notes.

–

Specimens shall be prepared to the point of identification, identified, and curated on
a long-term loan basis in a suitable repository that has a retrievable storage system,
such as the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History.

–

A final report shall be prepared at the end of earthmoving activities for each
construction project, and shall include an itemized inventory of recovered fossils and
appropriate stratigraphic and locality data. This report shall be sent to the University
of California to signify the end of mitigation. Another copy shall accompany any
recovered fossils, along with field logs and photographs, to the designated
repository.

6. GEOLOGY AND SOILS–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
ai, aiv)

Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: i) rupture of a known
earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault; or iv) landslides?

No Impact. The UCI Medical Center is not in an Alquist-Priolo Zone or identified as being
in an area subject to liquefaction (source: California Division of Mines and Geology). The
Medical Center site is relatively flat with minimum topographical relief. The maximum onsite
elevations range from 129 to 135 feet above mean sea level (msl) across the 32-acre site.
There is no visible or documented evidence of onsite conditions that could result in
landsliding or slope failure. Therefore, these issues will not be addressed in the EIR.
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aii, aiii)

Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: ii) Strong seismic ground
shaking? or, or iii) seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction? or

c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable
as a result of the project, and potentially result in onsite/offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse? or
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building
Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property?
Potentially Significant Impact. The UCI Medical Center is located in a region of historic
seismic activity. Land uses at the Medical Center would be subject to groundshaking during
a seismic event. The State of California has established “seismic performance” categories
for older hospitals (pre-1973 local approved, non-conforming buildings) and new hospitals
(post-1973 Office of Statewide Health Planning & Development [OSHPD] approved,
conforming buildings). The Structural Performance Categories (SPC) are based on building
age, construction type, and physical condition; Non-structural Performance Categories
(NPC) are based primarily on the bracing of equipment, fire sprinkler/alarm systems,
emergency power, medical gases, and communication systems. Acute care facilities are
required to develop and submit a compliance plan to the OSHPD indicating the intent and
actions to be taken to ensure compliance. For hospitals constructed before 1973, such as
the main hospital at UCI Medical Center, structural retrofits are required by the year 2008
and non-structural retrofits by year 2002.
The site is situated on the Santa Ana River floodplain immediately adjacent to the existing
Santa Ana River channel. Recent alluvial deposits underlie the site to depths of 80 to 100
feet. Below the recent alluvium is older alluvium or stream terrace deposits to depths of
800 feet. The potential for soil settlement, and/or the potential presence of unstable and
expansive soils will be assessed in the EIR.
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
Less Than Significant. As noted, the project site is a relatively flat, developed site. In
accordance with county and state requirements, as individual construction projects are
proposed, the project contractor will be required to implement measures to control shortterm potential siltation and erosion on and off of the site. No further assessment in the EIR
is required.
Implementation of the following measures as conditions of project approval are assumed
as a part of the UCI Medical Center project.
Erosion Control Measures
C

The University shall construct interceptor ditches and diversion dikes to divert runoff
away from graded areas during the implementation of the LRDP.

C

Erosion control during construction activities shall be maximized to the extent feasible;
adequate erosion control methods may include, but are not limited to the following:
–

During construction, soil on any graded slopes shall be revegetated where feasible.
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C

–

During grading or before any landscape areas have established root, straw, wood
chips, or plastic shall be used to stabilize the ground.

–

Air-born and vehicle-born sediment shall be controlled during construction by the
regular sprinkling of exposed soils; the moistening of vehicle loads; and by providing
gravel and paved driveways between the construction site(s) and public streets.

–

Sediment shall be removed from storm flows with sediment filters, before the runoff
leaves the construction site.

–

During the period of construction activity, vegetation shall be protected from traffic
by the use of fences. Buffer strips of vegetative filter strips, such as tall strands of
grass, shall be used to protect against sediment buildup.

–

Street sweeping services will be required for to maintain the quality of surface water
being discharged.

After individual construction projects are completed, the following measures, as
applicable, shall be observed in order to protect and promote landscaping at the UCI
Medical Center as a form of erosion control:
–

Landscaping shall be placed along manufactured slopes, drainageways, or other
disturbed areas which are subject to sheet flows.

–

Mulch shall be added to topsoil prior to landscaping, to reduce the erosive force of
raindrops and encourage plant establishment.

–

In areas where soil is inhospitable to plant growth, topsoiling shall be used to create
a medium more suitable for landscaping.

–

Slopes shall be scarified or grooved to aid in the establishment of vegetative cover
from seed, and to reduce slope runoff velocity.

C

If construction occurs between the period of October 15 to April 15, the University shall
implement project-specific erosion control measures to control any runoff from
construction site.

C

The level of construction site sediment and the velocity of sheet flows shall be
minimized by the use of sandbag, gravel bag, or straw bale barriers. The barriers shall
be placed around drainage inlets. Due to the short life expectancy of these barriers
(i.e., one rainy season), these shall be used only where other measures of sediment
control are not possible.

C

To reduce/eliminate mud and sediment carried by vehicles or runoff onto public right-ofways, a temporary gravel entrance shall be located at every construction site entrance,
where needed. The gravel shall cover the entire width of the entrance, and its length
shall be no less than fifty feet.

C

Filter berms, consisting of a ridge of gravel, shall be placed across graded right-of-ways
to decrease and filter runoff levels while permitting construction traffic to continue. Prior
to the stabilization of the construction site area, sediment flows shall be prevented from
entering storm drainage systems by the construction of temporary filter inlets around
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existing storm drain inlets. The sediment trapped in these impounding areas shall be
removed after each storm.
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
waste water disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of
waste water?
No Impact. The proposed project does not require the use of a septic tank or an
alternative wastewater disposal system. Therefore, this issue will not be addressed in the
EIR.
Geology and Soils Study Methodology
In addition to providing additional needed square footage at the UCI Medical Center, the
proposed project is intended to implement seismic upgrades in compliance with the Alquist
Hospital Seismic Safety Act, Senate Bill 1953.
As a part of the University’s assessment of facility needs, the University performed a
seismic evaluation of its acute care health facilities and related buildings at the Medical
Center. The EIR section will address potential effects of seismic activity on existing and
future land uses at the Medical Center. The EIR will address this information, as well a
soils and geology information to be prepared as a part of the EIR.
7. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials? or
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment? or
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within 1/4-mile of an existing or proposed school?
Potentially Significant Impact. Hazardous materials are used during medical diagnosis
and treatment, research, and facility operation and maintenance. Hazardous materials
typically used in small quantities include chemical reagents, solvents, radioisotopes, paints,
cleansers, pesticides, photographic chemicals, and biohazardous substances. Similarly,
different types of hazardous wastes are generated (usually in small quantities) through
these activities.
The Lyon School, located at the Orangewood Children’s Home, is located within 1/4-mile
of the UCI Medical Center. The potential for impacts to this existing school will be
addressed in the EIR.
As a part of implementation of the proposed LRDP project, the University has assumed that
some structures constructed before the mid-1970s will be demolished and/or
rehabilitated/altered. Therefore, there is a potential for encountering asbestos-containing
building materials in the roof/ceiling and floor tiles and building insulation. In accordance
with the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1403 (Asbestos
Emissions from Demolition/Renovation Activities), any demolition work involving asbestosR:\Projects\UCI\J008\J008 Checklist-022800.wpd
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containing materials must be identified and potential emissions from asbestos must be
determined. Compliance with federal and state regulations would mitigate any potential
impacts to a level that is considered less than significant.
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment?
No Impact. The UCI Medical Center is listed on the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Facility Index System Database (FINDS). This system was developed by the EPA
to be able to cross reference sites for which the EPA maintains files. Not all sites on the
list have had a previous violation. For those sites where there has been a prior violation,
it has been remediated. No sites with current violations are listed on the FINDS system.
(Source: VISTA Information Solutions, Inc., February 23, 2000).
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
No Impact. The project site is not located within an airport land use plan or within two
miles of a public airport/public use airport. No further discussion in the EIR is required.
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
Potentially Significant Impact. The UCI Medical Center has an existing helipad. As a
part of the proposed project, the helipad would be relocated but remain on the grounds of
the Medical Center. Helipads are subject to review by the California Department of
Transportation Division of Aeronautics (site approval permit and helipad permit), and by the
Federal Aviation Administration. The compatibility of the relocation site with onsite and
offsite land uses will be addressed in the EIR.
g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?
Less Than Significant Impact. The objective of phasing the implementation of the LRDP
is to minimize disruptions to services, including the emergency response/evacuation plans.
The EIR will describe these plans.
h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands?
No Impact. The Medical Center is in an urbanized area. No wildlands are intermixed or
adjacent to the site. Therefore, no exposure to people or the project site itself would result;
no impacts would occur. This issue will not be addressed in the EIR.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials Study Methodology
The EIR will address the potential adverse impacts on human health and the environment
due to the exposure to hazardous materials that could be encountered as a result of
implementation of the UCI Medical Center LRDP project. Potential effects to be addressed
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include those associated with any existing contaminated sites, and the potential exposure
to hazardous materials used, stored, or transported during construction projects and
ongoing operational activities at the Medical Center. As a part of the EIR, the University
will investigate whether the Medical Center is on any list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5.
Because of the potential health hazards associated with asbestos dust, this potential impact
is considered significant. Individual construction projects will require compliance with
notification and removal processes identified in SCAQMD Rule 1403. This issue will be
addressed in the EIR.
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8. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements? or
f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Less Than Significant Impact. Implementation of the LRDP is not expected to generate
substantial increases in or the degradation of the quality of runoff because the Medical
Center site is currently developed, and with the exception of landscaping, does not have
impervious surfaces. The Federal Clean Water Act establishes a framework for regulating
potential surface water quality impacts, mandating sewage treatment, and regulating
wastewater discharges, and requires communities and industries to obtain National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits to discharge storm water to urban
storm sewer systems. The NPDES program is administered by the California Regional
Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCB). The County of Orange has adopted the Drainage
Area Management Plan (DAMP) to satisfy the NPDES program requirements. It is
anticipated that the implementation of appropriate point-source structural and non-structural
Best Management Practices (BMPs) consistent with the DAMP will ensure compliance with
these plans. Although no significant impacts are anticipated, the EIR will address the how
the project will comply with mandated programs and policies with respect to runoff and
water quality.
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a
lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support existing land uses or
planned uses for which permits have been granted)?
No Impact. The depth to groundwater beneath and adjacent to the site ranges from 75 to
100 feet. The lack of significant variation in water levels between well sites suggests that
the lack of groundwater barriers within or adjacent to the site. Exploratory borings did not
note the presence of perched groundwater. This issue will not be addressed further in the
EIR.
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation onsite or offsite? or
d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding onsite or
offsite? or
e) Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?
Less Than Significant Impact. No significant changes in the onsite drainage system are
anticipated as a part of LRDP implementation which would result in changes to the onsite
or offsite drainage patterns. Further, as identified above, the Medical Center is a developed
site with predominately impervious surfaces. Intensification of land uses would not result
in new impervious surfaces or significant changes in the amount of surface runoff.
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The University will coordinate with affected agencies to assess their ability to continue to
provide adequate stormwater systems for the project site. The study methodology is
addressed in subsection 16, Utilities and Services Systems, of this Initial Study.
g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation
map? or
No Impact. There is no existing housing on the Medical Center campus; no housing is
proposed as a part of the project.
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or redirect
flood flows? or
i)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam?
Potentially Significant Impact. The project site is within a 100-year floodplain area
(source: Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Digital Q3 Flood Data). The
Medical Center is located contiguous to the Santa Ana River. All structures would need to
be elevated above the projected flood surface elevation. Site design with respect to the
floodplain will be addressed in the EIR.

j)

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
No Impact. The project site is surrounded by flat land. The movement of water through the
Santa Ana River Channel would not result in a seiche or tsunami.
Hydrology and Water Quality Study Methodology
The EIR will assess whether implementation of the LRDP will result in any new significant
impacts to water quality and runoff. The Federal Clean Water Act establishes a framework
for regulating potential surface water quality impacts, mandating sewage treatment, and
regulating wastewater discharges, and requires communities and industries to obtain
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits to discharge storm water
to urban storm sewer systems. The NPDES program is administered by the California
Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCB). The County of Orange has adopted the
Drainage Area Master Plan (DAMP) to satisfy the NPDES program requirements. It is
anticipated that the implementation of appropriate structural and non-structural Best
Management Practices (BMPs) consistent with the DAMP would mitigate any potential
significant impacts.
The project will also address how the project will be implemented to mitigate potential
impacts associated with the site’s location within a floodplain.

9. LAND USE AND PLANNING–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Physically divide an established community? or
c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
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No Impact. The site is currently developed with medical facilities, and will not displace any
land uses unrelated to the existing Medical Center. Further, the project site is not in or
contiguous to the natural community conservation plan area.
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the LRDP, general plan,
specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?
Potentially Significant Impact. The existing land use designation for the UCI Medical
Center is Institutional. No change in designation is required as a part of the proposed
project. The proposed LRDP project represents an intensification of the existing land uses
found at the Medical Center site. The compatibility of the project with existing and planned
development in the project vicinity, as well as consistency with plans and policies will be
evaluated in the EIR.
Land Use and Planning Study Methodology
The EIR will analyze the project’s compatibility with existing and planned land uses adjacent
and in the vicinity of the site, as well as consistency with applicable planning and policy
documents; mitigation will be provided, as needed.
10. MINERAL RESOURCES–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value
to the region and the residents of the state? or
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan? or
No Impact. The Medical Center site does not contain any known mineral resources
(source: City of Orange General Plan). Therefore, this topic will not be addressed in the
EIR.
11. NOISE–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards
established in any applicable plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of
other agencies? or
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project? or
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Potentially Significant Impact. The project has the potential to generate short-term
construction-related noise increase, and long-term vehicular and operational noise
increases associated with the intensification of land uses. A noise study will be prepared
as a part of the EIR.
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b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
Potentially Significant Impact. Certain demolition and construction activities, including
the use of pile drivers, can generate short-term groundborne vibration. The potential for
this impact will be addressed in the EIR.
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise
levels?
No Impact. The project site is not located within any airport land use plan, and is located
more than two miles away from a public or public use airport or private airstrip. No further
assessment in the EIR is required.
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
Potentially Significant impact. As previously discussed, the UCI Medical Center has an
existing helipad. The helipad will be relocated within the Medical Center as a part of the
proposed project, and will be subject to review and approval by the California Department
of Transportation Division of Aeronautics and the Federal Aviation Administration. Any
change in noise levels associated with this relocation will be assessed in the EIR.
Noise Study Methodology
A noise assessment will be prepared to evaluate potential noise impacts of the proposed
project, focusing on short-term construction noise, long-term changes in noise levels in the
project area, and changes in ambient noise levels associated with increased onsite activity.
The FHWA highway noise model (“FHWA Highway Traffic Noise Prediction Model,” FHWARD-77-108) will be used in conjunction with noise measurements to describe existing noise
levels in the project vicinity.
Noise impacts associated with the project’s traffic on adjacent land uses will be assessed
in terms of the CNEL noise scale based on traffic assumptions prepared for the LRDP
project and vehicle mix assumptions. Increases in noise levels due to the project will be
determined. Onsite and offsite areas that will experience a significant noise increases will
be identified, the absolute noise levels experienced in these areas will be determined, and
the resulting land use/noise compatibility discussed. Project noise impacts will be assessed
based on total increases in the ambient noise level and potential exceedances of City of
Orange and University standards.
12. POPULATION AND HOUSING–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)?
Potentially Significant Impact. The proposed project would generate short-term
employment opportunities during construction. These employment opportunities could be
filled by the local labor pool. Increases in long-term employment opportunities at the UCI
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Medical Center could result in an increase in population within the County of Orange. The
potential for significant impacts associated with this population increase will be addressed
in the EIR.
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere? or
c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
No Impact. There is no existing or planned housing at the UCI Medical Center. Therefore,
no housing or persons will be displaced as a part of the implementation of the LRDP
project. Because the project boundaries are the same as the existing facility, no impacts
would occur. This issue will not be addressed in the EIR.
Population and Housing Study Methodology
The EIR will identify existing population, employment, and housing trends in the City of
Orange and surrounding communities, estimate employment generation, and examine
issues related to housing demand created by new employment opportunities associated
with the UCI Medical Center project. Potential impacts will be identified, and measures will
be recommended.
13. PUBLIC SERVICES
a) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services: fire
protection, police protection, schools, parks, etc?
Potentially Significant Impact. The potential for the proposed project to adversely affect
service levels or require the construction of new facilities to serve the project will be
assessed as a part of the EIR.
Public Services Study Methodology
As a part of the EIR, the University will coordinate with affected service and utility providers
to determine if the project can be adequately served.
14. RECREATION
a) Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility
would occur or be accelerated? or
b) Does the project include recreational facilities or require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on
the environment?
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Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed expansion of the Medical Center will not
result in the direct need for recreational facilities, nor are employees or visitors to the
hospital expected to use recreational facilities in the project vicinity excessively and thereby
resulting in any significant impacts to these existing and/or planned recreational facilities.
This issue will not be addressed in the EIR.
15. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load
and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in either the
number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at
intersections)? or
b) Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard established
by the county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways?
or
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels
or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks?
Potentially Significant Impact. The project has the potential to generate short-term
construction-related and long-term operational traffic, as well as helicopter traffic. A traffic
study will be prepared as a part of the EIR.
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?
Less Than Significant Impact. Implementation of the UCI Medical Center LRDP project
will occur at the existing Medical Center site. Onsite roadways would be designed to
accommodate the anticipated levels of traffic generated by the project. Continued use of
the site for medical care is not expected to create offsite safety hazards to existing
roadways. This issue will not be addressed further in the EIR.
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
Less Than Significant Impact. During construction, emergency access to/into the Medical
Center will need to continue to be provided to adequately serve the site. Construction
staging will be addressed in the EIR.
f) Result in inadequate parking capacity?
Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated. Parking for the Medical Center is
currently provided onsite and at remote offsite parking lots. The proposed LRDP project
assumes that all Medical Center parking will need to be provided onsite. The Medical
Center will need to be designed to accommodate the parking need for LRDP buildout. As
a part of the EIR, the University will determine the number of parking spaces needed to
service the Medical Center. An assessment of providing all parking onsite will be provided
in the EIR.
g) Conflict with applicable policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative
transportation (e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle racks)?
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No Impact. The existing UCI Medical Center provides onsite bicycle racks. The Orange
County Transportation Authority (OCTA) provides bus service to the Medical Center. Such
uses will continue to be accommodated at the Medical Center. No further assessment in
the EIR is assumed.
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Transportation/Traffic Study Methodology
A traffic study will be prepared to evaluate the phased implementation of the UCI Medical
Center project. The traffic study is anticipated to include the following components: 1)
identification of existing traffic conditions on the project site and in the traffic study area; 2)
evaluation of future traffic conditions with the addition of cumulative projects but without the
proposed project; and 3) evaluation of future traffic conditions with the addition of
cumulative projects and the proposed project. It is anticipated that the following
intersections will be analyzed as a part of the traffic study:
State College Blvd./Katella Avenue
SR-57 southbound ramps/Katella
SR-57 northbound ramps/Katella
State College Blvd./Orangewood Ave.
Lewis Street/Chapman Avenue
Manchester Ave./Chapman Avenue
The City Drive/Chapman Avenue
I-5 southbound ramps/Chapman Ave.
SR-57 southbound ramps/Chapman
SR-57 northbound ramps/Chapman
City Boulevard East/City Way

City Drive/City Way
Lewis Street /City Parkway East
Lewis St./Lampson Avenue/Metropolitan
The City Drive/Metropolitan
The City Drive/SR-22 westbound ramps
The City Drive/SR-22 eastbound ramps
Haster Street/SR-22 westbound offramp
Haster/SR-22 westbound/Garden Grove Blvd.
Lewis Street/Garden Grove Boulevard
The City Drive/Garden Grove Boulevard
Bristol Street/Garden Grove Boulevard

In addition to vehicular traffic, the EIR will address: a) methods to provide adequate
emergency access during construction activities at the Medical Center; b) potential for
changes in the amount of or flight path for helicopters using the Medical Center helipad;
and c) how the site will accommodate alternative transportation modes.
16. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS–Would the UCI Medical Center Project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board? or
b) Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities
or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects? or
c) Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects? or
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed? or
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments? or
f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs? or
g) Comply with applicable federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to
solid waste?
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Potentially Significant Impact. The potential for the proposed project to adversely affect
utilities, including service levels or require the construction of new facilities to serve the
project will be assessed as a part of the EIR.
Utilities Study Methodology
As a part of the EIR, the University will coordinate with affected service and utility providers
to determine if the project can be adequately served.
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AIR QUALITY STUDY AND SCREENING HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT

UCI MEDICAL CENTER LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
AIR QUALITY
THE PROJECT
The proposed project is an update to the Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) of the University of
California at Irvine (UCI) Medical Center. Each campus of the University of California is required to
periodically reexamine its academic goals and formulate physical plans to support these goals. This
reexamination takes the form of an LRDP to guide the physical development of a campus to achieve the
academic, research, and community services goals of the institution and, for medical centers, patient care.
The UCI Medical Center, located at 101 The City Drive in the City of Orange, is situated on a separate
campus from the main campus in Irvine. In addition to its main facility in Orange, the UCI Medical Center
also includes outpatient health centers in Anaheim, Irvine, Orange, Santa Ana, and Westminster. There are
also separate outpatient clinics on both the main UCI campus in Irvine and the Medical School campus in
Orange. No modifications to these health centers are proposed as part of the LRDP. The LRDP would
provide for expanding the UCI Medical Center campus to meet current and anticipated needs; providing for
seismic retrofits to existing structures, as needed, and modifying existing buildings, where necessary, to
provide a high-quality physical environment for patients and their families, faculty, students, staff, and
visitors.
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
California is divided by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) into air basins which share similar
meteorological and topographical features. The City of Orange is in the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB), a
6,600 square mile area comprising Orange County and the non-desert portions of Los Angeles, Riverside,
and San Bernardino counties. The Basin’s climate and topography are highly conducive to the formation and
transport of air pollution. Peak ozone concentrations in the last two decades have occurred at the base of the
mountains around Azusa and Glendora in Los Angeles County and at Crestline in the mountain area above
the City of San Bernardino. Both peak ozone concentrations and the number of exceedances have decreased
everywhere in the SCAB throughout the 1990's. Concentrations in Orange County have either declined or
remained very low, despite the population growth that has continued during this period. Carbon monoxide
concentrations have also dropped significantly throughout the air basin as a result of strict new emission
controls and reformulated gasoline sold in winter months.
Regulatory and Planning Requirements
Regionally, the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) and the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) prepare the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP), which contains
measures to meet state and federal requirements. When approved by CARB and the federal EPA, the AQMP
becomes part of the State Implementation Plan (SIP).
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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Federal Attainment Status
The SCAB, the nation’s only "extreme" O3 nonattainment area, has until 2010 to achieve the national 1-hour
ozone standard. Deadlines for CO and PM10 attainment in the SCAB are 2000 and 2005, respectively. The
national NO2 standard was regularly exceeded in Los Angeles County until 1992. The SCAB was the only
area in the nation still designated an NO2 nonattainment area until 1998 when it was redesignated attainment
by the EPA. Although the national one hour CO standard was attained more than 10 years ago, the 8-hour
national standard was exceeded at two stations in Los Angeles County in 2000. However, the number of days
exceeding that standard in Los Angeles County decreased from 20 in 1996 to 2 in the year 2000. The entire
Basin continues to be designated a CO nonattainment area even though there have been no exceedances
outside of Los Angeles County for more than five years.
In July 1997, the EPA promulgated stricter standards for ozone and fine particulates (PM2.5), with up to 15
years allowed for attaining the PM2.5 standard. Attainment of the new 8-hour ozone standard would not be
required until after the 1-hour standard is achieved. The PM10 standard was revised, but the existing PM10
standard remains in effect until attainment is achieved. Until there has been sufficient monitoring for the EPA
to designate the PM2.5 attainment status for each region, the PM10 standard will remain the particulate
standard of reference.
State Standards
California standards are generally stricter than national standards, but there is no penalty for nonattainment.
California and national ambient air standards for the four pollutants for which the South Coast Air Basin is
now, or was until recently, a federal nonattainment area are shown on Table 1.
Regional Planning to Meet Standards
The region adopted new plans in 1989 to meet federal standards and in 1991 to meet state standards. The
SCAQMD revised these attainment plans in 1994 and 1997. EPA announced in December 1998 its intent
to disapprove the 1997 AQMP, and in December 1998, the AQMD adopted, and the ARB approved, a revised
1997 Plan that added more measures to make attainment of the national 1-hour ozone standard by the 2010
deadline more certain, as requested by the EPA. The 1999 AQMP, as the revised 1997 AQMP is now called,
was approved by the EPA in the April 10, 2000 Federal Register and replaced the 1994 AQMP as the
federally enforceable SIP for the region.

Existing Air Quality
The City of Orange is in the Central Orange County Source Receptor Area (SRA17). The air monitoring
station for this source receptor area is located in Anaheim. The four pollutants for which the South Coast Air
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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Basin is designated a nonattainment area for national ambient standards are ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), and fine particulate matter (PM10). O3, a colorless toxic gas, irritates the lungs
and damages materials and vegetation. NO2, a secondary contaminant formed through a reaction between
nitric oxide (NO) and atmospheric oxygen, irritates the lungs at high concentrations and contributes to ozone
formation. PM10 causes a greater health risk than larger-sized particles, since these fine particles can be
inhaled more easily and irritate the lungs by themselves and in combination with gases. CO interferes with
the transfer of oxygen to the brain. Local levels of the four pollutants for which the Basin is now or has
recently been a federal nonattainment area are shown for the past five years and compared to national and
state air quality standards in Table 1.
Summary
There were minor changes in readings of all pollutants over the five-year time frame, but concentrations have
remained relatively constant. Readings in SRA 17 are generally low for all pollutants and did not show the
marked improvements in air quality recorded in other areas of the air basin where concentrations were
extremely high at the beginning of the period and exceedances of national standards were more common.
Ozone concentrations were slightly higher in 2000 than in 1999, but declined again in 2001.

TABLE 1
CENTRAL ORANGE COUNTY (SRA 17)
AIR MONITORING STATION
Pollutant Standards
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1998

1999

2000

2001*
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Ozone (O3)
State standard (1-hr. avg. 0.09 ppm)
National standard (1-hr avg. 0.12 ppm)
National standard (8-hr avg 0.08 ppm)
Maximum 1-hr concentration (in ppm)
Maximum 8-hr concentration (in ppm)
Number of days state standard exceeded
Number of days national 1-hr standard exceeded
Number of days national 8-hr standard exceeded

0.10
0.09
1
0
n/m

0.14
0.11
10
2
4

0.10
0.08
1
0
0

0.13
0.08
9
1
1

0.11
0.07
2
0
0

8
5.8
0
0
0

8
5.3
0
0
0

8
5.3
0
0
0

8
6.8
0
0
0

11
4.7
0
0
0

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
State standard (1-hr avg. 0.25 ppm)
National standard (0.0534 AAM in ppm)
Annual arithmetic mean (in ppm)
Percent national standard exceeded
Maximum 1-hr concentration
Number of days state 1-hr standard exceeded

.0332
0
0.13
0

.0336
0
0.13
0

.0327
0
0.12
0

.0300
0
0.13
0

.0293
0
0.12
0

Suspended Particulates (PM10)
State standard (24-hr. avg. 50 µg/m3)
National standard (24-hr avg. 150 µg/m3)
Maximum 24-hr concentration
Percent samples exceeding state standard
Percent samples exceeding national standard

91
18.3
0

81
19.7
0

122
39
0

126
13
0

93
20
0

nm

nm

69
2

114
2.2

71
0.4

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
State standard (1-hr. avg. 20 ppm)
National standard (1-hr avg. 35 ppm)
State standard (8-hr. avg. 9.1 ppm)
National standard (8-hr avg. 9.5 ppm)
Maximum concentration 1-hr period (in ppm)
Maximum concentration 8-hr period (in ppm)
Number of days state/nat'l 1-hr standard exceeded
Number of days state 8-hr standard exceeded
Number of days national 8-hr standard exceeded

Suspended Particulates (PM2.5)
National Standard (24-hr. avg. 65 µg/m3)
Maximum 24-hr concentration
Percent of samples exceeding national standard
* Incomplete data
ppm: parts per million
µg/m3: micrograms per cubic meter
n/m: not monitored
Source: SCAQMD Air Quality Data 1997 through 2001.

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
A project's air quality impacts can be separated into short-term impacts due to construction and long-term
permanent impacts from project operations. Determination of significant impact is the responsibility of the
lead agency, which is the University of California. Appendix G to the Environmental Checklist Form from
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the October 1998 CEQA Guidelines Revisions states that, where they are available, the significance criteria
established by the applicable air quality management, or air pollution control, district may be relied upon to
determine if the project would:
•

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?

•

Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation?

•

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any of the criterion’s pollutants for which the
project region is nonattainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard
(including releases of emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?

•

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?

•

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?

For projects in the South Coast Air Basin, the University relies on significance thresholds recommended by
the SCAQMD in its CEQA Air Quality Handbook, as revised in November 1993 and approved by the
SCAQMD’s Board of Directors. The SCAQMD's emission thresholds apply to all federally regulated air
pollutants except lead, which is not exceeded in the SCAB. Construction and operational emissions are
considered by the SCAQMD to be significant if they exceed the thresholds shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
EMISSION THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE1
Construction
Pollutant

Operations

pounds/day

tons/quarter

pounds/day

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

550

24.75

550

Sulfur Oxides (SOx)

150

6.75

150

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

100

2.5

55

Particulate Matter (PM10)

150

6.75

150

Reactive Organic Compounds (ROC)

75

2.5

55

Source: South Coast Air Quality Handbook, 1993
1 Toxic emissions are considered significant if they expose sensitive receptors to a cancer risk of 1 in 1 million or 10 in 1
million if best available control technology for toxics (T-BACT) is employed.

In addition to the above thresholds, the SCAQMD considers any increase in emissions which exceeds the
state CEQA Guideline parameters listed previously. An increase in carbon monoxide concentrations in an
area that already exceeds national or state CO standards is also considered significant if the increase exceeds
one part per million (ppm) for a 1-hour average or 0.45 ppm for an 8-hour average.
AIR QUALITY IMPACTS
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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Air quality impacts of a project may occur during construction and operation on both a regional and local
scale. Construction impacts include airborne dust from grading, demolition and dirt hauling and gaseous
emissions from heavy equipment, delivery and dirt hauling trucks, employee vehicles, and paints and
coatings. Operational impacts occur from utility usage and vehicles traveling to and from the completed site.
These impacts may affect regional pollutants, such as ozone, where the impacts occur at some distance from
the source, or localized pollutants, such as carbon monoxide, where the impacts occur very close to the
emissions source.
Construction Impacts
The UCI Medical Center site is relatively flat and totals 33 acres. No expansion of the site is planned. The
existing Medical Center contains approximately 910,365 gross square feet of development within
approximately 43 structures and facilities. In addition, there are 1,590 parking spaces in two parking
structures and surface lots throughout the campus.
The proposed intensification of development at the UCI Medical Center would result in approximately
1,902,049 gross square feet (gsf) of onsite facilities and 4,200 parking spaces, inclusive of new and retained
development. The existing medical center contains approximately 910,365 gsf of buildings, inclusive of 391
hospital beds, and 1,590 surface and structured parking spaces. As a part of the Phase I project, 269,041 gsf
of development (inclusive of 205 hospital beds) and 418 parking spaces would be demolished. Phase I
development includes the construction of 581,000 gsf of buildings (inclusive of 287 hospital beds) and 260
onsite parking spaces. Therefore, at the end of Phase I there would be 1,199,741 gsf of uses (inclusive of
473 hospital beds) and 1,432 spaces.
At full LRDP implementation (inclusive of Phase I), 523,703 gsf of structures and buildings (inclusive of 205
hospital beds) and 600 parking spaces will have been demolished. New construction would total 1,515,387
gsf (inclusive of 341 hospital beds) and 3,210 parking spaces. At completion, the UCI Medical Center would
result in 1,902,049 gsf feet of medical and related uses (inclusive of 527 hospital beds) and 4,200 onsite
parking spaces. Buildout of the LRDP will occur after completion of Phase I, extending through the year
2015.
Although both demolition and grading/excavation require the use of trucks to haul debris and excavated soil
from the site, the amount of exported soil (45,000 cubic yards) would exceed the amount of exported debris
(36,019 cubic yards ) and the excavated soil would be removed over a shorter period of time (12-15 weeks
compared to 14-18 weeks for debris removal). This would result in more truck trips per day and fewer total
trips in the quarter. Therefore, the peak day and peak quarter would occur during the grading and excavation
phase for the new hospital. Truck and heavy equipment emissions would be different, but lower, during
other phases of construction. Employee vehicle emissions would be similar in all phases. Final painting,
parking lot surfacing, and landscaping would occur after the peak day and are not included in the totals for
Tables 3 and 4. Although paints and other coatings, including asphalt, must comply with SCAQMD
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regulations and would, therefore, be reduced to the maximum extent feasible, the highest ROC emissions
would still occur during this subsequent phase.
Demolition. Phase I will result in the demolition of approximately 269,041 square feet of facilities. However,
the existing hospital will not be demolished until after the replacement hospital is completed. All demolition
will occur either prior to or after the peak quarter; therefore, PM10 totals are not included in this analysis.
However, all demolition, including that required prior to beginning Phase I, that required at the conclusion
of Phase I and that required in subsequent phases will follow the mitigation procedures listed in this document
for abating fugitive dust or PM10 emissions. In addition, some buildings may contain asbestos, which is a
hazardous substance. Prior to demolition, the contractor will comply with requirements of SCAQMD Rule
1403 regarding asbestos control during demolition and renovation. This rule insures that asbestos is removed
and encapsulated prior to demolition so that no asbestos fibers are released to the atmosphere.
Grading/Excavation. Soil may be left disturbed during excavation of a building’s footprint, during grading
for landscaping, roads and walkways, or when exposed for storing project-related equipment. The SCAQMD
CEQA Handbook estimates that each acre of disturbed soil creates 26.4 pounds/day of PM10. The LRDP
specifies that construction will be phased in order to minimize impacts at the Medical Center. To account
for worst-case conditions, this air quality analysis assumes that existing uses on the new hospital site have
been demolished and are exposed on the peak day and throughout the peak quarter. An area adjacent to the
hospital is also assumed to be exposed for storing equipment. This phase is estimated to last 12 to 15 weeks.
For the purpose of this analysis, the grading/excavation phase is assumed to require 15 weeks to complete.
This would result in 242 pounds of PM10 on the peak day and 6.75 tons in the peak quarter, without
mitigation.
Debris Loading. The analysis assumes there will be 39 truck round trips a day over a period of 65 days, each
averaging 25 miles one way, to dispose of the soil excavated for foundations and hospital basement. Trucks
will be loaded directly by excavator/dozers and will not require stockpiling on the site. The analysis also
assumes there would be four round trips a day by heavy duty trucks to bring supplies and equipment. Peak
day and peak quarter truck emissions are shown in Tables 3 and 4 under the heading “Trucks.” No fugitive
dust emissions are assumed in transport because all truck loads will be securely covered.

.

TABLE 3
MAXIMUM DAILY CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONSa
Pollutant

Source Category
Earthmoving and Grading
(Fugitive Dust)

UCI Medical Center Air Quality

Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)

Reactive Organic
Compounds (ROC)

Oxides of
Nitrogen
(NOx)

Oxides of
Sulfur
(SOx)

Particulate
Matter
(PM10)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

211
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Diesel-Powered Equipment

83

34

212

25

19

Trucks

26

3

53

6

1

Employee Vehicles

271

26

24

0

1

Maximum Daily
Construction Emissions

380

63

289

31

242

550 lb/day

75 lb/day

100 lb/day

150 lb/day

150 lb/day

No

No

YES

No

YES

SCAQMD Significance
Thresholds for Construction
Significant?

a. in pounds per day
n/a: not applicable
Source: JHA Environmental Consultants, 2002.

TABLE 4
PEAK QUARTER CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONSa.
Pollutant
Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)

Reactive Organic
Compounds
(ROC)

Oxides of
Nitrogen
(NOx)

Oxides of
Sulfur
(SOx)

Particulate
Matter
(PM10)

Earthmoving and Grading
(Fugitive Dust)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

6.86

Diesel-Powered Equipment

2.70

1.10

6.88

0.82

0.63

Trucks

0.83

0.10

1.72

0.20

0.05

Employee Vehicles

8.79

0.86

0.78

0.00

0.05

Maximum Quarter
Construction Emissions

12.32

2.06

9.38

1.02

17.59

24.75 tons/qtr

2.5 tons/qtr

2.5 tons/qtr

6.75 tons/qtr

6.75 tons/qtr

No

No

YES

No

YES

Source Category

SCAQMD Significance
Thresholds for Construction
Significant?

a. in tons per quarter
n/a: not applicable
Source: JHA Environmental Consultants, 2002.

Exhaust Emissions From Construction Equipment. The peak construction day and quarter will occur during
the grading and excavation phases. The project will require heavy duty and small equipment, which do not
emit significant pollution. Representative heavy equipment use for this period includes 1 off-highway water
truck, 4 dozers, 2 excavators, 1 scraper, 1 roller, and 6 pieces of miscellaneous equipment. The truck is
assumed to operate four hours a day, and all other equipment for eight hours on the peak day and to average
four hours a day during the peak quarter. Exhaust emissions for this equipment were calculated on the basis
of heavy equipment emission factors contained in Tables A9-8-A in the SCAQMD CEQA Handbook.
Trucks. Dirt would be exported from the Medical Center and disposed of at the nearest disposal site.
Excavation activities for Phase I will occur over an estimated 12- to 15-week period. Phase I will result in
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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the excavation of approximately 45,000 cubic yards of soil. Excavated soils will be exported from the
Medical Center site. Assuming that the capacity of the haul trucks is 20 cubic yards per truck and the trucks
will be filled with up to 18 cubic yards to prevent loss of dirt in transport, approximately 2,500 truck trips will
be generated, or an average of 38.46 truck trips per day over the 15-week or 65-day quarter. For purposes
of the analysis, the disposal site is assumed to be 25 miles from the project site. There would also be four
round trips per day to bring equipment and supplies to the site. The distance for these trips is assumed to be
10 miles each way.
Employee Vehicles. Different workers are on the site at different phases of construction. The maximum
average number of construction workers is estimated to be 750. The largest number of employees would be
expected during the building erection and finishing stages. However, the analysis assumes, under worst case
conditions, that all 750 workers are required on the peak day and throughout the 65-day peak construction
quarter. Worker vehicle trips are assumed at the regional trip length of 11.2 miles each way and would park
offsite and be shuttled to the UCI Medical Center.
Paints and Coatings. Finishing will not occur in the peak quarter; therefore, ROC emissions from this source
are not included in the totals. The project contractor will use SCAQMD-compliant coatings and approved
application methods to reduce emissions from these sources to the maximum extent feasible.
Summary of Construction Impacts
Without mitigation, there will be significant emissions of NOx, and PM10 on the peak day and in the peak
quarter.

Operational Impacts
Regional
As described earlier, the project will be completed in two phases. Phase I will be completed by 2008 and the
and the buildout of the LRDP by 2020. Traffic impacts for Phase I were calculated by the Traffic Consultant
for the year 2010. Full operational impacts at buildout were calculated for 2020.
Phase I, including both the remaining existing and new facilities, would generate 14,128 average daily trips
in 2010 compared to 13,800 existing trips associated with the existing Medical Center. At full LRDP
implementation, the project site would generate 24,694 average daily trips, inclusive of Phase I development.
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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Emissions were calculated with the California Air Resources Board model, URBEMIS 2001, with the
assignment of trips based on land uses. Emissions were calculated for summertime conditions.
Emissions were calculated with the California Air Resources Board model, URBEMIS 2001, with the
assignment of trips based on land uses. Emissions were calculated for summertime conditions.
A comparatively small amount of pollution will occur from gaseous emissions from natural gas and electricity
usage. NOx emissions from electrical are no longer capped by SCAQMD Regulation XX, which required
that new emissions be offset. Therefore, all electrical generation emissions are included in the total. Utility
emissions were calculated using Tables A9-11 and A9-12 in the SCAQMD CEQA Handbook. All numbers
were rounded to the nearest pound.
Daily operational emissions for both Phase I and at buildout are shown in Table 5.
Significance
Full LRDP implementation will result in significant emissions of ROC and NOx, based on SCAQMD
significance thresholds.
Local
To determine the potential for local carbon monoxide hot spots, two intersections were selected for modeling
with the ARB model, CALINE4. These two intersections are: The City Drive at The City Way, where the
greatest project-related increases in traffic would occur, and I-5 southbound on-ramp at Chapman Avenue,
where the highest project-related level of service change would occur.

TABLE 5
NET INCREASE IN DAILY OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
(in pounds per day)a.
Pollutant
Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)

Reactive Organic
Compounds
(ROC)

Oxides of
Nitrogen
(NOx)

Oxides of
Sulfur
(SOx)

Particulate
Matter
(PM10)

Vehicle Emissions

96

8

8

0

6

Utilities

38

1

14

0

1

Daily Operational Emissions

134

9

22

0

7

550 lbs/day

55 lbs/day

55 lbs/day

150 lbs/day

150 lbs/day

No

No

No

No

No

Source Category
PHASE I

SCAQMD Significance Thresholds
for Operations
Significant?
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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FULL LRDP IMPLEMENTATION
Vehicle Emissionsa.

991

68

60

1

80

Utilities

142

8

44

2

8

Daily Operational Emissions

1133

76

104

3

88

550 lbs/day

55 lbs/day

55 lbs/day

150 lbs/day

150 lbs/day

YES

YES

YES

No

No

SCAQMD Significance Thresholds
for Operations
Significant?
a.

vehicle emissions calculated with URBEMIS 2001
Note: Daily utility emissions based on annual utility emission factors provided by UC Irvine.
Source: JHA Environmental Consultants, 2002

The analysis of possible future carbon monoxide hot spots was conducted in accordance with procedures and
parameters outlined in the Caltrans Protocol for Assessing Carbon Monoxide developed by consultants at UC
Davis. Emission factors for use in conformity analyses in the South Coast Air Basin were selected in
consultation with CARB staff in Sacramento. The decision was made to use EMFAC7G for this analysis
because that emission factor model was used in determining the SCAB emissions budget in the approved
State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the basin and is therefore the foundation upon which federal conformity
is based.
It is important to note that CARB’s understanding of motor vehicle emissions has improved since the
development of the 7G model, as is reflected by CARB’s new EMFAC2000 model. The revised version of
7G used in this analysis does not reflect CARB’s latest understanding of motor vehicle emissions and how
they are expected to change in the future. The Caline model was developed when each individual vehicle
produced far higher amounts of carbon monoxide than at present and increases in traffic always resulted in
higher concentrations of CO. For future years, when CO emissions per vehicle decrease, reconfigurations
of traffic at intersections sometimes result in the model showing slightly lower peak concentrations even
when there are slight increases in traffic.
This EIR analysis is based on project plus cumulative. Consistent with SCAQMD requirements, background
concentrations at the nearest monitoring site were added to modeled concentrations to provide a margin of
safety. Existing and future concentrations projected by the SCAQMD in 2002 were used for the 2000, 2010,
and 2020 baselines. The SCAQMD projections show a decline in 2000 and 2010 levels and over those in
1999, but no change after 2010.
As required by the CO Protocol, 8-hour CO concentrations are assumed at 70 percent of 1-hour
concentrations. Existing and future 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations are shown in Tables 6 through 9.
Tables 6 and 7 apply to the Phase I project. Tables 8 and 9apply to the full LRDP implementation project.
The following assumptions were used in the CALINE4 analyses for 1-hour and 8-hour carbon monoxide
concentrations:
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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•

Extrapolation of 8-hour averages using techniques outlined in the Caltrans CO Protocol at 0.70 of
the 1-hour modeled concentrations.

•

A temperature of 52 degrees Fahrenheit.

The SCAQMD has established criteria for determining if CO increases from a project are significant. Since
all sites in California currently meet the state and national 1-hour CO standards, and are projected to meet
these standards in the future, the 8-hour concentrations are now the focus for determining whether there
would be a significant impact. A project would have a significant impact if it would cause projected CO
concentrations to exceed 9.0 ppm (which is the 8-hour California ambient air quality standard) when there
would be no exceedance without the project. Where CO concentrations would exceed 9.0 ppm whether or
not the project is constructed, the project would be considered significant for CO air quality impacts if its
contribution would increase future CO 8-hour concentrations by 0.45 ppm or more.
Significance
The tables show that there would be no exceedance of a state or national CO standard in either 2010 or 2020,
even when adding the SCAQMD’s projected future year background concentrations for the Anaheim station
to the modeled concentrations, as specified in the SCAQMD’s CEQA Air Quality Handbook. The only
apparent CO hotspot, using this methodology, would be the existing traffic at the I-5 southbound on-ramp
at Chapman Avenue, where the 8-hour adjusted concentration is projected as 10.0 ppm or 1.0 ppm greater
than the state 8-hour CO standard of 9.0 ppm.

UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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7.70

The City Drive/The City Way

Intersection

5.10

The City Drive/The City Way

12.60

14.70

13.00

12.60

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

2010

3.00

4.40

3.40

4.00

5.10

The City Drive/The City Way

3.43

4.90

3.21

3.43

8.53

10.00

8.31

8.53

3.90

3.90

3.90

3.90

2010

2.10

3.08

2.38

2.80

Monitored
Concentration
Without Project

Modeled
Existing
Intersection
Adjusted
Existing
Intersection

Phase I: 2010

Existing
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1.82

3.22

2.38

2.80

Modeled
Concentration
With Phase I

TABLE 7
PHASE I: PEAK 8-HOUR CO CONCENTRATION (in ppm)

2.60

4.60

3.40

4.00

Modeled
Concentration
With Phase I

Phase I: 2010
Monitored
Concentration
Without Project

SCAQMD. 2000 Air Quality Data. Peak 1-hr. CO concentration at Anaheim (SRA 17) monitoring station.

5.10

I-5 SB On-ramp/Chapman

P.M. Peak Hour

5.10

2000

I-5 SB On-ramp/Chapman

A.M. Peak Hour

Source:

4.90

7.00

5.30

4.90

Adjusted
Existing
Intersection

SCAQMD. 2000 Air Quality Data. Peak 1-hr. CO concentration at Anaheim (SRA 17) monitoring station

7.70

The City Drive/The City Way

Source:

7.70

I-5 SB On-Ramp/Chapman

P.M. Peak Hour

7.70

2000

I-5 SB On-Ramp/Chapman

A.M. Peak Hour

Intersection

Modeled
Existing
Intersection

Existing

TABLE 6
PHASE I: PEAK 1-HOUR CO CONCENTRATION (in ppm)

5.72

7.12

6.28

6.70

Adjusted
With Phase I

8.40

10.40

9.20

9.80

Adjusted
With Phase I

-0.28

0.14

0.00

0.00

Project Increase

-0.40

0.20

0.00

0.00

Project
Increase

No

No

No

No

Significant
Impact?

No

No

No

No

Significant
Impact?

7.70

The City Drive/The City Way

Intersection

12.60

14.70

13.00

12.60

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

2020

2.20

3.90

2.10

3.40

Monitored
Concentration
Without Project

5.1

The City Drive/The City Way

2000

5.1

5.1

The City Drive/The City Way

3.43

4.90

3.21

3.43

Modeled
Existing
Intersection

Existing

8.53

10.0

8.31

8.53

Adjusted
Existing
Intersection

3.9

3.9

3.9

3.9

2020

1.54

2.73

1.47

2.38

Monitored
Concentration
Without Project
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2.31

3.01

1.61

2.52

Modeled
Concentration
With Full LRDP
Implementation

Full LRDP Implementation

SCAQMD. 2000 Air Quality Data. Peak 1-hr. CO concentration at Anaheim (SRA 17) monitoring station.

5.1

I-5 SB On-ramp/Chapman

P.M. Peak Hour

3.30

4.30

2.30

3.60

Modeled
Concentration
With Full LRDP
Implementation

9.10

10.10

8.10

9.40

Adjusted
With Project

5.44

6.91

5.51

6.42

Adjusted
With Project

0.77

0.28

0.14

0.14

Project Increase

1.10

0.40

0.20

0.20

Project Increase

TABLE 9
FULL LRDP IMPLEMENTATION: PEAK 8-HOUR CO CONCENTRATION (in ppm)

I-5 SB On-ramp/Chapman

A.M. Peak Hour

Source:

4.90

7.00

5.30

4.90

Adjusted
Existing
Intersection

Full LRDP Implementation

SCAQMD. 2000 Air Quality Data. Peak 1-hr. CO concentration at Anaheim (SRA 17) monitoring station

7.70

The City Drive/The City Way

Source:

7.70

I-5 SB On-Ramp/Chapman

P.M. Peak Hour

7.70

2000

I-5 SB On-Ramp/Chapman

A.M. Peak Hour

Intersection

Modeled
Existing
Intersection

Existing

TABLE 8
FULL LRDP IMPLEMENTATION: PEAK 1-HOUR CO CONCENTRATION (in ppm)

No

No

No

No

Significant
Impact?

No

No

No

No

Significant
Impact?

CONFORMITY
The Clean Air Act requires that all federal plans, projects and programs, including any federal funding of
local and state projects, conform to the adopted State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the area in which the
project is located. The US EPA issued two sets of Conformity rules in 1993. These rules were adopted by
the South Coast Air Quality Management District as Regulation IX, Rule 1901 General Conformity and Rule
1902 Transportation Conformity. The Transportation Conformity Rule applies to highway and transit
projects, unless they are categorically exempt. All other types of projects are governed by the General
Conformity Rule, which is much less specific in its analysis requirements than the Transportation Rule. In
general, a project must be consistent with the applicable growth projections contained in the SIP and be
consistent with the attainment strategies set forth in the plan.
Employment at the UCI Medical Center in 2001 was 6,079 persons. This is inclusive of UCI Medical Center
and College of Medicine staff, faculty, volunteer faculty, residents, and medical students. Employment is
projected to increase to 7,116 by 2010, and to 7,817 by 2020. The proposed project conforms to the federal
requirements. The employment projected for the Medical Center is within the employment forecasts for
Orange County through 2020. These employment forecasts are incorporated within the 1999 regional Air
Quality Management Plan, which is the approved SIP for the region. The project does not directly add new
population. It is part of the infrastructure assumed in the 1999 AQMP as necessary to support existing and
projected population in 2020. Therefore, the project is consistent with the applicable SIP.
The project would not require any federal permits or receive federal funding. Therefore, the project would
not be subject to Clean Air Act conformity regulations.
MITIGATION MEASURES
Construction Mitigation Measures
The University will ensure that the following mitigation measures are employed in order to reduce
construction emissions to the maximum extent feasible. These measures will reduce PM10 emissions from
grading, demolition, and debris loading by 60%, as shown in Tables 10 and 11.
1. All construction contractors will comply with SCAQMD regulations, including Rule 402, the Nuisance
Rule, and Rule 403, Fugitive Dust. Because the area undergoing grading is below the size for which
Rule 403 requires that a grading plan be developed and submitted to the District prior to beginning work,
it is exempt from this portion of the rule. However, the rule requires that all grading projects apply at
least one of the best available control measures for fugitive dust. To insure that the project is in full
compliance with both dust regulations and that there is no nuisance impact off the site, the contractor will
do all of the following:
A. Moisten soil not more than 15 minutes prior to moving soil or conduct whatever watering is
necessary to prevent visible dust emissions from exceeding 100 feet in any direction.
UCI Medical Center Air Quality
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B. Apply chemical stabilizers to disturbed surface areas (completed grading areas) with five days of
completing grading or apply dust suppressants or vegetation sufficient to maintain a stabilized
surface.
C. Water excavated soil piles hourly or cover with temporary coverings.
D. Cease grading during periods when winds exceed 25 miles per hour.
E. Water exposed surfaces at least twice a day under calm conditions. Water as often as needed on
windy days when winds are less than 25 miles per day or during very dry weather in order to
maintain a surface crust and prevent the release of visible emissions from the construction site.
F. Wash mud-covered tires and undercarriages of trucks leaving construction sites.
G. Provide for street sweeping, as needed, on adjacent roadways to remove dirt dropped by construction
vehicles or mud which would otherwise be carried off by trucks departing project sites.
H. Securely cover loads with a tight fitting tarp on any truck leaving the construction sites to dispose
of debris.
The following measure will reduce equipment emissions by 10%.
A. Turn off equipment when not in use for longer than 5 minutes.
Significance After Mitigation
Implementation of required South Coast Air Quality Management District regulations would reduce air
emissions from the UCI Medical Center project. After applying mitigation, construction emissions of NOx
would remain significant and unavoidable for the peak day, and NOx emissions would remain significant and
unavoidable for the peak quarter. Implementation of required South Coast Air Quality Management District
regulations would reduce air emissions from the full LRDP implementation project. With the implementation
of mitigation, operational emissions would remain significant and unavoidable for CO, ROC, and NOx. At
full LRDP implementation, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts is considered significant and
unavoidable.
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TABLE 10
PHASE I: MAXIMUM DAILY CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS
AFTER MITIGATION (in pounds per day)
Pollutant
Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)

Source Category

Reactive Organic
Oxides of
Compounds (ROC) Nitrogen (NOx)

Oxides of
Sulfur (SOx)

Particulate
Matter (PM10)

Total Daily Emissions Before
Mitigation

380

63

289

31

242

Earthmoving/Grading (Fugitive
Dust) (60% reduction)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

84

Diesel-Powered Equipment
(10% reduction)

75

31

191

23

17

Trucks

26

3

53

6

1

Employee Vehicles

271

26

24

0

1

Maximum Daily
Construction Emissions

372

60

268

29

103

550 lb/day

75 lb/day

100 lb/day

150 lb/day

150 lb/day

No

No

Yes

No

No

SCAQMD Significance
Thresholds for Construction
Significant?
n/a: not applicable

Source:

JHA Environmental Consultants, 2002.

TABLE 11
PHASE I: PEAK QUARTER CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS
AFTER MITIGATION (in tons per quarter)
Pollutant
Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)

Reactive Organic
Compounds (ROC)

Oxides of
Nitrogen
(NOx)

Oxides of Sulfur
(SOx)

Particulate
Matter
(PM10)

12.32

2.06

9.38

1.02

17.59

Earthmoving/Grading (Fugitive
Dust) (60 percent reduction)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2.74

Diesel-Powered Equipment (10
percent reduction)

2.43

0.99

6.19

0.74

0.57

Trucks

0.83

0.10

1.72

0.20

0.05

Employee Vehicles

8.79

0.86

0.78

0

0.05

Maximum Daily Construction
Emissions

12.05

1.95

8.69

0.94

3.41

24.75
tons/qtr

2.5 tons/qtr

2.5 tons/qtr

6.75 tons/qtr

6.75 tons/qtr

No

No

YES

No

Np

Source Category
Total Emissions Before
Mitigation

SCAQMD Significance
Thresholds for Construction
Significant?
n/a: not applicable

Source: JHA Environmental Consultants, 2002.
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Technical Memorandum
Date

August 27, 2002

To

Mr. Richard Demerjian, UCI Medical Center

From

Yijin Wang, Jeff Davis and Paul Nguyen, URS Corporation

Subject

Screening Health Risk Assessment with Refined Modeling for the Medical
Center at University of California, Irvine (Final)

At the request of the Medical Center at University of California, Irvine (UCI Medical Center),
URS Corporation has conducted a screening health risk assessment (HRA) for the proposed new
UCI Medical Center located in the City of Orange. Our primary objective is to provide a
document describing the potential health effects of emissions resulting from the operation of the
new UCI Medical Center. Based on the data provided by the UCI Medical Center, a screening
HRA was conducted to estimate the health effects at the nearby receptors. This Technical
Memorandum presents the emissions estimation approach, screening HRA methodology, and the
results of the screening HRA for the proposed UCI Medical Center.
Based on the assumptions made, the results of this screening HRA showed that the potential
maximum cancer risks at the nearest off-site residential and commercial receptors due to the
routine operation of the new UCI Medical Center are 0.3 in one million (0.3 x 10-6) and 4.6 in
one million (4.6 x 10-6), respectively. The diesel emergency generators contribute 82% and 65%
to the total cancer risks at the maximum residential and commercial receptors, respectively. The
maximum cancer risks at all receptors are below the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) significant level for public notification of 10 in one million (10 x 10-6). The
potential maximum chronic hazard index to the nearest receptors is 0.05, below the significant
level of 1.0. The potential maximum acute hazard index to the nearest receptors is 0.8, below the
level of 1.0 required by the SCAQMD for public notification.
This screening analysis adopted a simplified HRA approach used in the Screening HRA
conducted by URS for the University of California, Los Angeles (March, 2002). Assumptions
were made when data were not available at the time of analysis. Since the screening risk
assessment is only based on the limited data and a simplified HRA approach, therefore it is
recommended that further analysis be conducted when the detailed source characteristics are
available to determine the more detailed maximum individual cancer risks and maximum noncancer risks from the new UCI Medical Center. A summary of the analysis results for the new
UCI Medical Center is presented in Table 1.
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Emissions Estimates
The proposed sources of emissions are from the new research laboratories, inpatient and
outpatient facilities, standby emergency generators, and boilers. No other types of emission
sources were evaluated in the screening HRA.
A list of air toxic chemicals and their annual quantities that are associated with the construction
of the new laboratories is presented in Table 2. Due to lack of manifest data demonstrating the
amount of chemicals being shipped out as chemical waste, loss factors were applied to the
chemicals used in the laboratories. The loss factors were derived from a study prepared for
Stanford University for the Stanford Biology-Chemistry Quadrangle Project (Decision Focus
1989) where a number of Principal Investigators and Lab Coordinators were interviewed in a
detailed survey.
Emissions from natural gas boilers were estimated using natural gas combustion factors from the
Ventura County Air Pollution Control District (VCAPCD). The annual natural gas consumption
resulting from the construction of the new Medical Center was provided by the UCI Medical
Center (i.e., 2,462,765 Therms). The estimated emissions from the boilers in the new UCI
Medical Center are presented in Table 3.
Emissions from the standby emergency generators were estimated using diesel combustion
factors from US EPA AP-42 and manufacturer's data for diesel particulate matter (PM). The total
annual diesel fuel usage (i.e., 13,282 gallons) resulting from the construction of the new UCI
Medical Center was used to calculate the emissions (Table 4). The projected operating hours for
each of the three future new emergency generators would be approximately 35 hours per year. A
total of eight emergency generators would be operating if needed.
No information was available to directly calculate the potential hourly emissions from the
laboratories and boilers. Therefore, the maximum hourly emissions were estimated using the
annual average usage and total annual operating hours. It is assumed that the operating schedule
for the boilers is 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. The operating schedule for the research
laboratories is 10 hours per day, 5 days per week, and 52 weeks per year. For the emergency
generators, the hourly fuel consumption under the anticipated load of 67% (i.e., 79.3 gal/hr)
provided by the UCI Medical Center staff was used to estimate the hourly emissions. The hourly
and annual emissions estimated above were used to assess the potential health risks associated
with emissions resulting from the routine operation of the new UCI Medical Center.
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Screening HRA Methodology
The screening HRA methodology is a simplified risk assessment using the most recent
SCAQMD Risk Assessment Procedures for Rules 1401 and 212 (Version 6.0, August 2000) as a
reference. The toxicity values used in this analysis are provided in Table 5.
The HRA estimates the potential risk of contracting cancer (carcinogenic risk), other long-term
health effects (chronic non-carcinogenic effects), and short-term health effects (acute noncarcinogenic effects) that may impact the general public. Off-site receptors located at the
property boundary and beyond and up to 1 kilometer from the boundary were analyzed.
Cancer risks in excess of 10 in one million (1 x 10-5) are considered significant and will require
reporting to the impacted area. As required for this HRA, carcinogenic risks are calculated as the
increased probability of a person developing cancer, assuming that the person is exposed to a
given concentration of a compound known (or suspected) of causing cancer for a period of 24
hours per day, 365 days per year for 70 years (lifetime exposure).
The potential for non-carcinogenic health effects is determined differently and is calculated as
the ratio of predicted concentrations to a level that is known to have either long-term or shortterm health effects for a given compound that may affect a given part of the body (hazard
quotients). The sum of the hazard quotients is the hazard index. For a hazard index greater than
1.0, the public shall be notified in accordance with California Health and Safety Code Section
44362 and the most recently SCAQMD approved "Public Notification Procedures for Phase I
and II Facilities Under the Air Toxics Hot Spots Information and Assessment Act".
This screening HRA was conducted to determine the maximum cancer risks, and chronic and
acute hazard indices from the new UCI Medical Center. In order to perform a screening HRA,
source information including maximum annual emissions and hourly emissions for each air
toxic, stack height or building dimensions, operation schedule, and geographic location of the
source are needed. Due to the fact that no detailed information was available, assumptions were
made to conduct the analysis.
The concentration of a contaminant decreases as it disperses away from the point of release.
Dispersion factors (X/Q) are numerical estimates of amount of dispersion that occurs under
specific conditions. The amount of dispersion depends on the distance traveled, the height of
release, and meteorological conditions such as wind speed and atmospheric stability. Dispersion
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modeling was conducted to estimate the X/Q for the new UCI Medical Center. The Industrial
Source Complex Short Term model (ISCST3, Version 00101) and the actual meteorological data
from Anaheim Station were used in the simulations. The concentrations at on-site and off-site
receptors impacted by the emissions from the new UCI Medical Center were estimated using the
ISCST3 modeling. Based on the information provided by the UCI Medical Center, the sources
were assessed as point sources. The details of source characteristics were not available at the
time of this analysis; therefore assumptions were made to conduct the analysis. For the
emergency generators, URS obtained a Caterpillar manufacturer specification (spec) sheet
representative of the proposed 1750 kW generators to determine source release parameters and a
diesel PM emission factor. The spec sheet is included as an attachment to this memorandum. The
following parameters were used in the modeling:
•

Inpatient Facilities
- Stack Height – 93 feet
- Stack Diameter – 1 foot
- Exhaust Velocity – 3 meters per second (m/s)
- Exhaust Temperature – 293 Deg. K (68 Deg. F)

•

Outpatient Facilities
- Stack Height – 33 feet
- Stack Diameter – 1 foot
- Exhaust Velocity – 3 m/s
- Exhaust Temperature – 293 Deg. K (68 Deg. F)

•

Research Laboratories
- Stack Height – 48 feet
- Stack Diameter – 1 foot
- Exhaust Velocity – 3 m/s
- Exhaust Temperature – 293 Deg. K (68 Deg. F)

•

Boilers
- Stack Height – 18 feet
- Stack Diameter – 1 foot
- Exhaust Temperature – 450 Deg. K (350 Deg. F)
- Exhaust Velocity – 10 m/s
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•

Existing Emergency Generators
- Stack Diameter – 10 inches
- Stack Height – 18 feet
- Exhaust Temperature – 600 Deg. K (620 Deg. F)
- Exhaust Velocity – 35 m/s

•

New Emergency Generators
- Stack Diameter – 12 inches
- Stack Height – 18 feet
- Exhaust Temperature – 700 Deg. K (800 Deg. F)
- Exhaust Velocity – 45 m/s

Maximum Individual Cancer Risk
Once the dispersion factor is estimated from ISCST3, the Maximum Individual Cancer Risk
(MICR) can be quantified. The equation for calculating MICR is:
MICR = Qtons x X/Q x U x MP x LEA
Where:
Qtons –
X/Q –
U–
MP –
LEA –

Maximum emission rate in tons/yr
Dispersion factor in (micrograms per cubic meter [µg/m3])/(tons/yr)
Unit risk factors in (µg/m3)-1
Multi-pathway factor
Lifetime exposure adjustment factor

U is a unit factor to measure the cancer potency of a carcinogen. The unit factor is the estimated
probability that a person will contract cancer as a result of inhalation of a concentration of 1
µg/m3 of the toxic air contaminants over a period of 70 years.
Multi-pathway is used for substance that may contribute to risk from exposure pathways other
than inhalation. These substances deposit on the ground in particulate form and contribute to risk
through ingestion of soil or backyard garden vegetables or through other routes.
LEA is the lifetime exposure adjustment factor. For all residential or sensitive receptors, an LEA
of 1.0 was used. For the off-site commercial receptors, it is assumed that a lifetime is 46 years
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instead of 70 years. LEA of 0.66 (46 years/70 years) was used for labs and diesel generators;
LEA of 0.14 was used for boilers since they would operate 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.
Acute Hazard Index and Chronic Hazard Index
Non-cancer health risks due to the short-term (acute) and long-term (chronic) exposure of the air
toxic are assessed for the proposed UCI Medical Center. The hazard index calculated is referred
as the individual substance hazard index. The equations used to calculated the Chronic Hazard
Index (HIC) and Acute Hazard Index (HIA) per target organ are as follows:
Total HICtarget organ = { ∑[Qton x (X/Q) x MP]/Chronic RELtac}target organ
Total HIAtarget organ = { ∑ [Qhr x (X/Q)hr]/Acute RELtac}target organ
Where:
HICtarget organ – Chronic Hazard Index
HIAtarget organ – Acute Hazard Index
ChronicRELtac – Reference Exposure Level (REL) (µg/m3)
AcuteRELtac – REL (µg/m3)
REL is used as an indicator of potential adverse non-cancer health effects. An REL is a
concentration (µg/m3) or dose (mg/kg-day) at which no adverse health effects are anticipated.
HIC is based upon an annual average emission per year, whereas the HIA is based upon a
maximum one-hour emission level except for arsenic, carbon tetrachloride, and chloroform.
The screening HRA evaluated maximum health risks individually from each of the sources
described above. In addition, worst-case impacts were estimated by summing the maximum
individual health risks. This screening HRA used a simplified risk assessment approach with
assumptions for the source characteristics. The final SCAQMD permitting required for
installation and commissioning of the generators will require more detailed modeling and risk
assessment utilizing detailed source data to determine impacts at a greater level of accuracy at
the nearest off-site residential and commercial receptors. The results from this screening HRA
are presented below.
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Screening HRA Results
The screening HRA assessed health risks at the nearest residential and commercial receptors. For
the UCI Medical Center, the nearest residential receptors are more than 500 meters away.
Maximum Cancer Risks, Maximum HIC and Maximum HIA are presented in Tables 6 through
8. For HIC and HIA, the affected target organs are shown in the tables. In addition, the tables
also present the risk levels and hazard indices at commercial receptors. The MICR at the nearest
off-site residential receptor (MICRMAXresidential) was estimated to be 0.3 in one million (0.3 x 106
). The MICR at the nearest off-site commercial receptors (MICRMAXcommercial) (predicted at the
boundary of the facility) was estimated to be 4.6 in one million (4.6 x 10-6). Emergency
generators are the major contributor for the cancer risks at both commercial and residential
receptors. The maximum cancer risks at all receptors are below the SCAQMD significant level
for public notification of 10 in one million (10 x 10-6). The Maximum Chronic Non-cancer
Hazard Indices (HICMAXresidential and HICMAXcommercial, respectively) were estimated to be 0.001
and 0.05, respectively, below the significant level of 1.0. The maximum acute hazard index
(HIAMAX) was estimated to be 0.8, also below the significant level of 1.0. Diesel emergency
generators contribute 64% to the total acute hazard index, while lab emissions contribute 22%
and boilers contribute 14%.
Conclusions
This analysis indicated that potential health risks due to the routine operation of the new UCI
Medical Center would be below the SCAQMD significant levels for public notification.
However, it is important to note that the results were based on assumptions developed using data
available at the time of this memorandum. For example, the analysis assumed that the proposed
new 1750 kW generators had a diesel PM emission factor (EF) of 0.084 grams per brake
horsepower-hour (g/bhp-hr). Specifications obtained from the manufacturer confirm that the
diesel PM EF of 0.084 g/bhp-hr can be achieved under 75% load. Prior to the commencement of
the installation of the generators, a more detailed HRA will be conducted in support of the
SCAQMD permitting process when the specific source characteristics for all new proposed
equipment will be available to confirm or refine the results presented in this memorandum.
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APPENDIX C
HISTORIC RESOURCES REPORT

HISTORIC RESOURCES
This section analyzes effects of the proposed project on potential historical resources.
The Environmental Setting discussion will provide background information on: (1)
historic preservation law, preservation policies, and preservation mechanisms at the
national, state and local levels; (2) historic context of UCI Medical Center; (3) whether
there are California Register of Historical Resources (California Register) or National
Register of Historic Places (National Register)-eligible properties on the project site; and
(4) if there are eligible-appearing historical resources, how they would be affected by the
proposed project. The discussion on Thresholds for Determining Significance will define
the nature of an historic resource impact, as defined under CEQA. The Project Impacts
discussion will address two main questions:
(1)
(2)

Are any parts of the UCI Medical Center campus historical resources,
either individually or as part of a district?
If any historical resources are present, would the proposed project result in
significant impacts to those resources?

If any historic resources are present that would be affected, the Mitigation section
explains what would be required to mitigate impacts on the resources and identify
feasible mitigation measures for project effects. Finally, the Level of Significance portion
of this section identifies whether there are any unmitigable historic resource impacts that
would be caused by the proposed project.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
As noted above, this section provides background information on:
•
•
•
•

historic preservation law, preservation policies, and preservation mechanisms at
the national, state and local levels;
historic context of UCI Medical Center;
a complete description of the project site; and
whether or not any parts of UCI Medical Center should be considered individual
historical resources or historic districts under CEQA.

Historic Preservation Law, Policies and Mechanisms
Federal
The National Register is the nation’s official list of cultural resources worthy of
preservation. Authorized under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the
National Register is part of a national program to coordinate and support public and
private effort to identify, evaluate, and protect the country’s historic and archeological
resources. Properties listed in the National Register include districts, sites, buildings,

1

structures, and objects that are significant in American history, architecture, archeology,
engineering, and culture. The National Register is administered by the National Park
Service (NPS), which is part of the U.S. Department of the Interior. Currently there are
more than 70,000 listings in the National Register, including historic areas in the National
Park System, over 2,300 National Historic Landmarks, and properties nominated because
of are significance to the nation, a state or local community.1
Properties are nominated for inclusion in the National Register by the State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) of the state where the property is located, by the Federal
Preservation Officer for properties under Federal ownership or control, or by the Tribal
Historic Preservation Officer for properties located on tribal lands.
Any individual or group may prepare National Register nominations. Thorough
documentation of the physical appearance and historic significance of the property is
required to make a complete application. Completed nominations are submitted to Office
of Historic Preservation. In California, after applications have been reviewed by staff,
they are submitted to the State Historical Resources Commission (SHRC) to determine
whether or not they meet the criteria for evaluation. The SHRC makes recommendations
to SHPO for approval or disapproval of the designation. Nominations that are
recommended by the Commission and approved by SHPO are forwarded to the Keeper of
the National Register at the NPS in Washington, D.C.2
During the time the proposed nomination is reviewed by the SHPO, property owners and
local officials are notified of the intent to nominate. Local officials and property owners
are given the opportunity to comment on the nomination and owners of private property
are given opportunities to object to or concur with the nomination. If the owner of a
private property, or the majority of owners for a property or district with multiple owners,
object to the nomination, the SHPO may forward the nomination to the NPS for a
determination of eligibility. Without formally listing the property in the National
Register, the NPS then determines whether or not the property is eligible for listing. If
the review board and the SHPO agree on the eligibility of the property (and the owner has
not objected to the nomination), the nomination is forwarded to the NPS to be considered
for listing.3

1
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Properties may qualify for listing in the National Register if they meet one or more of
four intentionally broad criteria. National Register significance is clearly defined in
“How to Apply the National Register Criteria For Evaluation” 4 as:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association, and:
A.

That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution
to the broad patterns of our history; or

B.

That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or

C.

That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master; or that possess high
artistic values; or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history.

The National Register recognizes different types of values embodied in districts, sites,
buildings and objects. Those values fall into three categories: associative value (Criteria
A and B), design or construction value (Criterion C) and information value (Criterion D).
An additional critical component of eligibility is integrity. Integrity is the ability of a
property to convey its significance and whether the property retains the identity for which
it is significant. The National Register criteria recognize seven aspects or qualities of
integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
Some combination of these aspects of integrity must remain for the property to retain
sufficient integrity to qualify for National Register listing.
Relationship to Project- None of the existing buildings, structures or objects on the UCI
Medical Center site are currently listed in the National Register and no known National
Register application is currently pending. The buildings, structures and objects on the
project site do not appear to be eligible for listing in the National Register, either
individually, or as contributors to a historic district. The remaining buildings and
structures do not retain sufficient integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling or association for consideration under Criteria A (for its association with the
development of Orange County public health care) or C (for its remaining Classical
4
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Revival buildings).
Refer to the Annotated 1955 Aerial photograph (Attachment 4) for a clear image of how
few building remain that were part of the campus in 1955. The campus was a carefully
arranged, landscaped setting, with carefully ordered buildings and structures set in a
generous parklike setting by 1955. Only 11 buildings and one structure (all altered)
remain from that time, and five of those eleven buildings were relocated Army-surplus
barracks. The property does not retain sufficient integrity to be considered for National
Register eligibility.
Federal Incentives and Programs
The following preservation incentives and programs are available at the federal level:
•

Preservation Tax Incentive Program - Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Incentives5 are available for buildings that are National Historic Landmarks, that
are listed in the National Register, and that contribute to National Register
Historic Districts and certain local historic districts. Properties must be incomeproducing and must be rehabilitated according to standards set by the Secretary of
the Interior. One of the key incentives is a 20 percent income tax credit for the
substantial rehabilitation of historic buildings for commercial, industrial, and
rental residential purposes permitted under the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The
subject property must be listed in the National Register to qualify for the 20
percent tax credit. To be eligible, the rehabilitation cost must exceed the greater
of the adjusted basis of the building, or $5,000, within a 24-month period. In
California, OHP provides technical assistance in the certification of the historical
significance of buildings and in the certification of the rehabilitation of the
structure. A thorough review is conducted by OHP restoration architects for
completeness of documentation and appropriateness of rehabilitation.6 A 10
percent income tax credit is available for the substantial rehabilitation for
nonresidential purposes of buildings constructed before 1936. The 10 percent
credit is available only to properties which are not eligible for listing in the
National Register.

Relationship to Project- As the subject property does not appear to be eligible for
inclusion in the National Register, only the 10 percent tax credit would be available for
rehabilitation. Because the property is owned by a governmental agency, it would
necessitate transfer to a for-profit entity to take advantage of these credits. Also, the
subject property does not appear to qualify for designation as a local landmark, therefore
5
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it would not qualify for a Mills Act contract.
•

National Historic Preservation Fund Grants - The NPS provides grant funding
annually to each state in support of implementing a national historic preservation
program. Portions of the federal funds awarded to the state of California are in
turn redistributed to Certified Local Governments (CLGs),7 colleges and
universities, non-profit organizations, owners of historic properties, and to the
general public on a competitive basis. In California, OHP administers federal
grant funds in accordance with federal and state grants management standards.
The OHP is required to pass through ten percent of the annual federal funds
received from the NPS to CLGs. In California, in support of historic preservation
programs at the local level, the OHP has committed at least a 15 percent passthorough to CLGs.8

Relationship to Project- The City of Orange is not presently a CLG, therefore federal
funds under this program would not be available.
State
Office of Historic Preservation- OHP is the governmental agency responsible for the
statewide administration of historic preservation programs in California. The chief
administrative officer for the OHP is SHPO. The SHPO is also the Executive Secretary
of the State Historical Resources Commission.
In addition to their role in the identification of National Register properties, OHP and
SHPO are responsible for administering the State Historical Landmark, State Point of
Historical Interest, California Register of Historical Resources, California Historical
Resources Information Systems, and the California Heritage Fund programs. In
accordance with federal and state laws and regulations, OHP comments on the impact of
proposed projects and programs on historic resources, including those owned by the State
of California. OHP assists project sponsors in identifying historic resources; evaluating
their significance; determining a project’s impact on the resources; and finding ways to
avoid or satisfactorily mitigate any adverse effects. In addition, the office develops
guidelines and standards for cultural resource planning and management.9
The California Register of Historical Resources (California Register)- The California
Register is a state adaptation of the National Register program. The California Register
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of Historical Resources Program was enacted in 1992, and became official in 1998.
Potential historic resources are evaluated for inclusion in the California Register using
parallel criteria to the National Register, although California Register criteria are
numbered 1 to 4, rather than lettered A to D.
Relationship to Project- No buildings, structures, or objects at UCI Medical Center have
been surveyed for eligibility or nominated for inclusion in the California Register. As a
result of this evaluation, none of the buildings, structures or objects on the UCI Medical
Center site appear to be eligible for inclusion in the California Register. None of the
remaining original buildings possess sufficient integrity to convey their earlier
significance, because of alterations and demolitions, changes in setting. Furthermore, an
intact potential historic district is not present.
State Incentives and Programs- The following preservation incentives and programs are
available at the state level:
•

California State Historical Building Code- The SHBC provides alternative
building regulations for the rehabilitation, preservation, restoration or relocation
of structures designated as historic buildings.10 Regulations contained in the
SHBC are intended to facilitate restoration or accommodate changes in occupancy
to preserve historic buildings and structures’ original or restored architectural
elements and features. The intent of the regulation is to protect California’s
architectural heritage by recognizing the unique construction problems inherent in
historic buildings and offering an alternative code to deal with these problems.
While the code provides for cost-effective approaches to preservation, it also
provides for occupant safety, encourages energy conservation and facilitates
access for persons with disabilities. The SHBC applies to all qualified historic
structures, districts and sites. To qualify, designation must come from federal,
state or local authorities. Issues the SHBC can address, with the intent tp
encouraging sensitive and cost-effective rehabilitation include:
C

Accessibility- Both the Americans with Disabilities Act and the SHBC make
provisions for reasonable levels of equivalency for, and, under special
circumstances, exemption from, accessibility mandates.

C

Seismic/Structural- SHBC governs these issues, permitting design based on
real values of archaic materials, and solutions based on engineering principles
and judgement rather than on prescriptive formulas.

C

Energy- Qualified historic buildings are exempt from California energy

10

California Code of Regulations, Part 8, Title 24.
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standards, which most older buildings and structures cannot meet without
alteration or loss of historic features.
C

!

Triggers- The prompts for full upgrading to current standards, with respect to
length of vacancy, change of occupancy, or percentage of value of the work
proposed, and which exist in other codes, are not recognized by the SHBC,
which concentrates instead on the sensitive resolution of genuine safety
considerations.

Conservation Easements- This instrument provides for the owners of land to
convey “conservation easements”11 to qualified non-profit organizations. In
exchange, the land owner receives tax benefits12 in the form of a charitable
contribution deduction, and the value of the property for income tax purposes is
adjusted to account for the effect of the easement. The easement creates
restrictions on use of the property, which are binding on successive owners of the
property. The purpose of a conservation easement is to ensure that land is
retained in its natural, scenic, historical, agricultural, forested or open-space
condition. The conservation easement may be held by qualified tax-exempt nonprofit organizations whose primary purpose is the preservation, protection or
enhancement of that type of resource, the state or any city, county district or other
state or local government entity. In the case of an historical resource, an easement
can be created which creates limits intended to protect the resource, while
enabling continued use of the property.

Local
City of Orange- The City of Orange is a urban area of 25 square miles in central Orange
County. Orange is among the oldest communities in the county, and its historic core is
the original mile-square town that was established in 1871. Commonly known as “Old
Towne,” the center of the city is a National Register-listed historic district. Old Towne is
the largest historic such district in California, and contains approximately 1,200
contributing resources, the highest number in the western United States.
While the City’s current zoning process allows for creation of an “Historic District
Zone,” only one such historic district zone exists at present. Provisions for establishing a
new historic district zone do not limit such districts to the Old Towne District. Rather,
Orange Municipal Code (OMC) Section 17.17.040 provides, “Application for a historic
district shall comply with the zoning amendment procedure for a change in the zoning
district classification upon designation approval by City council as prescribed under

11
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12

A co n s erv atio n eas em en t constitute s a n e nforc e able re stric tion, for purpose s of Se c tion
402.1 of the Revenue and T axation Co de.

7

OMC Section 17.10.020. Criteria for Establishment” for a Historic District Zone,
provided in OMC. Section 17.17.050, states:
An historic district may be established to preserve landmarks and areas exemplary
of architectural, archaeological, cultural, economic, social, or historical value if
the landmark or area meets the following criteria:
A. The resource exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City’s cultural,
social, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering, architectural or natural
history and possesses an integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling and association; and
1.

It embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or method
of construction, or is a valuable example of the use of indigenous
materials or craftsmanship; or

2.

It contributes to the significance of an historic area, being a
geographically definable area possessing a concentration of historic or
scenic properties or thematically related grouping of properties which
contribute to each other and area unified aesthetically, by plan or
physical development; or

3.

It reflects significant geographical patterns, including those associated
with different ears of settlement and growth, particular transportation
modes, or distinctive examples of park or community planning; or

4.

It embodies elements of architectural design, detail, materials, or
craftsmanship that represent a significant structural or architectural
achievement or innovation; or

5.

It has a unique location or singular physical characteristic or is a view or
vista representing an established and familiar visual feature of a
neighborhood, community or the City or Orange.

B. It is one of the few remaining examples in the City, region, state, or nation
possessing distinguishing characteristics of an architectural or historical type,
or specimen; or
C. It is identified with persons or events significant in local, state or national
history; or
D. It is representative of the work of a notable builder, design or architect.

8

Relationship to Project- No buildings, structures, objects or districts on the UCI Medical
Center campus are included in the City’s Historic District Zone, which is limited to the
Old Towne District. The City has not surveyed properties outside the Old Towne District
and no previous survey was performed to determine whether the subject property might
be eligible for historic district zoning. As a result of this evaluation, none of the
buildings, structures or objects on the UCI Medical Center site appear to be eligible for
inclusion in a local historic district zone.
Under OMC historic district zoning Criterion A, none of the remaining early buildings
possess sufficient integrity to convey their earlier significance, because of alterations,
demolitions, and changes in setting. As such, an intact potential historic district zone is
not present. Under Criterion B, there are other hospital properties locally (St.
Joseph’s/Children’s Hospital of Orange County) and regionally (Rancho Los Amigo
Medical Center, formerly the Los Angeles County Poor Farm, in Downey) which possess
integrity and better exemplify the shared historic context (hospitals and public hospitals
in the rapidly developing region). Criteria C and D do not apply to the property.
Building 10 has the greatest potential outside the historic district context for historic
district zoning as an individual property, if the zoning code were to be interpreted to
provide for a separate, rather than a multiple, property zone. Under criterion B, Building
10, considered as an separate property, would be one of many remaining examples of the
work of architect Frederick Eley in the City and region, which better represent his body of
work. The building has been heavily altered on both the exterior and interior. There is a
large addition, it was connected and later detached from at least three other buildings,
window openings have been infilled, altered, and modified, the exterior was clad in
gunite, and the setting has been nearly entirely lost. Also under criterion B, two other
buildings merit consideration separately, Buildings 27 and 53. As a tuberculosis
treatment facility and Spanish Eclectic style building, Building 27 is not a rare example of
its type or style. Other, better examples of the type and style remain. Building 53, which
was built to serve as a nursing school, is not a particularly distinctive or rare example of
its post-World War II modern style or type. All three individual buildings exhibit
substantial losses of integrity, should that additional criteria be applied to a separate
property. Therefore, when considered for local eligibility (using liberal application of
existing zoning code), these buildings do not appear eligible for local historic district
zoning.
Local Incentives and Programs- The following preservation incentives and programs are
available at the local level:
•

Mills Act- The Mills Act is state enabling legislation for a permissive program
subject to approval and adoption by city and county government.13 The Mills Act
13

G o v ern men t Co d e S ectio n 50280 e t. Se q.

9

provides local governments the flexibility to design preservation programs to
accommodate specific community needs and priorities for rehabilitating entire
neighborhoods, encouraging seismic safety programs, contributing to affordable
housing, promoting heritage tourism, or fostering pride of ownership. The OHP
maintains a current list of cities and counties which have adopted the Mills Act
and copies of successful local Mills Act ordinances, resolutions, and contract
agreements.
Under the Mills Act, property owners of historic buildings 14 may qualify for
property tax relief if they pledge to rehabilitate and maintain the historical and
architectural character of their properties for at least a ten-year period.15 Owneroccupied single family residences and income producing commercial properties
may qualify for the Mills Act program. Based on experience in the City of Los
Angeles, Mills Act participants may realize a property tax saving of
approximately 50 percent each year for newly improved or purchased older
properties. County Assessors are required to calculate the assessed value of the
property tax savings for Mills Act property on the capitalization of income
method rather than on market value.
A formal agreement, generally known as a Mills Act contract or as an “historic
property contract,” is executed between the local government and the property
owner, for a minimum ten year term. Contracts are automatically renewed each
year and are transferred to new owners when the property is sold. Property
owners agree to protect, preserve, and maintain the property in accordance with
specific historic preservation standards and conditions identified in the contract.
Periodic inspection of the property by the city or county officials ensure proper
maintenance of the property. Local authorities may impose penalties for breach of
contract or failure to protect the historic property. The contract is binding to all
subsequent owners during the contract period.16 In California, the Mills Act can
be linked with federal tax incentives provided by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Federal affordable housing tax credits may also be utilized with these incentives.
Relationship to Project- Although the City of Orange has adopted a Mills Act program,
because the University of California is a governmental agency, it not eligible to engage in
Mills Act contracts. Also, the subject property does not qualify for designation for local,
14

Un der the M ills Act a qualified historic property is a pro pe rty liste d o n a ny offic ial fed era l,
state , c o u n ty , o r city reg ister, in clu d ing N a tiona l a nd C a lifornia re gis te rs, C a lifornia H is tori c al
L a n d m a rk s, S tate P o in ts o f H is to rical Inte re st, a nd loc a lly des igna ted.
15

S ee S ectio n 4 3 9 et. s eq . o f the R e ve nue a nd Ta xa tion C ode (H istoric Pro pe rty R estriction).

16

C ali fo rn ia O ffic e o f H isto ric P re se rv ati on .
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county or state designation, therefore it would not qualify for a Mills Act contract.
•

Certified Local Government Program- A Certified Local Government (CLG) is
a local government with a historic preservation program for the community that
has been certified, pursuant to Section 101(c) of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA). Any local government is eligible to apply for
certification, with the exception of regional commissions and councils of
government. Once certified, a local government must be included in the process
of nominating properties to the National Register of Historic Places and is eligible
to apply to the state for a share of the state’s annual Historic Preservation Fund
allocation.17
Any local government that meets the following requirements is eligible to apply
for certification. The agency must:18
C

enforce appropriate state and local legislation for the designation and
protection of historic properties;

C

establish and maintain an adequate and qualified historic preservation review
commission/board by local law;

C

maintain a system for the survey and inventory of historic properties;

C

provide for adequate public participation in the local historic preservation
program, including the process of recommending properties for nomination
to the National Register; and

C

satisfactorily perform the responsibilities delegated by the State.

Benefits of becoming a CLG include:19
C

Direct participation in the nomination of historic properties to the National
Register.

17

C ali fo rn ia O ffic e o f H isto ric P re se rv ati on .
18

Califo rn ia S tate O ffice of H is toric Pre se rva tion
Preserva tion P lan for California 1 9 9 7 , 8 7- 88.
19

California State Office of Historic Preserv a tion
Preserva tion P lan for California 1 9 9 7 , 87- 88.
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Comprehensive Statewide Historic

Com preh ensive Statewide Historic

C

Delegation of responsibilities to review and comment on development
projects in compliance with federal and state environmental regulations,
thereby expediting review time.

C

Special technical assistance and training for local preservation commission
members and staff from OHP.

C

Review of building rehabilitation plans for federal investment tax credits
where appropriate.

Relationship to Project- The City of Orange is not currently a CLG and therefore does not
have a local historic preservation program.
Historic Context- UCI Medical Center
The purpose of the following narrative account of the history of the University of
California, Irvine (UCI) Medical Center site is to provide an historic context foundation
to use in the evaluation of the historic significance of the hospital complex. In its current
location, the hospital has variously operated as Orange County Farm & Hospital (1914early 1930s), Orange County General Hospital (early 1930s-1966), Orange County
Medical Center (1966-1976) and UCI Medical Center (1976- present). An accompanying
Chronology is included for reference in Attachment 1.

12

CONTEXT STATEMENT

The University of California, Irvine (UCI) Medical Center (subject property) in Orange,
California, has had a relatively complex history since its establishment in the late 19th century as
a makeshift medical office and indigent housing in the local jail. The subject property operated
as the county’s public hospital from 1914 until 1976, and as the poor farm from 1914 until the
early 1930s. An unrelated independent medical school in Los Angeles (a former osteopathic
school) was acquired by the University of California (UC) Regents in 1976. The 32-acre subject
property became UCI Medical Center as a result of the transfer from Orange County General
Hospital to the Regents of the University of California. The following context statement traces
the courses of these divergent groups and parallel institutions in an effort to present a balanced
overview of the history of the UCI Medical Center.

Early Land Development
The earliest record of the property was in 1810, when Spanish Governor Arrellaga granted
Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana,1 including the subject property to Joseph Antonio Yorba and
Juan Pablo Peralta.2 It was part of the only Spanish land grant that was entirely within the
(current) boundaries of Orange County, and encompassed more than 62,000 acres.3 Prosperous
local sheep rancher James Irvine received part of the Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana as a
settlement in 1868, and later acquired portions of additional ranchos San Joaquin and Lomas de
Santiago.4 Two years later, the original Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana was partitioned by decree
of the local district court. As a result of that transaction, 4,845 acres (including the subject

1

A rough translation of the name would be Saint James of Saint Ann.

2

First Am erican Title C omp any (FAT CO ) “Cha in of T itle” unp ublished, date unknown (circa 1 976 ) single

3

Do n M eadows, Historic Place Names in Orange County (Balboa Island: Paisano Press, Inc. 1966) 108.

4

City of Irvine, “About Irvine: History” website www.ci.irvine.ca.us.

page.

Jam es Irvine died in 1 886 .
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property) were given to Alfred Beck Chapman (1829-1915) in lieu of attorney’s fees.5 Chapman
was later responsible for establishing the town of Orange (known first as Richland), with his law
partner Andrew Glassell (1827-1901).6 Glassell’s brother William Glassell (1830-1879), who
came west suffering from tuberculosis, laid out the community in a classic grid arranged around a
distinctive circular central plaza.7 While Chapman owned thousands of acres, the Irvine family’s
holdings eventually encompassed more than 110,000 acres, including most of the land between
Santa Ana River and the Pacific Ocean.8

Real estate activity began to accelerate at the time, and in 1873, the subject property was
purchased by a trio of investors, Levi and Thomas Lockhart and William C. Pendleton.9 Later
that same year, the Orange Post Office was opened.10 Two years later, the subject property was
transferred to Levi and Thomas Lockhart.11

The advent of railroads in southern California further spurred the growing local and regional
economies. The community of Orange was rapidly expanding, and real estate was a booming
business. In 1880, Southern Pacific Railroad built a depot at the corner of Flower and La Veta
streets in West Orange.12 That year, the subject property was sold two times.13 The following
5

Chattel Construction Corpo ration (now Chattel Architecture Planning & Preservation Inc.),
“Documentation of the Orange Intermediate School (Orange Unified School District Office)” January 1997, 3.
6

Brigandi 18.

The Glassell family came from Richland plantation in Orange County, Virginia.
7

Phil B rigand i, Orange: The City ’Round the Plaza (Encinitas: Heritage Media Corporation 1997) 16.

8

City of Irvine.

9

FATCO .

10

Meadows 117 .

11

FATCO.

12

Brigandi 31.

13

FATCO.

Subjec t property was transferred to L. M . Mitchell and later to M. L. W icks.
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year, land including the subject property changed hands again.14 In 1883, the property was sold
to U. L. Shaffer, who made it part of a family estate, and later transferred it to Martha M.
Shaffer.15

The community continued its rapid growth, and by 1887, the California Southern (later Santa Fe
Railway) Railroad reached Orange.16 The following year, the City of Orange was incorporated
on April 6, 1888.17 Less than a year later, Orange County was established after seceding from
Los Angeles County. At the time of its establishment, Orange County was predominantly
agricultural and it was named for “the orange groves for which it is justly famous.”18 Around the
same time, in late 1889, land including subject property was transferred to Martha Shaffer.19 By
1911, the subject property was owned by a development firm, Dawn Land Company.

Osteopathic Affiliation
About the time the Orange real estate market became active, the field of osteopathic medicine
was established in the Midwest by Kansas-based Civil War surgeon, Andrew T. Still (18281927). According to The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, the purpose of
this alternative medical discipline is to “...emphasize manipulative techniques for correcting
somatic abnormalities thought to cause disease and inhibit recovery.” Osteopathy is defined as

14

FATCO.

Subject property was transferred to Alexander W eill, and later to R. F. and J. O. Lotspeitch.
15

FAT CO .

Martha Shaffer may have been a sister, wife or daughter of Mr. Shaffer.
16

Meadows 108.

17

Meadows 108.

18

John S. M cGroarty, California: Its History and Roman ce (Los Angeles: Grafton Publishing Co, 1911)

19

FATCO.

316 .
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“[a] form of treatment based upon the scientific manipulation of the bones supplemented by other
manual manipulations, with the idea of restoring, facilitating, or improving the functions of the
body.”20 The name is derived from the Greek osteon (bone) and pathos (to suffer), meaning
“suffering to the bone.”21 22

Four years after osteopathy was established, Pacific Sanitarium and School of Osteopathy
(PSSO) was established in nearby Anaheim, California. It was the second school of its type in
the nation and the first in California.23

In 1898, PSSO relocated to Spring and Franklin streets

in downtown Los Angeles.24 Another new osteopathic medical school, College of Physicians &
Surgeons (COPS) was established in Los Angeles in 1903. Shortly thereafter, COPS
successfully requested privileges for staff and students at the well-established Los Angeles
County Hospital (LACH), although it was not until 1917 that the first osteopathic graduate was
accepted as an intern at LACH.25
20

Webster’s New Twentieth Century Dictionary of the English Language (New York: Publishers Guild,
Inc., 1943) 1184.
The follow ing definitions are for archaic wo rds use d in this chrono logy:
alms house

“A ho use for the po or, maintained at public expense, or as in Great B ritain, by private
endowment.” (H . G. Em ory and K . G. Bre wster, eds. The New Century Dictionary of the
English Language (New York: P. F. Collier & Son Corporation 1938) vol. I, 34)

indigent person

“...one who is destitute and help less as to be dependent for their supp ort upon public
charity.” (Texas Constitution of 1845)

poo r farm

“...a place where the d estitute ho meless aged , infirm, and disabled of the cou nty could
find shelter, food and so lace.” (Colleen Adair Fliedner, Centennial: Rancho Los Amigos
Medical Center 1888-1988 (Do wney: R ancho Lo s Amigos M edica l Center, 199 0) 17).

21

Peta Sned don and P aolo Coseschi, Discovering Osteopathy (Berkeley: Ulysses Press, 1999) np.

22

Thomas Nelson, MD, “Historical Outline: UCI-- California College of Medicine” (unpublished
chronology, circa 1990) 1.
23

Nelson 1.

24

Nelson 1.

25

Nelson 2.

LACH was established in 1858 in a rented adobe. In 1887, Los Angeles County acquired a large tract of land (121
acres, in what is now Downey) for establishment of a poor farm Rancho Los Amigos. Another smaller, nearly 40acre tra ct in the city was purchased in 1 878 and a woo den building was erected to serve as co unty hospital.
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Orange County Farm & Hospital
The same year osteopathy was established, in 1874, Orange County Board of Supervisors voted
to allow the county jail to be used as housing for the sick and homeless.26 Mild cases were
quickly discharged and severely ill patients were sent to the better equipped Los Angeles County
Hospital.27 By 1901, Orange County’s first hospital and home for indigents was established in a
residence on Second Street in Santa Ana.28 The house had only two beds, but was a far better
facility for treating the sick than the makeshift jail arrangement. Three years later, Orange
County Hospital (and Poor Farm)29 opened in a two story, frame residence at Sixth and Spurgeon
streets in Santa Ana.30 Although it was known as the county hospital, the larger, six-bed facility
was more commonly known as the poor house. John Weherly, MD was appointed County
Physician in 1911, and nearly immediately began lobbying for a more appropriate hospital
facility. 31

26

“Attachment A: General Information About UCI Medical Center” (unpublished, no date) np.

27

Helen Eastman M artin, The History of the Los Angeles County Hospital (1878-1968) and the Los
Angeles County- University of Southern California Medical Center (1968-1978) (Los Angeles: University of
Southern California Press, 1979) 501.
28

Donna Davis, “To County’s Sick, Destitute and Elderly, the Poor Farm Was Home” Ora nge County
Register, 22 November, 1981, B-1.
29

The nam e of the institution at the time was variously Orange County Farm & Ho spital, O range County
Poor Fa rm, and O range County Hospital. The name on the first, main building (Building 10) was “Ora nge C ounty
Farm” prom inently displayed on the pediment. The word “Hospital” was on a secondary, lower wall. For the
purp oses o f clarity, during this period (1914 through early 1 930 s) it is called Orange C ounty F arm & Ho spital in this
doc ument.
30

Davis B-1.

The date of the new facility is vario usly given as 19 04 and 1906 in different sources.
31

C. D . Ball, MD , Orange County M edical History (Santa Ana: A. C. Flagg, 1926) 61.
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In 1912, a
election was

Residence at Sixth & Spurgeon streets. Courtesy of UCI Library
Special Collections (UCI SC).

successful
held which

resulted in $60,000 in bond funding for “...the purpose of purchasing grounds for a poor-farm
and erecting thereon of suitable buildings for an almshouse and hospital.” 32 Later that year
County Board of Supervisors gave notice of intention to purchase a site for the county hospital
and poor farm from the Dawn Land Company at a cost of $42,250.33 The 72-acre tract of land in
unincorporated West Orange was purchased in late 1912 for the county hospital site.34 The site
was located west of the Southern Pacific Railway, at the west end of Chapman Avenue.

Late in 1912, the first contract was awarded to build a foreman’s cottage and four bungalows at
the new Orange County Farm & Hospital. Soon thereafter, a 30-foot high, 6,000 gallon water

32

Samuel Armor, History of Oran ge Co unty, Ca lifornia, With Biograp hical Ske tches (Los An geles:
Historic Record Company) 1921, 96.
33

Armor 96.

34

Armor 96.
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tank was erected.35 The main hospital building (now Building 10), was designed in about 1914
by Frederick Harry Eley (1884-1974), who was “one of Orange County’s most prolific and wellknown early architects.”36 As Orange County’s first licensed architect,37 Eley designed more than
130 residences and commercial buildings in Orange County between 1911 and 1937. More than
40 local schools, churches and additions featured Eley’s designs.38 Although records show Eley
designing only the main building, he is locally credited with planning other early hospital
buildings.39

Eley’s design for Building 10 and the original hospital grounds layout was influenced by the City
Beautiful Movement. The City Beautiful was a progressive, turn of the 20th century trend in civic
design toward formal grounds, symmetry in planning and Classically-inspired buildings.40 The
original Classical Revival design for the main building featured a formal central pediment with
Ionic columns, which may have been intended to give the new institution a sense of permanence
and immediate prestige in the rapidly developing community.

35

Armor 96.

36

Diann M arsh San ta Ana , An Illustrated H istory (Encinitas: Heritage Publishing, 1994) np.

37

“Granted Certificate to Practice Architecture in California” (Southwest) Builder & Contractor 4 M ay,

38

Marsh n.p.

1911, 9.

39

It is possible that Eley designed all of the early buildings at the Orange County Hospital & Poor Farm,
however no records to substantiate the claim were located. Sources include UC I Med ical Center- Physical Planning
& D evelopment; Facilities Management; and Planning & Co nstruction Services, Orange City Library, indexes of the
Orange County Register and Los A nge les Tim es, Los A ngeles Pub lic Libra ry Central Library, Santa Ana Library,
County of O range Facilities d epartment (building permits), and U CI Library and Special Collections.
40

W ard B ucher, Dictionary of Building Preservation (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc. 1996) 98.

The City B eautiful M ovement was insp ired b y Daniel Burnham’s “W hite City” at the 18 93 C olumbian E xpo sition in
Chicago.
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Rendering of proposed design for Building 10. Source: Southwest Contractor &
C Manufacturer, April, 4, 1914.

hri

s McNeal, the general contractor who had been responsible for building County Courthouse was
awarded a contract in early 1914 to construct the main hospital building (Building 10) for
$45,441. A lighting and heating plant was also built that year41 along with “three cottages, a
laundry and a club house.”42 By late 1914, the main hospital building and two laboratories
(Buildings 12 and 14) were completed and a special ordinance was passed. Ordinance 124
established Orange County Farm & Hospital, which was also known as the County Almshouse
and the Poor Farm.43 Orange County Farm & Hospital was operated as a conventional medical
hospital and was not known to have any osteopathic doctors, treatments, or associations.

Concurrently in Los Angeles, competing osteopathic schools PSSO and COPS merged in 1914.44
In Orange County, at the Poor Farm, as it was commonly known, orange trees were planted on 15
acres of the hospital grounds. That same year, Harry E. Zaiser, MD (1879-1956) was appointed
superintendent, a position he would hold for more than 30 years.45 Later in 1914, contractor

41

Armor 96.

42

Armor 96.

43

“The Hospital- Present and Future” (unpublished typed pages, 1954) 3.

44

Nelson 1.

45

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 3.

Long time Superintendent of Hospital Buildings and Grounds, Robert C. Bunch described Dr. Zaiser’s role: “[he]
acted as pharmacist, bookkeeper, timekeeper, paymaster, and performed all of the functions of a Social Service
W orker as well as an X -ray techn ician. H e did everything- he was a one ma n institution.”
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McNeal was awarded an additional agreement to construct sewers and sewer connections at the
hospital.46

On September 1, 1914, the hospital was formally opened for patients with a staff including: an
attending physician and superintendent of nurses, four graduate nurses and two orderlies.47
As part of the opening, 14 indigents, described as “feeble old men” moved to the new Poor
Farm.48 By 1915, a training school for nurses was organized at the hospital and received
immediate state accreditation.49 Nursing education and services have been an integral part of the
hospital throughout its existence.

Building 10, note signage on front elevation. View east, circa
1926. Courtesy of Orange County Historical Society.

46

Armor 96.

47

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 3.

48

Davis np.

49

Gerry Boss, “From Little Acorns...” Imp ulse: T he O range C oun ty Ho spital Fall 19 71, V ol. VII, 11.
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In 1917, the increasingly self-sufficient Poor Farm was described: the “[t]he County Farm
consists of approximately seventy-two acres. There are 1,000 six-year-old Valencia orange trees
on the property as well as 1,600 one-year-old Valencias.” The fruit provided a large part of the
Poor Farm’s operating income:

In addition to the oranges that are sold, an ample supply is always available for use of the
80 persons who live at the farm. While the Orange County Farm [& Hospital] is not a
self-sustaining institution, still the cost of operation is cut down considerably by sales of
fruit. In addition, the farm raises its own vegetables. Four cows supply milk for the
institution.50

That year, more service buildings were erected, including a dining room and a kitchen.51 By the
end of the year, the Poor Farm produced potatoes, milk and butter and had six Holstein cows.52
A cowshed was built in 1919. It was not uncommon for this type of institution to be nearly selfsufficient, others like it (including Rancho Los Amigos in Downey) included large farms and
livestock operations. Another purpose of the farm operation was to teach useful agricultural
skills to the poor.

By 1920, the Orange County Farm & Hospital supported 80 people and had citrus groves,
vegetable gardens, Berkshire hogs, 20 Holstein dairy cows, and a bull.53 Caught in the wave of
1920s southern California boosterism and the Poor Farm’s success, post cards were issued
featuring the “Orange County Farm and Hospital,” authorized by County Supervisors.54

50

Armor 97.

51

Armor 97.

52

Davis np.

53

Davis np.

54

“Freeze Frame: Orange County Hospital and Poor Farm” Metro Monitor Spring 1986 np.
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Postcard featuring Orange County Farm & Hospital. View
southeast, circa 1918. Courtesy of Orange County Historical
Society.

Hospital administration at the time recognized that hard work was not the cure for society’s ills
and in 1923, the Psychopathic Wing55 (Building 11) was built immediately adjacent to the main
building. The building shared the formal Classical Revival style of the main building. A Los
Angeles Times article described county supervisors authorizing construction of Building 11:

Structure for Indigent Sick— It will be of reinforced concrete, two stories high, with
basement and roof garden, solarium and pergola. On the first floor will be the county
physician’s reception and consulting-room [sic], matron’s quarters, three wards for insane
persons, men’s ward, diet kitchen, and two private wards. On the upper floor will be an
operating-room [sic], etherizing rooms and sterilizing rooms, maternity ward, rooms for
electrical treatment; one private ward and men’s and women’s wards, each with seven
beds.56

55

Ball 61.

The building was demolished and replaced in 1975.
56

“In Orange County: Hospital, Church, Theater, Club” Los Angeles Times, 23 February, 1913, VI 3.
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By 1925, Orange County Farm & Hospital facilities had expanded to include 125 beds (including
bassinets), 48 employees, 26 nurses in training school, 21 medical staff members, and 2 medical
interns.57 The institution continued to grow, a nurses’ home, chapel and “cottages for employees
and indigents” were erected.58 The complex was configured in a rough rectangle, smaller
buildings created a squared U form, off of the west side of the main building (Building 10).

Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map of subject property. Page 14, 1922.

57

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.

58

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.
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The complex was located along the “State Route” (present day Interstate-5), the main road
connecting Santa Ana with Los Angeles. An axial formal drive led northwest from the highway
to the main building and the facility was instantly recognizable from the highway.

Aerial view of subject property, circa 1922. Courtesy of Los
Angeles Public Library Photo Collection (LAPL PC).

About that time, the self-sufficient aspect of poor farm-type institutions began to change. By
1926, the hospital dairy and stock operations were abandoned, and much of the livestock was
sold at auction.59 That year the institution was described “[t]he farm includes about 70 acres,
partially covered by hospital, nurses’ home, chapel, cottages for the physicians, and other
cottages for employees and indigents. There is an orange orchard of twenty-seven acres,
valencias, and a herd of pure-bred Holsteins to furnish the dairy products.” 60 Also in 1926, a
large addition on the south side more than doubled the size of the main building (Building 10).
The small, symmetrical, Classical Revival building was extended into a long, narrow rectangle.

59

Tom Talbert, Chairman, Orange County Bo ard of Supervisors, “Historical Highlights”unpublished, no

60

Ball 62.

date, 7.
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The carefully arranged proportions and symmetry of the original three-bay wide building were
greatly changed by the extension of the building and addition of three more bays.

Building 10 (as enlarged, on left), Building 11 (on right), circa 1926. Courtesy of
FATCO.

At the turn of the 20th century, tuberculosis (TB) had overwhelmed the nation and the world.61
Poor ventilation and overcrowding, specifically in the tenements and sweatshops of the poor,
were blamed for the spread of TB to epidemic proportions in the later half of the 19th century and
the first half of the 20th century. In the 1870s, TB killed approximately 15 percent of the world
population and had claimed more lives by the 1940s than any other contagious disease.

The most common treatment for tuberculosis was the “sanatorium rest routine, sequestering ...
patients in sprawling rural hospitals, isolated from great centers of population.”62 Therapy for
early or “incipient” cases included an abundance of fresh air. Patients were encouraged to sleep
with open windows, or better, outside, even in cold climates. Because the warm, dry air was
thought to be therapeutic, Southern California (including Orange County) became a mecca for
tuberculosis patients and their families.63
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In addition to “rest therapy,” the treatment of tuberculosis also included “collapse therapy,”
where one lung would be collapsed with an injection of nitrogen and thus allowed to rest and
heal. As this and other more radical treatments and operations were preformed during the 1920s
and through the 1940s, many sanitaria expanded to include operating rooms, acute units, and
additional medical staff. In 1945, the first antibiotics were used as treatment for TB and recovery
time was reduced from months and years at sanitaria to just a few weeks. With the discovery of
drug treatment (including chemotherapy) and subsequent creation of a vaccine, by the 1950s, the
number of TB cases in the United States were greatly reduced.

The TB epidemic reached Orange County; between 1920 and 1926, the disease was the cause of
770 deaths and the Orange County Farm & Hospital was “overflowing with patients.” 64 A
specialized TB “preventorium” or health camp opened in Trabuco Canyon in 1926.65 The 10acre facility was operated by the Orange County Tuberculosis Association between 1926 and
1932. At the Orange County Farm & Hospital, the Tuberculosis Ward (Building 27, later known
as the Communicable Diseases Ward) was constructed in 1929. The hospital became best known
as the local long-term care facility for TB sufferers and the mentally ill. According to maps of
the area, by the 1950s there were two other66 TB wards, Buildings 33 (with separate men’s and
women’s wings and large porches) and 34.67 Like the other TB buildings on the campus,
Building 27 was planned in a modified chevron form (a main central wing with two attached
wings set at angles), and executed in simplified, informal Spanish Eclectic style. The

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center), the Jewish Consumptive Relief Association (established in 1912, now City of Hope),
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commonplace layout68 was intended to impart as much light and fresh air as possible to the
patients, because it was thought to be healthful. Spanish design elements include the thick stucco
walls, the side-gabled, red tile roof, and decorative tile at the recessed entrances. Later in 1927,
in an effort to thwart Santa Ana’s westward expansion, the City of Orange annexed the
previously unincorporated Orange County Farm & Hospital to be within its city limits.69

Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map of subject property.
Page 14, 1950.
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Orange County General Hospital
During the Depression, with the advent of New Deal social welfare programs, the hospital
phased out “poor farm” operations and the name was changed to the more generic Orange
County General Hospital.70 County Board of Supervisors decided in 1931 to discontinue the
dairy herd and hogs. Most were sold at auction, but the remaining livestock was butchered and
used for hospital meals.71 The 1930s also brought natural disasters: a severe earthquake
occurred in March 1933, although the hospital was not seriously affected;72 five years later, a
catastrophic flood paralyzed hospital operations, trapping 150 patients in the tuberculosis ward.73
In addition to the natural disasters, there a polio outbreak among nurses and chronic
overcrowding occurred during the 1930s.

Building 10, flood of 1938. Courtesy of UCI Medical Center,
Medical Media (UCI MC, MM).
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In the 1940s Orange County General Hospital became the subject of criticism, a Grand Jury
described the hospital in the mid-1940s as “...devoid of modern standards and reasonably sanitary
practices.”74 As a result of that report, between 1946 and 1949, the staff and budget doubled and
an ambitious building expansion program was launched. Another possible consequence of the
report was retirement of Dr. Harry E. Zaiser as superintendent in 1946, after 32 years of service
to the hospital.

The 1940s brought additional changes and expansion to Orange County. The second World War
necessitated the construction of new military facilities throughout southern California.75 The
U.S. Army started construction on 410 acres of land south of Santa Ana (now Costa Mesa) in
1941. This development became the Santa Ana Army Air Base (SAAAB) and eventually, nearly
150 buildings were constructed to accommodate more than 20,000 soldiers.76 Orange County
General Hospital expanded during this period as well. In 1941 the first radiation therapy
equipment was installed77 and the X-ray Department took over the former Special Dietary
Kitchen, in the penthouse of the main building (Building 10).78 Two years later, a morgue
(Building 13, also known as the Sleep and Dream Lab and Psycho-Physiology Lab), and an
electrical shop (Building 33) were constructed.79 With the end of the war, SAAAB made plans to
distribute 22 surplus buildings to the hospital and local schools.
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In 1949, nine of the surplus military buildings were moved to the Orange County General
Hospital site.80 The relocated buildings were simple, stucco-clad barracks, rectangular in plan,
with front facing gabled roofs. Five of the nine buildings remain, including buildings 41, 43, 44
(formerly Building 39), 46 (formerly Building 38), and 57 (formerly Building 37).81 The
barracks were remodeled for hospital use, adding 118 beds to the facility. 82 Because of pent-up
demand coupled with materials shortages during the war, the late 1940s brought increased
building activity at the hospital. This construction effort included the Laundry (Buildings 17 and
20, in 1948), Chlorinator (Building 76),83 the large, covered reservoir (Building 79) and a system
of covered walkways at the southeast side of the campus connecting the relocated military
barracks, all in 1949. Between 1949 and 1954, more than $1,200,000 was spent on
improvements to the hospital, including a new steam plant.84 Additional developments during
the 1940s included formal talks regarding consolidation of the osteopathic and traditional
medical fields,85 and use of chemotherapy discovered as another cure for TB.

The large number of military bases in the area induced exponential population and building
growth as families of soldiers who had been stationed settled permanently in the county. Endless
miles of citrus groves were felled to make way for post-World War II suburban residential
development. The City of Orange doubled in size as a result of annexations between 1953 and
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1960.86 The population of Orange increased from approximately 7,900 in 1940, to 9,200 five
years later, and compounded to more than 10,000 in 1950. By 1960, the population of Orange
had more than tripled from 1940 to over 26,000.87

To keep pace with the growth of the community, in 1950 construction commenced to replace the
immediately adjacent State Route with Interstate-5 freeway.88 This change required
reconfiguration of the gracious main driveway from the highway that delineated the main
entrance and helped to define Orange County General Hospital since its inception. The driveway
was aligned on axis with the central portico of the main building (Building 10) and was flanked
on either side by generous lawns, with a citrus grove on the south side. Closing the main
driveway meant the loss of the hospital’s formal entrance and setting, forever changing the public
roadside view of the facility. The last parts of the driveway were probably removed circa 1958 to
make way for the construction of the “Nurses’ School & Home” (Building 53). The water tank
was visible from great distances, and clearly announced the hospital’s presence in the low rise,
agricultural

community.

Orange County General Hospital, View southwest, over State
Route. Note formal driveway and water tower. Courtesy of UCI
MC, MM.
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In the 1950s, as the county evolved into well-populated suburbs and towns, Orange County
General Hospital continued to expand to serve the community’s needs. An Oncology building
(Building 54) was constructed in 1952. By 1954, the hospital facilities included 594 beds
(including bassinets), 505 employees, 85 nurses in training school, 102 medical staff members,
and 17 medical interns.89 That same year, the hospital’s fully accredited professional school of
nursing affiliated with Fullerton Junior College.90 As a consequence, the distinctive nursing
school building (Building 53) was built in 1958, containing a library, auditorium, classrooms,
recreation area and housing for 96 nurses. It was not uncommon for hospitals to erect
“architecturally impressive nurses’ residences” in efforts to attract good candidates to their
programs.91 The building was designed by Wildman & Faulkner, Associated Architects; the
principals were H.C. (Harold Clifford) Wildman and W.L. (William Loegler) Faulkner, AIA.
The team collaborated on at least ten buildings and structures at Orange General County Hospital
between 1948 and 1963. Building 53, as it is now known, was the first major building to be
constructed on the campus after World War II. The building is one of the pair’s most
distinguished designs; it clad in Roman brick and stone, the central three-story volume is flanked
by lower, two-story wings.

H.C. Wildman (1894-1964) was a locally-based building designer who specialized in
institutional facilities. With W. Horace Austin, whose firm was known for designing city hall
building , Wildman shared design credit for Santa Ana City Hall (1934), Placentia City Hall and
Fire Station complex (circa 1934).92 93 Wildman also worked on designs and remodeling plans
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for the Temple (1935) and Yost theaters (1947), both in Santa Ana.94 Less is known about his
partner, W.L. Faulkner,95 although he was a member of American Institute of Architects (AIA)
from 1953 until 1965.96 Together, Wildman and Faulkner designed the Reliance Title Company
Building (1949) and Civic Center Social Services Building (1955), in Santa Ana.97 Wildman and
Faulkner’s architectural legacy is not particularly distinguished, their work was not published,
and commissions were limited to public buildings.

Faulkner and Wildman, as a team and individually, were responsible for the designs of most of
the buildings erected at the hospital between 1948 and 1963. These buildings and structures
include: Laundry OB/GYN Medical Records Facility (Building 17 now 25, 1948), Hemodialysis
Building (Building 24, 1949), Covered Walkways (1949), Power Plant (Building 31, 1958),
Incinerator/Crematorium (Building 59, 1959), Utility Tunnel (1959), Psychiatric Building/Mental
Health Building/Academic and Support (Building 2, 1959), Storage & Maintenance/Clinical
Teaching Unit/OB/GYN Medical Records Facility (Building 16 now 25, 1962) and New Acute
Disease Unit/Medical Center-East Main Hospital (Building 1, 1963). It is possible that the
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Wildman and Faulkner team designed more buildings at the site, which may have been
demolished or because of the scarcity of building records, simply may not be credited.

Aerial view, circa 1955. Courtesy of UCI MC, MM.

In 1958, an occupational therapy building (Building 50), a patient care center (Building 51), and
additional research lab (Building 52), and were built. Their simple rectilinear designs were
modeled on the relocated barracks buildings (narrow rectangular plans with front facing gabled
roofs), but the buildings were made from concrete masonry units (CMU, also called concrete
blocks) and received stucco finishes later. The next year a state-of-the-art psychiatric building
(Building 2) “complete with courtroom and physical therapy facilities” and a power plant
(Building 31) were constructed.98 The Psychiatric Building (Building 2) was designed by
Faulkner in a simple, horizontally oriented, Contemporary style, with ribbon and individual
windows.
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Osteopathy Comes of Age
As the hospital was trying to keep pace with local development, the field of osteopathy was in a
period of transition. The debate about whether osteopathy should be considered science-based
medicine or a passing trend had been active throughout the century. Osteopaths derisively
referred to traditional, science-based medicine as “allopathy.” In 1961, amid much turmoil about
osteopathy being perceived as “cultist healing,” COPS Board of Trustees voted to convert to a
conventional medical school. As a result, the name of the school was changed to California
College of Medicine (CCM).99 The following year, American Medical Association officially
recognized CCM.100 Later that year, state legislation permitting doctors of osteopathy to be
licensed by the state Board of Medical Examiners and to use the MD title was passed.101 CCM
conferred its first medical degree in 1962.102

The newly categorized school continued to operate in Los Angeles as an independent medical
college from 1962 until 1964, when the legislature put it under the reluctant aegis of UC
Regents.103 Concurrently, the Regents had been actively seeking another medical school in
southern California to add to the university’s system. CCM’s transformation into a conventional
medical school made it the perfect candidate for inclusion in the UC system.104 Affiliation of
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CCM with University of California as a medical school was made official by passage of SB-1414
in 1963.105

Orange County General Hospital continued to progress in the early 1960s. The population of
Orange county reached one million in 1963 and many components of the old hospital campus
had become obsolete.106 In July 1963, a new Acute Disease Unit (Building 1) opened, becoming
the “new” main building, adding more than 350 beds and nearly 60 bassinets to the hospital. The
five-story building was designed by Faulkner & Wildman, in a simple utilitarian interpretation of
the International style. At the time, it was the largest building at the hospital. In keeping with
the style of the day, the horizontally oriented building had continuous ribbon windows, with
horizontal “eyebrows,” and a low entry pavilion. The distinctive, single story entrance pavilion
was planned in an irregular C shape, a departure from the new building’s otherwise strict
rectilinear geometry.

Building 1, View east, circa 1963. Note low pavilion at center. Courtesy of FATCO.

In nearby Irvine, renowned regional architect William Pereira & Associates prepared a plan
proposing a new, 53,000 acre suburban community in 1960. The concept was based on the Janss
Corporation’s successful joint development of the University of California, Los Angeles campus
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in the late 1920s with the suburban community now known as Westwood. The Irvine Company
sought to repeat the collaborative accomplishment, with the added concept of more than half of
the property set aside for parkland.107 Periera presented plans for the master planned community
centered around the 1,000 acres of donated campus land to the Orange County Board of
Supervisors in 1963.108 The following year, the final plan for the southern 10,000 acres of Irvine
Ranch to become a master planned community was completed. The final UCI campus was to be
1,510 acres, consisting of a central circle with six radiating axes, each with separate academic
plazas109 (loosely based on Thomas Jefferson’s “academical villages” at University of Virginia).
The campus was to be connected to the community by a series of roads that followed the natural
contours of the land. On October 4, 1965, the first classes were held at the new University of
California, Irvine campus. UCI was the ninth University of California campus to be
established.110

Orange County Medical Center
The hospital continued to change with the times and in 1966, Orange County General Hospital
changed its name to Orange County Medical Center. As part of this transition, the hospital
changed its policy and began admitting private patients. In another effort to keep up with the
times, a Master Plan was prepared for Orange County Medical Center by Welton Becket/Rose &
Fears.111 The Master Plan evaluated the hospital facilities and made recommendations for its
orderly growth and expansion.

In an effort to provide a complete university curriculum, UCI administrators sought an existing
medical school that could become part of the new school. In spring 1967, CCM Board of
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Trustees passed a resolution that was later agreed to by the UC Board of Regents, that the Los
Angeles-based medical school would be administratively responsible to the University of
California and would ultimately relocate the campus to Irvine. Later that year, Orange County
Medical Center became the major affiliate hospital of CCM as the training site for its residents.
The school immediately began to use what the administration considered the “antiquated
facilities” at Orange County Medical Center as its teaching hospital.112

Public health care was also being reorganized in the late 1960s, when Medicare was integrated
into social security programs. Caring for the indigent senior population, which was a large part
of the role of Orange County Medical Center, became more profitable as a result of new federal
programs.113 These programs permitted Medicare health-related expenditures to be charged
against federal and state funds.114

Aerial view, June 1965. Courtesy of UCI MC, MM.
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At the same time, conceptual plans to build a new hospital in Irvine were both vigorously
supported and bitterly opposed by a divided citizenry. In 1970, a County Supervisors board issue
for a 350-bed hospital on UCI campus was defeated.115 The public debate then became whether
to build the new hospital in Irvine, or to purchase and improve the existing Orange County
Medical Center.116 In late 1972, state voters approved construction of new health science
facilities in Irvine and at other UC campuses. Then-Governor Jerry Brown, however felt that the
subject property’s proximity to underprivileged areas made it pivotal to public health care, and
diverted the funding to other institutions.117 Amid all this discussion, smaller buildings were
built at Orange County Medical Center including the Vivarium (Building 60, donated by the
Orange County Hospital Auxiliary, 1969) and Pathology and Radiology Laboratories (Building
48, 1971), while more ambitious plans to expand and improve facilities were put on hold. In the
early 1970s, inexpensive modular buildings, for additional Administrative Offices (Building 26
and Building 58, 1972), and Pavilion 3 (Building 29, 1973) were added to the campus. In 1975,
the former Psycho-Pathic Ward was demolished and another modular building for office use
(Building 11) was erected. In 1975, two earlier buildings (Buildings 16 and 17) were joined and
renamed the Central Services Building.

UCI Medical Center
Finally, UC purchased the hospital campus in 1976 for use as UCI Medical Center for
$8,000,000.118 The cost was based on the value of the land, buildings and structures, equipment,
and supplies. By that time, the surrounding orange groves had been replaced by roads, shopping
centers and other commercial buildings, and a number of county buildings had been erected
nearby. During the long transfer process, the county was accused by the new owners of allowing
the hospital to fall into disrepair. The official opening of UCI Medical Center was held at noon
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on July 1, 1976.119 After 102 years of continuous operation, the county hospital ceased to exist,
and the medical center became a teaching hospital. To this day, many still consider the facility to
be the county hospital, which is said to negatively affect the hospital’s budget.120 As a result of
the new ownership, William Pereira Associates prepared a two volume study of the site,121
evaluating the existing 49 buildings (including interior design), parking, landscaping, mechanical
systems and signage on the campus. The report made recommendations for building
demolitions, replacements, site layout, and campus-wide improvements. In the introduction to
Volume 2, Periera described the unique challenge of reconfiguring and improving the large
hospital “[t]o properly renovate the UCI Medical Center is to build a Machine, while, at the same
time, using it.” At the time, building stock ranged from Quonset huts (Buildings 22 and 23, since
demolished), to original wood framed buildings (Building 10) and “modern” types (Building 1).
The campus was harshly described, “in terms of land use, the... [campus] would have to be
classified a marginal disaster” and as a “...sprawling, disorientated [sic] environment.” 122 In the
years after the report was prepared, its master plan recommendations for expansion were
followed in large part.

UCI quickly made plans to improve the campus and in 1978, the North Parking Structure
(Building 72) was erected to ease parking problems. Many facilities were obsolete, in lieu of a
protected helipad for emergency use, vehicles in the parking lot were temporarily re-routed
parking lot, helicopters with critical emergency patients landed on the pavement and stretchers
were rushed into the building.123 The “new” main hospital building (Building 1) was already
obsolete, lacking air conditioning, major x-ray therapy rooms, ward resident stations and a coffee
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shop.124 The new owners continued the focused campaign to improve the campus. In 1979, a
new building to house appointment clinics and office space for clinical faculty (Building 29a)
was erected.

In 1981, the first major new building under UCI ownership, the five-story Medical Center Tower
(Building 1a), “to provide replacement space for obstetrics, diagnostic radiology, emergency
services and 114 new beds” was completed.125 Later that year, the Electrical Facility (Building
32), funded out of hospital reserves, was constructed on the site of former Building 19. The
following year, the new Medical Library (Building 22a) with classrooms and department offices
was added to the campus. In 1985, as part of a joint venture between UCI and AMI, 126 the
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Center (Building 22b) housing nuclear magnetic resonance
facilities was completed. In 1986, the Diagnostic Services Center (Building 22c) was built.
Using the small campus necessitated creative solutions, and in 1988, Pavilion I (Building 30),
comprised of 18 trailers (stacked two-high), and the South Parking Garage (Building 73) were
added to the campus. In 1989, Pavilion II (Building 30a) was constructed.

Although these new buildings were added as land became available on a seemingly random
fashion, the ultimate goal was toward a central master planned campus. By the late 1980s most
clinical departments occupied either old barracks buildings, former tuberculosis wards or the old
nursing school building, but the decentralized campus continued to function despite its physical
limitations.

By 1991, the UCI Medical Center had become the largest employer in the City of Orange, with
more than 3,000 employees. The same year, Chao Cancer Center (Building 23) was built. It
remains one of four National Cancer Institute-designated comprehensive cancer centers in the
state, the only such facility in Orange County. The Neuropsychiatric Center (Building 3) was
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completed in 1993. Four years later, UCI Health Sciences Lab/Academic Lab Facility (Building
55) was built. By 1998, the ever-expanding population of Orange County reached 2.72 million.127

Current aerial, 2000. Courtesy of Eagle Aerial Imaging.

Currently, UCI Medical Center is the only university hospital in Orange County, offering full
acute and general health care services. Staff includes more than 300 specialists and 50 primary
care doctors. UCI Medical Center has 24-hour emergency facilities and is the only designated
Level 1 Trauma Center in the county. From its inception 127 years ago as a humble agricultural
county hospital in a corner of the county jail, UCI Medical Center has emerged as a regional
leader in health care and training.

127

“Orange County Historical Timeline”
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Buildings and Structures UCI Medical Center Complex
There are 56 buildings and structures currently located on the campus of the UCI Medical
Center in Orange, California.
Of those buildings and structures, 34 were constructed before 1965. Of those 34, 23 are
buildings and 3 are structures. Among the 23 pre-1965 buildings on the campus, 5 were
relocated from the Santa Ana Army Air Base in 1949. The attached Building Information
Table provides the building numbers, names, gross square feet, number of stories, years
built, architect (if known), and proposed action as part of the project.
For each of the buildings and structures on the subject property, the UCI Medical Center
Survey (Attachment 2) provides more detailed information on alterations and other
miscellaneous notes. The fundamental building and alteration information was complied
from a number of sources, including: interviews with UCI Medical Center staff, the
Facilities Management Department, Physical Planning & Development, Planning &
Construction Services, and departmental files, record sets of plans, stored plans, and
County of Orange records.1 No single source had complete information to compile this
documentation, it was assembled with the gracious assistance of many people and their
files, both on and off campus.
Attachment 3 consists of the detailed Department of Parks & Recreation (DPR) 523A
Primary Record forms for each existing building or structure on the subject property built
before 1965. The DPR forms contain architectural descriptions and photographs of each
remaining building and structure which predates 1965.

1

O n ly 1 2 b u ild in g p ermit-relate d re c ords w e re loc a te d a t the C ounty of O rang e, m any w ere
for d e m o l i ti o n s of ancillary buildings such as garages. These available records spaned the limited
p e r io d b etw een 1 9 5 6 an d 1 9 6 9 .
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UCI Medical Center
Building Information Table
Building
Number

Building
Name

Gross
SF

Stories

Year
Built

Architect

Proposed
Action

Medical Center-East (Main
Hospital)

182,200

6

1962

Wildman & Faulkner

Demolish structure; replacement facility

Medical Center Tower

101,105

6

1981

Wm. L. Pereira Assoc.

No demolition; reconfigure space

81,358

3

1993

Ratliffe Architects

No demolition; reconfigure space

Inpatient Facilities
1
1a. (2a)
3

Neuropsychiatric Center

Total

354,483

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
2

Academic and Support
(Resident Services)

42,540

3

1959

Wildman & Faulkner

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

10

Academic Offices

27,645

1

1914

Frederick H. Eley

Demolish structure; new building

11

Department Offices

3,555

1

1975

trailer (not applicable)

Demolish structure; new building

12

Storage (vacant)

1,313

1

1914

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

13

Psychiatry Lab

852

1

1914

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

14

Storage

1,306

1

1914

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

55/0

Academic Lab Facility

60,000

4

1997

Leo A Daly

No action

22a.

Medical Library

33,643

3

1982

Leo A. Daly

No action

24

Research Lab

1,900

1

1949

Wildman & Faulkner

Demolish structure; new building

24a.

Research Lab

1,000

1

n/a

trailer (not applicable)

Demolish structure; new building

26

Administrative Offices

6,040

1

1972

trailer (not applicable)

Demolish structure; new building

41

Research Lab

3,813

1

1943

moved on site

Demolish structure; new building

43

Research Lab

4,228

1

1943

moved on site

Demolish structure; new building

46

Research Lab

4,906

1

1943

moved on site

Demolish structure; new building

48

Research Lab

3,851

1

1971

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

52

Research Lab

4,554

1

1958

unknown

Demolish structure; new building
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Building
Number

Building
Name

Gross
SF

Stories

Year
Built

Architect

Proposed
Action

53

Academic Offices (COM)

51,538

2

1958

Faulkner & Wildman

Demolish structure; new building

57

Research Lab

5,114

1

1943

moved on site

Demolish structure; relocate use

58

Administrative Services

2,964

1

1972

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

60

Vivarium

6,613

1

1969

unknown

No action

63

Administration Building, 200 (200
Building OB/Gyn)

5,424

n/a

1980

unknown

Not applicable; off-site

Total

267,375

Support Facilities
Walkways

n/a

1

1949

Wildman & Faulkner

Demolish structure

Tunnel

n/a

n/a

1959

W. L. Faulkner

No action

10,535

1

1948

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

20

Material Management/Facilities,
Planning & Development

27

Storage

6,153

1

1929

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

31

Power Plant

9,383

1

1958

W. L. Faulkner

No action

32

Electrical Facility/Shack

3,800

1

1981

unknown

Demolish structure; new building

33

Facility Management (Research
Offices and Facilities Services)

5,808

1

1943

Wildman & Faulkner

Demolish structure; new building

59

Incinerator/Crematorium

350

1

1955

W. L. Faulkner

Not applicable: no longer extant

65

Warehouse/Materials

n/a

n/a

Bastien & Associates

Not applicable: off-site

72

North Parking Structure

87,000
(318
spaces)

3

1978

Conrad Assoc.

Demolish structure; new structure

76

Chlorinator

135

1

1949

W. L. Faulkner

No action

79

Reservoir

87

1

1949

unknown

No action

Not stated unknown

No action

0

South Parking Garage

n/a

182,200
(665
spaces)

Not
stated
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Building
Number

Building
Name

Total

Gross
SF

Stories

Year
Built

Architect

Proposed
Action

6,007

1

1985

unknown

No action

36,251

Ancillary Facilities
22b.

MRI Center

22c.

Diagnostic Services Center

17,509

2

1986

unknown

No action

23

Chao Cancer Center

71,359

4

1991

Kaplan McLaughlin Diaz

No action

Total

94,875

Ambulatory Care Facilities
25

OB/Gyn, Med. Rec. Facility
(Academic Offices, Admin.
Services and storage)

36,799

2

1948 unknown

Demolish structure; new building

29

Pavilion III

36,615

1

1973 unknown

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

29a.

Pavilion III

16,416

2

1978 unknown

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

30

Pavilion I

18,525

2

1988 PBS

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

30a.

Pavilion II

18,972

2

1989 Coleman/Casky

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

44

Volunteer Services: Blood Draw
Center

5,193

1

1949 moved on site

Demolish structure; new building

50

Occupational Therapy

4,672

1

1958 unknown

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

51

Outpatient Dialysis

6,172

1

1958 unknown

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

54

Physical Therapy

5,424

1

1952 W.L. Faulkner

Demolish structure; relocate to new hospital
facility

Total

148,788
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THRESHOLDS FOR DETERMINING SIGNIFICANCE OF
IMPACTS
CEQA Guidelines
According to CEQA,
...an historical resource is a resource listed in, or determined eligible for listing in,
the California Register of Historical Resources. Historical resources included in a
local register of historical resources..., or deemed significant pursuant to criteria
set forth in subdivision (g) of Section 5024.1, are presumed to be historically or
culturally significant for purposes of this section, unless the preponderance of the
evidence demonstrates that the resource is not historically or culturally significant
(PRC §21084.1).
If the proposed project created substantial adverse changes to historical resources, the
environmental clearance for the project would require mitigation measures to reduce
impacts. “Substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource means
the physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its
immediate surroundings such that the significance of an historical resource would be
materially impaired” (PRC §15064.5 (b)(1)). PRC §15064.5 (b)(2) describes material
impairment taking place when a project:
(A)

Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics of an historical resource that convey its historical
significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion in
the California Register... ; or

(B)

Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics that account for its inclusion in a local register... or its
identification in an historical resources survey... unless the public agency
reviewing the effects of the project establishes by a preponderance of
evidence that the resource is not historically or culturally significant; or

(C)

Demolishes or materially alters those physical characteristics of an
historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its
inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion in the California Register... as
determined by a lead agency for the purposes of CEQA.

As proposed, the project would not result in the “physical demolition, destruction,
relocation, or alteration” of any historical resources or adjacent setting because there are
no historical resources on or nearby the subject site. Therefore, no substantial adverse
change to historical resources would be caused by the project.
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Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties
According to CEQA Guidelines:
Generally, a project that follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating,
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings or the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings (1995), Weeks and Grimmer, shall be considered as mitigated to a level
of less than a significant impact on the historical resource.2
As a result of this survey, there are no historical resources on the subject site, therefore
these standards would not apply.

PROJECT IMPACTS
This section addresses two key questions:
(1)
(2)

Are any parts of the UCI Medical Center campus historical resources,
either individually or as part of a district?
If any historical resources are present, would the proposed project result in
significant impacts to those resources?

CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 defines an “historical resource” as including:
A resource listed in, or determined to be eligible by the State Historical
Resources Commission, for listing in the California Register of Historical
Resources.
The first question: Are any parts of the UCI Medical Center campus historical resources,
either individually or as part of a district?
Relationship to Project- As noted previously, as a result of this evaluation there do not
appear to be any historical resources on the UCI Medical Center campus. None of the 23
pre-1965 buildings or the three (3) pre-1965 structures appear eligible for listing in the
National or California registers, and none appear eligible for designation as local
landmarks either individually or as part of districts.
The subject site does not fit the definition of a potential historic district because it does
not : “possess... a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings,
structures, or objects united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development.”
2

156 04.5(b )(3).
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The few remaining buildings from the Orange County Farm & Hospital have been
severely altered, and their original setting has been paved and infilled with additional
contemporary buildings that do not respect the arrangements of the buildings, and the
carefully crafted interrelationships of the original City Beautiful-inspired plan.
The second question: If any historical resources are present, would the proposed project
result in significant impacts to those resources?
Because no potential historical resources were identified, the proposed project would not
result in any impacts to such resources.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
The proposed project would not result in any known cumulative impacts on historical
resources.

MITIGATION MEASURES
Because the project is not expected to not cause impacts on any historical resources, no
mitigation to reduce the effects of the project is required.

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
This would not apply to this project as no historic resources would be affected by the
proposed project, therefore no mitigation would be required.
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ATTACHMENT 1
CHRONOLOGY

CHATTEL
CHRONOLOGY

The following chronology is an abstract of events related to the University of California, Irvine
(UCI) Medical Center property in Orange, California (hereinafter referred to as subject property).
Each of the items listed below relates to the subject property. The subject property became UCI
Medical Center in 1976 when the property was transferred from Orange County Hospital to
Regents of the University of California.

July 1, 1810

Spanish Governor Arrellaga grants Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana (of
which the site is part) to Joseph Antonio Yorba and Juan Pablo Peralta.1

1846

California is annexed to the United States.

1851

The Congressional Act of 1851 forced landowners to reapply for valid title
to their ranchos.

1858

Los Angeles County (of which the subject property is part) rents an adobe
for use as a hospital. Its purpose is to “care for the indigent sick” with the
help of the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul.2

1868

James Irvine (d. 1886), a prosperous sheep rancher receives part of the
Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana in a settlement, and later acquires portions
of ranchos San Joaquin and Lomas de Santiago.3

1887

Los Angeles County acquires 121 acres in the Los Nietos Valley (now
Downey) for use as County Farm.4 Construction begins the following
year.

1

First American Title Company (FATCO). “Chain of Title” unpublished, date unknown (circa 1976)
single page.
2

Helen Eastman M artin, The History of the Los Angeles County Hospital (1878-1968) and the Los
Angeles County- University of Southern California Medical Center (1968-1978) (Los Angeles: University of
Southern California Press, 1979) 501.
3

City of Irvine, “Ab out Irvine: History” website w ww.ci.irvine.ca.us.

4

Chattel Architecture “Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center Chronology” no date 1.
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December 1, 1870

The original Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana was partitioned by decree of
the local district court and 4,845 acres (including the subject property) are
given to Alfred Beck Chapman (1829-1915) in lieu of attorney’s fees.5

June 2, 1873

Land including subject property is purchased by Levi J. Lockhart, Thomas
J. Lockhart and William C. Pendleton.6

September 1, 1873

City of Orange post office is opened.7

1874

Kansas-based Civil War surgeon Andrew T. Still (1828-1927) establishes
alternative medicine field of osteopathy. The name is derived from the
Greek osteon (bone) and pathos (to suffer), meaning “suffering to the
bone.”8 9 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language
defines osteopathy as “[a] medical therapy that emphasizes manipulative
techniques for correcting somatic abnormalities thought to cause disease
and inhibit recovery.”

February 1, 1875

Land including subject property is transferred to Levi J. Lockhart and
Thomas J. Lockhart. 10

1878

Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors purchases a 37.72-acre parcel of
land for use as a County Hospital and Poor Farm.11 Later that year the first
county-owned hospital in Los Angeles opens in a simple wooden
building. 12

5

Chattel Construction Corporation, “Documentation of the Orange Intermediate School (Orange Unified
School District Office)” January 1997, 3.
6

FATCO.

7

Do n M eadows, Historic Place Names in Orange County (Balboa Island: Paisano Press, Inc. 1966) 108.

8

Peta Sned don and P aolo Coseschi, Discovering Osteopathy (Berkeley: Ulysses Press, 1999) np.

9

Thomas Nelson, MD, “Historical Outline: UCI --California College of Medicine” (unpublished
chronology, circa 1990) 1.
10

FATCO.

11

Environm ental Science Asso ciates (E SA, w ith Mellon & Associates), Los Angeles County+University of
Southern California Medical Center Replacement Project Draft Environmental Assessment/Environmental Impact
Rep ort Sep temb er 19 99, 2 15.
12

Martin 501.
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1878

The Irvine family’s land holdings of 110,000 acres stretch 23 miles from
the Santa Ana River to the Pacific Ocean.13

1880

Southern Pacific railroad builds a depot at the corner of Flower and La
Veta streets in West Orange.14

October 14, 1880

Land including subject property is transferred to L. M. Mitchell.15

November 16, 1880

Land including subject property is transferred to M. L. Wicks.16

May 6, 1881

Land including subject property is transferred to Alexander Weill.17

November 18, 1881

Land including subject property is transferred to R. F. and J. O. Lotspeitch.

September 27, 1883 Land including subject property is transferred to U. L. Shaffer.18
1866

Confederate Navy Captain William Glassell (1830-1879) comes to
Orange, suffering from tuberculosis. His brother Andrew Glassell (18271901), is Alfred Chapman’s law partner.19

1871

Captain Glassell lays out eight city blocks surrounded by 10-acre lots for a
new townsite called Richland.20 By the end of the year, there are about 12
new residences in the area and an irrigation ditch.

13

The City of Irvine.

14

Phil B rigand i, Orange: The City ’Round the Plaza (Encinitas: Heritage Media Corporation 1997) 31.

15

FATCO.

16

FATCO.

17

FATCO.

18

FAT CO .

19

Brigandi 18.

20

Brigandi 18.
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1873

The name Richland is changed to Orange, because there was already a
community called Richland, California.21 The Glassell family came from
Richland plantation in Orange County, Virginia.

August 16, 1887

The California Southern (Santa Fe) Railroad reaches Orange.22

April 6, 1888

The town of Orange is formally incorporated as a town by Chapman &
Co.23

March 11, 1889

Orange County is established by seceding from Los Angeles County. The
name is given “because of the orange groves for which it is justly
famous.”24

December 24, 1889

Land including subject property is transferred to Martha M. Shaffer.25

December 20, 1894

The Irvine Company is established.26

1896

Orange County Board of Supervisors allow the county jail as housing for
the sick and homeless.27 Mild cases are quickly discharged and severely ill
patients are sent to Los Angeles County Hospital.

1896

Pacific Sanitarium and School of Osteopathy (PSSO) is established in
Anaheim. It is the second school of its type in the nation and the first in
California.28

21

Brigandi 19.

22

Meadows 108.

23

Meadows 108.

24

John S. M cGroarty, California: Its History and Roman ce (Los Angeles: Grafton Publishing Co, 1911)

316 .
25

FATC O. Martha M. Shaffer (1871-1952?) may have come to Orange from Illinois. Her additional
property holdings included the redwood shacks that constituted Santa Ana’s Chinatown. The area was burned under
order by the City Co uncil in 1906 to avo id the (unfounded ) threat o f leprosy.
26

Filed with the Secretary of State, Corporation number C000404.

27

“Attachment A: General Information About UCI Medical Center” (unpublished, no date) np.

28

Nelson 1.
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1897

PSSO relocates to Spring and Franklin streets in Los Angeles.29

1898

PSSO moves again to 10th and Flower streets (Los Angeles).30

1900

Alcoholism and drug addiction are treated as mental illness.31

1901

Orange County’s first hospital and home for indigents is established in a
residence on Second Street in Santa Ana.32 The facility has two beds.

1903-04

College of Physicians & Surgeons (COPS), a new osteopathic medical
school is established. COPS successfully requests privileges for staff and
students at Los Angeles County Hospital. (LACH).

1904

Orange County Hospital and Poor Farm opens in a two story, frame
residence at Sixth and Spurgeon streets in Santa Ana.33 Although known
as the county hospital, the six-bed facility is more commonly known as the
poor house.

1907

There are five mental hospitals in California.34

1908

Two members of COPS graduating class become interns at LACH.

1909

New administration building is erected at LACH.35

1909-1910

Official affiliation is initiated between COPS and LACH that will last until
1919.36

29

Nelson 1.

30

Nelson 1.

31

Chattel Architecture “Rancho” 2.

32

Donna Davis, “To County’s Sick, Destitute and Elderly, the Poor Farm Was Home” Ora nge County
Register, 22 November, 1981, B-1.
33

Davis B-1. The da te of the new facility is variously given as 1 904 and 1 906 in different sources.

34

Chattel Architecture “Rancho” 2.

35

ESA 216.

36

Martin 92.
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1911

John Weherly, MD is appointed County Physician nearly immediately and
begins lobbying for a more appropriate facility. 37

December 30, 1911

Land including subject property is transferred to Dawn Land Company for
$24,000.38

July 20, 1912

A successful election is held to vote on issuing $60,000 in bonds for “the
purpose of purchasing grounds for a poor-farm and erecting thereon of
suitable buildings for an almshouse and hospital.” 39

October 22, 1912

County Board of Supervisors gives notice of intention to purchase a site
for the county hospital and poor farm from the Dawn Land Company at a
cost of $42,250.40

November 19, 1912

The 72-acre tract of land, formerly part of the U. L. Shaffer estate in West
Orange, is purchased for the county hospital site.41 The site is located west
of the Southern Pacific Railway, at the end of Chapman Avenue.

December 26, 1912

A contract is awarded to Anderson & Bolyard to build a foreman’s cottage
and four bungalows for $5,996. Horton & Eaton Company receives a
contract to provide a 6,000 gallon water tank “...on a thirty-foot octagonal

37

C. D . Ball, MD , Orange County M edical History (Santa Ana: A. C. Flagg, 1926) 61.

38

W arren L. Bostick, College of Medicine: H istory-Aca dem ics-Politics, The M erging Profession s (no
publisher) no date, 148.
39

Samuel Armor, History of Oran ge Co unty, Ca lifornia, With Biograp hical Ske tches (Los An geles:
Historic Record Company) 1921, 96.
The follow ing definitions are for archaic wo rds use d in this chrono logy:
alms house

“A ho use for the po or, maintained at public expense, or as in Great B ritain, by private
endowment.” (H . G. Em ory and K . G. Bre wster, eds. The New Century Dictionary of the
English Language (New York: P. F. Collier & Son Corporation 1938) vol. I, 34)

indigent person

“...one who is destitute and help less as to be dependent for their supp ort upon public
charity.” (Texas Constitution of 1845)

poo r farm

“...a place where the d estitute ho meless aged , infirm, and disabled of the cou nty could
find shelter, food and so lace.” (Colleen Adair Fliedner, Centennial: Rancho Los Amigos
Medical Center 1888-1988 (Do wney: R ancho Lo s Amigos M edica l Center, 199 0) 17).

40

Armor 96.

41

Armor 96.
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tower with a three-horsepower motor and a Bulldozer head pump” for
$700.42
September 16, 1913 Chris McNeal is awarded the contract to construct the main hospital
building for $45,441. McNeal had recently been responsible for the
construction of the (Old) Orange County Courthouse. The contract for the
lighting and heating plant is given to Munger & Munger for $5,115.43
November 18, 1913

The contract to build “three cottages, a laundry and a club house” is
awarded to A.H. Anderson for $8,450.44

1913

Fourteen indigents, described as “feeble old men” move to the new Poor
Farm.45

1914

The main hospital building (Building 10) and two laboratories (Building
12 and 14) are completed.

1914

The following installations are made at the new County Farm and
Hospital:46
Company
Robertson & Packard
Johns-Manville Company
Western Laundry Machinery Co.
Fairbanks-Morse

1914

Item(s)
electrical fixtures
refrigerator and ice box
laundry appliances
motor

Cost
$ 412.
494.
2,232.
62

PSSO merges with College of Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons
(COPS).47

42

Armor 96.

43

Armor 96.

44

Armor 96.

45

Davis np.

46

Armor 96.

47

Nelson 1.
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1914

Ordinance 124 is passed, establishing the Orange County Poor Farm and
Hospital, also known as County Almshouse.48

1914

Orange trees are planted on 15 acres of the hospital grounds..

1914

Dr. Harry E. Zaiser is appointed superintendent, a position he will hold for
more than 30 years.49

May 1914

Chris McNeal is awarded an additional contract to construct the sewers
and sewer connections for $5,545.50

September 1, 1914

The hospital is formally opened for patients with a staff consisting of: an
attending physician and superintendent of nurses, four graduate nurses and
two orderlies.51

November 17, 1914

Fred Siefert receives contract to erect additional buildings at the county
farm site for $10, 925.52

1915

A training school for nurses is organized at the hospital and receives
immediate accreditation.53

January 1916

More than 13 inches of rain falls, the hospital buildings are saved using
sandbags.

1917

First COPS graduate is accepted as an intern at Los Angeles County
Hospital.54

48

“The Hospital- Present and Future” (unpublished, 1954) 3.

49

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 3.

Robert C. Bunch (long time Superintendent of Hospital Buildings and Grounds) described his role later
“Dr. Z aiser ac ted as p harmacist, bo okke eper, timekeeper, paym aster, and performed al o f the functions of a
Soc ial Service W orker as well as an X -ray techn ician. H e did everything- he was a one ma n institution.”
50

Armor 96.

51

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 3.

52

Armor 96.

53

Gerry Boss, “From Little Acorns...” Imp ulse: T he O range C oun ty Ho spital Fall 19 71, V ol. VII, 11.

54

Nelson 2.
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1917

County purchasing agent F. W. Slaybaugh announces in the Santa Ana
Register that the sale of “...5,240 pounds of lima beans, grown on the
Orange County [poor] Farm property... [netted] $641.90... [which was]
added to the account of the institution, and that the farm’s income from all
this year will total slightly more than $10,000.”
Slaybaugh describes the facility “[t]he County Farm consists of
approximately seventy-two acres. There are 1,000 six-year-old Valencia
orange trees on the property as well as 1,600 one-year-old Valencias. The
income form these trees during the present year was $3,131.”
He continues, “In addition to the oranges that are sold, an ample supply is
always available for use of the 80 persons who live at the farm. While the
Orange County Farm is not a self-sustaining institution, still the cost of
operation is cut down considerably by sales of fruit. In addition, the farm
raises its own vegetables. Four cows supply milk for the institution.”55

August 8, 1917

Contract is given to G.A. Barrows to construct a service building including
“dining room and a kitchen, at the poor farm” for $7,652.56

December, 1917

The Poor Farm produces potatoes, milk and butter and has six Holstein
cows.57

1919

COPS classes are admitted to Los Angeles County Hospital for clinical
experience.58

September 16, 1919 Contract awarded to G.A. Barrows to build a garage for $2,935.59
December 2, 1919

55

Armor 97.

56

Armor 97.

57

Davis np.

58

Nelson 2.

59

Armor 98.

60

Armor 98.

E.W. Smith given contract to construct cowshed for 1,099.60
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1920

The Poor Farm sustains 80 people and has citrus groves, vegetable
gardens, Berkshire hogs, a bull and 20 Holstein dairy cows.61

1921

Griffin Avenue site across from Los Angeles County Hospital is
purchased, and a building is moved to the property for use by COPS.

1921

The success of the Orange County Farm & Hospital is so great that County
Supervisors authorize the printing of post cards showing the facility. 62

1923

Building 11, also called the “...psychopathic wing [is] added to the
institution...”63

February 23, 1923

The Los Angeles Times features an article “In Orange County: Hospital,
Church, Theater, Club”
County Supervisors Authorize Structure for Indigent Sick—
It will be of reinforced concrete, two stories high, with basement
and roof garden, solarium and pergola. On the first floor will be
the county physician’s reception and consulting-room [sic],
matron’s quarters, three wards for insane persons, men’s ward, diet
kitchen, and two private wards. On the upper floor will be an
operating-room [sic], etherizing rooms and sterilizing rooms,
maternity ward, rooms for electrical treatment; one private ward
and men’s and women’s wards, each with seven beds.64

1924

The first Communicable Diseases Building is erected at LACH.65

1925

Orange County Hospital facilities include: 125 beds (including bassinets),
48 employees, 26 nurses in training school, 21 medical staff members, and
2 medical interns.66

61

Davis np.

62

“Freeze Frame: Orange County Hospital and Poor Farm” Metro Monitor Spring 1986 np.

63

Ball 61. The building was demolished and replaced in 1975.

64

“In Orange County: Hospital, Church, Theater, Club” Los Angeles Times, 23 February, 1913, VI 3.

65

ESA 216.

66

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.
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1926

Nurses’ home, chapel and cottages for employees and indigents are
erected.67

1926

The hospital dairy and stock operations are abandoned, the livestock is
sold at auction.68

1926

Orange County Hospital is described:
The farm includes about 70 acres, partially covered by hospital,
nurses’ home, chapel, cottages for the physicians, and other
cottages for employees and indigents. There is an orange orchard
of twenty-seven acres, valencias, and a herd of pure-bred Holsteins
to furnish the dairy products.69

1928

COPS is the oldest continuously operating medical school in Los
Angeles.70

1929

Building 27, known as the Tuberculosis Ward, and later the
Communicable Diseases Ward, is constructed.

1929

In an effort to thwart Santa Ana’s westward expansion, the City of Orange
annexes to include Orange County Hospital and Poor Farm.71

1930s

With the advent of New Deal social welfare programs, the Hospital phases
out “poor farm” component and the name is changed to Orange County
General Hospital.72

67

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.

68

Tom Talbert, Chairman, Orange County Bo ard of Supervisors, “Historical Highlights” unpublished, no

69

Ball 62.

70

Nelson 2. Although USC was founded in the late 1800s, its medical school closed for a decade

date, 7.

(between 1918 and 1928).
71

Brigandi 94.

72

Brigandi 129
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1931

County Board of Supervisors elects to discontinue the dairy herd and hogs.
Most are sold at auction, but the remaining livestock is butchered and
consumed at the institution.73

March 1933

The Los Angeles metropolitan area is stricken by a severe earthquake,
although Orange County General Hospital is not seriously affected.74

1933

State of the art high-rise hospital tower is completed at LACH (Los
Angeles General Hospital).75

March 5, 1938

A catastrophic flood occurs, paralyzing hospital operations and trapping
150 patients in the tuberculosis ward.76

1940

Formal effort toward consolidation of medical and osteopathic fields
begins.77

1941

The first radiation therapy equipment is installed.78 The X-ray Department
occupies the former Special Dietary Kitchen, in the penthouse of Building
10.79

1942

As part of the war effort, Santa Ana Army Air Base (SAAB) is established
in present-day Costa Mesa, roughly between Harbor and Newport
boulevards, Baker and Wilson streets.80

1943

The Sleep and Dream Lab (Building 13), also known as the
Psycho-Physiology Lab, is constructed. It later becomes the Psychiatry
Lab.
73

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.

74

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.

75

ESA 216.

76

Kym Salness, MD, “H istory of U CI M edica l Center, or ‘It T akes a Long Time to Turn A B attleship
Around’ ” videotaped lecture July 1, 1988.
77

Tracy Taylor, ed. “UCI College of Medicine: A Brief History” UCI College of Medicine Alumni
Directory and Centennial E dition: U CI Alu mni Directory (1992 and 1996 respectively) reprint 2.
78

Boss 12.

79

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 9.

80

Edrick J. M iller, SAAB S tory (Santa Ana: Tri-Level Lithographers, Inc., 1981) 189.
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1943

The Electrical Shop (Building 33) is constructed. It is also used as a
Radiology Lab.

1946

After 32 years of service to the hospital, Dr. Harry E. Zaiser retires as
superintendent.81

1946

SAAB closes.82

1947

SAAB allocates 22 surplus buildings to the hospital and local schools.
Nine of the buildings are to be moved to the site.83

1948

Laundry (Building 20 and Building 17) buildings are constructed.

1949

The nine World War II military barracks from SAAB are relocated to the
hospital campus and remodeled, adding 118 beds to the hospital.84 Some
of the barracks are also designated for specific uses such as: pediatrics
(Building 43), surgery research (Building 46), hemodialysis (Building 24),
inservice education (Building 41) and a research lab for anesthesiology
(Building 57).

1949

The City of Orange builds a chlorinator (Building 76) on the medical
campus site.

1949

A reservoir (Building 79) is added to the site.

1949

A system of covered walkways connecting the buildings is added to the
southeast side of the campus.

1949-1954

More than $1,200,000 is spent on improvements, including a new steam
plant.85

81

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 1. Harry Edgar Zaiser, MD (1879-1956)was born in Iowa and died
at the age of 76 in Orange, California.
82

Miller 189.

83

Telephone conversation with Mary Ellen Goddard, retired UCI Special Librarian and volunteer historian
at Co sta M esa H istorical Society, Feb ruary 1 9, 20 01.
84

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 1.

85

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 1.
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1950

Construction begins on the adjacent Interstate-5 freeway.86

1954

Hospital facilities include: 594 beds (including bassinets), 505 employees,
85 nurses in training school, 102 medical staff members, and 17 medical
interns.87

1958

A nursing school building (Building 53) is erected, containing a library,
auditorium, classrooms, recreation area and housing for 96 nurses.

1954

The fully accredited professional school of nursing is affiliated with
Fullerton Junior College.88

1955

A crematorium (Building 59) is added to the campus.

1956

An addition to the now demolished Shop Building (Building 48) is made
on the south side.89

1957

An oncology building (Building 54) and “an additional covered walk” are
constructed. Building 54 is later used for Geriatrics and Physical
Therapy.90

1957

During the fall, the UC Regents “voted their intent to start a new campus
in the general area east and south of Los Angeles.”91

1958

Another research lab (Building 52), a volunteer center (Building 44), a
patient care center (Building 51) and an occupational therapy building
(Building 50) are constructed on the campus. According to building
permit records, some or all of the four may have been designed by W. L.
Faulkner.92

86

Brigandi 126

87

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.

88

“The Hospital- Present and Future” 2.

89

“Application for Variance Permit” number V2423, April 12, 1956.

90

“Application for Conditional Permit” number C754, February 4, 1957.

91

Samuel Clyde M cCulloch Instant University: The History of the University of California, Irvine 195793 (San Diego: Co ntinental Graphics, 199 4 ?) ix.
92

“Application For Building Permit” no permit number, final inspection April 18, 1958.
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1958

A power plant (Building 31) designed by W. L. Faulkner is added to the
campus.93 The one-story building cost $5,000 to build.

1959

University of California successfully requests 1,000 acres for a new
campus from The Irvine Company.

1959

A new psychiatric building (Building 2) “complete with courtroom and
physical therapy facilities” is constructed.94

1959

A subterranean Utility Tunnel and “Incinerator and Appurtenances”
(Building 59), both designed by W. L. Faulkner are completed. The tunnel
cost $65,000.95 to build, and the incinerator $50,000.96

1960

The UC Regents accept land from the Irvine Foundation to be used as
campus for the newly-established UCI. 97

1961

Amid much turmoil about whether osteopathy is medicine or “cultist
healing,” COPS Board of Trustees votes to convert to a conventional
medical school, and the name is changed to California College of
Medicine (CCM).98

1961

The Power Plant (Building 31) is modified.99

February 15, 1962

American Medical Association officially recognizes CCM.

93

“Application For Building Permit” no permit number, final inspection January 29, 1958.

94

Boss 12.

95

“Application For Building Permit” no permit number, final inspection January 20, 1959.

96

“Application For Building Permit” no permit number, final inspection August 4, 1959.

97

Bostick 209.

98

Nelson 3.

99

“Application For Building Permit” no permit number, final inspection February 21, 1961.
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1962

State legislation is passed permitting doctors of osteopathy to be licensed
by the state Board of Medical Examiners and to use the MD title.100 CCM
confers its first medical degree.101

1962

A Storage & Maintenance/Clinical Teaching Unit (Building 16) is added
to the campus.

1963

Passage of SB-1414 designates the affiliation of CCM with University of
California as a medical department.102 The now-independent medical
school remains on the Los Angeles campus until 1964.

1963

Hospital name is changed to Orange County General Hospital.

1963

Architect William Periera presents plans for a master planned community
centered around a newly-established university to the Orange County
Board of Supervisors.103

1963

The population of Orange county reaches 1 million.104

July 21, 1963

A new Acute Disease Unit (Building 1) opens, serving as an acute care
facility with 360 beds and 57 bassinets.

1964

The final plan for the southern 10,000 acres of Irvine Ranch to become a
master planned community is completed.

January 1, 1964

CCM officially becomes part of the University of California system.105

1965

Building 20 “offices for hospital” is completed. Warehouse (Building 46)
and Garage (Building 21) are demolished.106

100

“Resp onse to System wide Req uest for H istory of M CIP Activities (197 5-19 79) University of California
Irvine Medical Center” (unpublished, April 19, 1979) 1.
101

Nelson 3.

102

Taylor 3.

103

“Orange County Historical Timeline” Orange C oun ty Register 1999, np.

104

“Orange County Historical Timeline”

105

McCulloch 92.

106

Building Permit cards, permit numbers 21841, 21842 and 21843, final inspection July 20, 1965.
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1965

Permits are issued to demolish a two story office and a warehouse near the
main hospital building.107

October 4, 1965

First classes are held at the new University of California at Irvine. UCI is
the ninth University of California campus.108

1966

Orange County General Hospital begins to admit private patients and the
name is changed to Orange County Medical Center.

1966

A Master Plan is prepared for Orange County Medical Center by Welton
Becket/Rose & Fears.109

April 5, 1967

CCM Board of Trustees pass resolution (later agreed to by University of
California Board of Regents) that the medical school is administratively
responsible to the University of California and to relocate the campus to
Irvine.110

1967

Orange County Medical Center becomes the major affiliate hospital of
CCM as training site of its residents.

1968

Los Angeles General Hospital becomes Los Angeles County/University of
Southern California (LAC+USC) Medical Center.111

1968

Orange County Board of Supervisors approves affiliation between the
Orange County Medical Center and UCI. As part of the agreement, the
University rented 40,000 square feet in the former nursing school building
and former tuberculosis wards.112

107

Orange County Hospital “Application(s) for Building Permit(s)” permit numbers B12303 and B12306,
July 20, 1965.
108

“UCI’s Early Days Were Marked By Innovation and Whimsey” Orange County Register circa 1990 (no

109

“Master Plan for Hospital Authorized” Los Angeles Times 3 July, 1966, R-16.

110

McCulloch 101.

111

ESA 217.

112

Bostick 148.

date) np.
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1969

A Vivarium (Building 60) is donated by the Orange County Hospital
Auxiliary.113

1970

Board issue for a planned 350-bed hospital on UCI campus is defeated.114

1971

Pathology and Radiology Laboratories (Building 48) are constructed.

1973

Public debate regarding whether to build a new hospital in Irvine, or
purchase and improve Orange County Medical Center begins.115

1972

Additional Administrative Offices (Building 26 and Building 58) are
added to the campus.

1973

Pavilion 3 (Building 29) is constructed.

1975

Department Offices (Building 11) are constructed on the site of the former
Psycho-Pathic Ward.

1975

Buildings 16 and 17 are joined and renamed the Central Services Building.

1976

Regents of the University of California purchase the hospital campus for
use as UCI Medical Center for $8,000,000.116 The price was based on the
value of the land, buildings and structures, equipment, and supplies.

July 1, 1976

Official opening of the UCI Medical Center is held at noon.117

September 1, 1976

William Pereira Associates completes a two volume study of the site
Evaluation of Existing Facilities, UCIMC, Renovation Master Plan. The
report evaluates the existing 49 buildings on the campus and makes
recommendations for demolitions, replacements and campus-wide
improvements. The building stock ranged from Quonset huts (Buildings
22 and 23), to original wood framed buildings (Building 10) and “modern”
types (Building 1).

113

Building Permit card, permit number 48225, final inspection February 3, 1969.

114

“Chrono logy-- UCI C linical Activities” (unpub lished, no date) 1.

115

“Chronology” 1.

116

“UCIMC Slide Show: Program Narrative Notes” unpublished script, no date, 2.

117

Richard Nagel, County of Orange Memorandum to Service Directors and Division Heads, 22 June,

1976, 1.
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1978

The North Parking Structure (Building 72) is added to the campus.

1979

A new facility is built to house appointment clinics and to provide office
space for clinical faculty (Building 29a).

April 23, 1981

Building 1a, Medical Center Tower “to provide replacement space for
obstetrics, diagnostic radiology, emergency services and 114 new beds” is
completed at a cost of $14,000,000.118

1981

An Electrical Facility (Building 32), funded out of the Hospital Reserves,
is constructed on the site of Building 19.

1982

A medical library (Building 22a) is added to the campus.

1985

In a joint venture between UCI and AMI, a Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Center (Building 22b) is constructed.

1986

A Diagnostic Services Center (Building 22c) is built.

1988

Pavilion I (Building 30), comprised of 18 trailers, and the South Parking
Garage (Building 73) are added to the campus.

1989

Pavilion II (Building 30a) is constructed.

1991

UCI Medical Center is the largest employer in Orange, with more than
3,000 employees.

1991

Chao Cancer Center (Building 23) is added to the campus.

1993

Building 3, Neuropsychiatric Center is completed.

1997

The UCI Health Sciences Lab/Academic Lab Facility (Building 55) is
constructed.

1998

Orange County population is 2.72 million.119

1999

An information booth is constructed at the entrance to the Medical Center.

118

“UCIMC Slide Show” 2.

119

“Orange County Historical Timeline”
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SURVEY

UCI Medical Center Building Survey
Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Inpatient Facilities
01
New Acute Disease Unit
Medical Center-East (Main Hospital)
182,200

Stories

6

1963

Alterations

Architect

H. C. Wildman & W. L. Faulkner

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect

New building
Dedicated July 21, 1963, 360 bed addition; funded by a 1956
$5,605,000 bond issue; connected in 1981 to Bldg 1a,
entrance demolished

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
02
Psychiatric Building (1957), Mental Health Building (1968)
Academic and Support (Resident Services)
42,540

c. 1979- original guard shack removed; 1984 (or '87)- gift shop
& elevator tower added to front elevation; 1988- gazebo added;
1990- new driveway

W. L. Faulkner, AIA
Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

3

1959

Contractor

Subsequent action

Stories

Relocate use
interior completely altered
catalog # 99

S- 1
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Use category
Building number

Inpatient Facilities
03

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Neuropsychiatric Center
81,358

Stories

3

1993

Alterations

Architect
Contractor
Initial action
Subsequent action

Ratliffe Architects (Berkeley)
Unknown
No demolition
Reconfigure space

Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect
Contractor
Initial action
Subsequent action
Notes

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
10
Orange County Farm & Hospital main building
Academic Offices
27,645

Stories

2

1914
1926- south end addition; 1952- stair demolished, elevator
installed on ext; 1962- basemnt built out & entr. reconfig'd;
1963- corridr conn to #1 (basemnt +1st flr); 1966- lab & x-ray
ctr added; 1967- north elevation, ramp & stairwell added,
doors/windows infilled & gunited; all windows repl. w/metal
frames, transoms/arches infilled, connect. to #30 demolished
and all walls gunited; 1970- "improvements"

Frederick H. Eley (1914) , M. Eugene Durfee (1926)
Chris W. McNeal
Demolish
New building
was connected at south end to Building 30; now connected at
east side to Building 1; interior no longer intact
952- cat # 843 (Dwr. 25); 1967- cat # 1278
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Use category
Building number

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
11

Former name(s)
Building name

Department Offices

Square feet

3,555

Year built

1975

Stories

1

Alterations

Architect

Not applicable

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

New building
built on site of eariler Building 11, Psycho-Pathic Ward (built
1922) which was connected on the 2nd floor to Building 10

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
12
Intern Dormitory (1955), Laboratory (1950); Micro-Biology
(1979)
Storage (vacant)

Square feet

1,313

Year built

1914

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

1

no date(s)- windows infilled on east side, front door boarded
over

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

New building
interior has coved ceilings, but many rooms re-clad in
accoustic tile (ceiling, walls, etc.), used for storage since 1996
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
13
Morgue (1955) ;Sleep and Dream Lab; Psycho-Physiology Lab
Psychiatry Lab
852

1969- doors and windows altered, roof replaced with Spanish
tile; no dates- shed roofed addition on south side, glazing
replaced with obscure patterened glass, windows on east side
infilled w/ stucco and doors

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

New building
(catalog # 1098), used for storage since 1996

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
14
Laboratory (1950); Bacteriology (1975)
Storage

Square feet

1,306

Year built

1914

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Stories

1

date(s) unknown: 3-part windows modified, additions to east
(cold room) and north (autoclave) sides

Architect

Subsequent action

1

1943

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

New building
used for storage since 1996
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Use category
Building number

Inpatient Facilities
1a (2a)

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Medical Center Tower
101,105

Stories

6

1981, dedicated April 23, 1981

Alterations

Architect
Contractor
Initial action
Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

William L. Pereira Associates
Unknown
No demolition
Reconfigure space
built to provide replacement space for obstetrics, diagnostic
radiology, emergency services and 114 new beds

Support Facilities
20
Dormitory (1955); Laundry
Material Management /Facilities,Planning & Development
(
S
&
)
10,535
Stories 1
1948
1955- washroom addition; 1977 and 1987- remodeled; 1977Butler-type storage addition

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action

New building

Notes
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Use category
Building number

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
22a.

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Medical Library
33,643

Stories

3

1982

Alterations

Architect

Leo A. Daly

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number

opened April 1, 1982

Ancillary Facilities
22b.

Former name(s)
Building name

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) Center

Square feet

6,007

Year built

1985

Stories

1

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

joint venture between UCI and AMI, a private firm
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Use category
Building number

Ancillary Facilities
22c.

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Diagnostic Services Center
17,509

Stories

2

Stories

4

1986

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number

Ancillary Facilities
23

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Chao Cancer Center
71,359
1991

Alterations

Architect

Kaplan McLaughlin Diaz

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes
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Use category
Building number

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
24

Former name(s)

Hemodialysis

Building name

Research Lab

Square feet
Year built

1,900

Stories

1

1949 (may have been moved after 1955)

Alterations

Architect

H. C. Wildman & W. L. Faulkner

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action

New building

Notes

Use category
Building number

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
24a.

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Research Lab
1,000

Stories

1

1949 (circa 1980s)

Alterations

Architect

Not applicable

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

New building
New trailer probably replaced 1949 building
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Ambulatory Care Facilities
25
Central Services Building
OB/GYN, Med. Rec. Facility (Academic Offices, Admin.
S i
d
)
36,799
Stories 2
1948
1955- large addition on south side;1975- remodeled

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number

New building
Two buildings joined in 1975: #16 Storage & Maintenance/
Clinical Teaching Unit, built 1962 (W. L. Faulkner, architect),
#17 Laundry, built 1948 (W. L. Faulkner)

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
26

Former name(s)
Building name

Administrative Offices

Square feet

6,040

Year built

1972

Stories

1

Alterations

Architect

Not applicable

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action

New building

Notes
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

Support Facilities
27
TB (Tuberculosis) Ward (1949); CD (Communicable Disease)
Ward (1950)
Storage

Square feet

6,153

Year built

1929

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Use category
Building number

1

1950- remodeled; date unknown- added ramps on west side
(reoriented entrance), overpainted transoms, stairs added
south and north elevations

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

New building
eventually used as pediatric TB ward

Ambulatory Care Facilities
29

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Pavilion III
36,615

Stories

1

1973

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action

Relocate use

Notes

S- 10
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Use category
Building number

Ambulatory Care Facilities
29a.

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Pavilion III
16,416

Stories

2

1979

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number

Relocate use
built to house appointment clinics and to provide office space
for clinical faculty

Ambulatory Care Facilities
30

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Pavilion I
18,525

Stories

2

1988

Alterations

Architect

PBS (now Mobil Modular)

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Relocate use
18 trailers comprise this building

S- 11
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Use category
Building number

Ambulatory Care Facilities
30a.

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Pavilion II
18,972

Stories

2

Stories

1

1989

Alterations

Architect

Coleman/Casky

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action

Relocate use

Notes

Use category
Building number

Support Facilities
31

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect
Contractor
Initial action

Power Plant
9,383
1959 (1958 per permit)
1991- steam generator addition (30 feet added) on east side

W. L. Faulkner, AIA
O. R. Robertson
No action

Subsequent action
Notes

building permit (no number) finaled January 29, 1958
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Use category
Building number

Support Facilities
32

Former name(s)
Building name

Electrical Facility/Shack

Square feet

3,800

Year built

1981

Stories

1

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

New building
Building 19 demolished for this facility, funded out of Hospital
Reserves

Support Facilities
33
Maintenance Shop (1955); Radiology Lab; Electrical Shops
Facility Management (Reasearch Offices and Facility Services)

Square feet

5,808

Year built

1943

Stories

1

Alterations

Architect

H. C. Wildman & W. L. Faulkner

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

New building
gable roofed portion called "The Barn," barn may have been
relocated sometime after 1955 (Building 24)
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
41
Geriatrics (female) (1955); Inservice Education (1962)
Research Lab

Square feet

3,813

Year built

1943

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

New building
relocated to site in 1949 from Santa Ana Army Air Base
(catalog # 1098)

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
43
Pediatrics
Research Lab

Square feet

4,228

Year built

1943

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Stories

1

1949- roof and windows replaced; 1962- remodeled;1993"renovated"

Architect

Subsequent action

1

1949- roof and windows replaced; 1969- doors replaced,
windows reconfigured

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

New building
relocated to site in 1949 from Santa Ana Army Air Base
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Ambulatory Care Facilities
44 (formerly Building 39)
OB (1955)
Volunteer Services: Blood Draw Center
5,193

1962- remodeled; recently- enclosed side door, new vinyl
windows (east side)

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

New building
relocated in 1949 from Santa Ana Army Air Base; identical
building footprint appears on 1955 site map

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
46 (formerly Building 8)
TB female (1955); Surgery Research (1996)
Research Lab

Square feet

4,906

Year built

1943

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Stories

1

1949- roof and windows replaced

Architect

Subsequent action

1

circa 1943 (1958)

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

New building
relocated to site in 1949 from Santa Ana Army Air Base
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

48 (formerly Building 35)
Pathology and Radiology Laboratories
Research Lab

Square feet

3,851

Year built

1971

Stories

1

Stories

1

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number

New building
(catalog # 1098)

Ambulatory Care Facilities
50

Former name(s)
Building name

Occupational Therapy

Square feet

4,672

Year built

1958

Alterations

exterior was stuccoed after 1976

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Relocate use
cinder block construction
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

Ambulatory Care Facilities
51
Patient Care (Rehabilitation)
Outpatient Dialysis

Square feet

6,172

Year built

1958

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Use category
Building number

1

exterior was stuccoed since 1976

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

Relocate use
cinder block construction

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
52

Former name(s)
Building name

Research Lab

Square feet

4,554

Year built

1958

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

1

exterior was stuccoed since 1976

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

New building
cinder block construction
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
53
"A Nurses School & Home;" Nursing Dorm
Academic Offices (COM)
51,538

1982- library moved, space remodeled; 1995- Auditorium
remodeled; 2001- second floor pedestrian access removed,
(window and brick replaced to match existibng), Lobby
enclosed, large paired doors removed, rooms added,
remaining classroom remodeled

H. C. Wildman & W. L. Faulkner
Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect

New building
built to serve as nursing school; former names: College of
Medicine (1968); Department Office (1972); Research Lab
(1973)

Ambulatory Care Facilities
54 (formerly #25)
Oncology (1962); Geriatrics (1955-1964)
Physical Therapy
5,424

1

1964- addition and remodel

W. L. Faulkner
Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Stories

1957 (1952)

Contractor

Subsequent action

2

1958

Contractor

Subsequent action

Stories

Relocate use
building permit (#97372) final inspection April 18, 1957;
(Conditional) Use Permit #C-754
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Use category
Building number

55/0

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

UCI Health Sciences Lab/Academic Lab Facility
60,000

Stories

4

1997

Alterations

Architect

Leo A. Daly

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
57 (formerly Building 37)
TB (male (1955); Research Lab for Anesthesiology
Research Lab

Square feet

5,114

Year built

1943

Stories

1

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Relocate use
Relocated in 1949 from Santa Ana Army Air Base
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Use category
Building number

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
58

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

Administrative Services (Academic Offices and Administrative
S i
)
2,964
Stories 1
1972

Alterations

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action

New building

Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect

Support Facilities
59
"Incinerator and appurtenances" per permit
Incinerator/Crematorium
350

Stories

1

1959
1983- add container, dumper and compactor ; circa 1991demolished

W. L. Faulkner, AIA

Contractor
Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

demolished circa 1991-1996, per Larry Knight, lead custodian,
was next to Paint Shed (interview 1/8/01)
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Use category
Building number

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
60

Former name(s)
Building name

Vivarium

Square feet

6,613

Year built

1969

Alterations

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

1

1977 and 1987- remodeled; 1992- "upgraded"

Architect

Subsequent action

Stories

New building
donated by Orange County Hospital Auxiliary, 1961
(catalog # 1098); building permit # 48225

Academic/Administration/Research Facilities
63
North County Annex (1997)
Administration Building, 200 (200 Building OB/GYN)

Square feet

5,424

Year built

1980

Stories

8

Alterations

Architect

Daniel Dworsky & Associates

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

Off site, not in campus
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Use category
Building number
Former name(s)

Support Facilities
65
Warehouse/Materials

Building name
Square feet
Year built

0

Stories

NA

Stories

3

NA

Alterations

Architect
Contractor

Bastien & Associates
Unknown

Initial action
Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number

Off site- 2040 State College Blvd.

Support Facilities
72

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

North Parking Structure
87,000
1978

Alterations

Architect

Conrad Associates

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action

New building

Notes
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Use category
Building number

Support Facilities
73

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built

South Parking Garage
216,733

Stories

6

Stories

1

1988

Alterations

Architect

Wayne Banks & Associates, Inc.

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number

Support Facilities
76

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect

Chlorinator
135
1949
1969- chlorinator vault

W. L. Faulkner

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

Not part of UCI Med Center campus, owned by City of Orange
Water Department
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Use category
Building number

Support Facilities
79

Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Reservoir
87

Stories

1

1949
1962- improved

Architect

Unknown

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

No action

Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name
Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect
Contractor
Initial action

Support Facilities
n/a
subsurface tunnel
Utility Tunnel
0

Stories

1959
1963- additional "leg" built to serve Building 1A

W. L. Faulkner
Gallegos Corporation
No action

Subsequent action
Notes

hatch access at northwest corner of County Facility Road and
former Placentia Avenue, approximately 6'-6" high by 6' wide,
building permit finaled 1/20/59, cost $65,000
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Use category
Building number

Support Facilities
NA

Former name(s)
Building name

Information Booth (at entrance)

Square feet
Year built

Stories

1

Stories

NA

1999

Alterations

Architect
Contractor

UCI Med Center Facilities
Unknown

Initial action
Subsequent action
Notes

Use category
Building number
Former name(s)
Building name

Support Facilities
NA
"Covered Ways"
Walkways

Square feet
Year built
Alterations

Architect

1949
additional "covered walk" added circa 1957 (Conditional Permit
#C-754)

H. C. Wildman & W. L. Faulkner

Contractor

Unknown

Initial action

Demolish

Subsequent action
Notes

Utilities carried beneath roof: steam, gas, soft water, telephone
& fiberoptics
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DPR 523A FORMS

ATTACHMENT 5
ANNOTATED 1955 AERIAL
AND MAPS

SUBJECT SITE
1955

SUBJECT SITE
1969

SUBJECT SITE
1981

SUBJECT SITE
1987

APPENDIX D
GEOTECHNICAL STUDY

APPENDIX E
NOISE STUDY

APPENDIX F
TRAFFIC STUDY

